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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
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Figure 1. The vertices of the two associahedra shown
have coordinates that are computed from triangulations
of labelled hexagons.
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1. INTRODUCTION 7

What are associahedral structures? One can imply from the term that
associahedral structures could be related to the law of associativity of addi-
tion and multiplication of numbers:

(a+ b) + c = a+ (b+ c) and (a · b) · c = a · (b · c).

We can then see that associahedral structures are perhaps related to associa-
tivity of a binary composition. But which composition and on which set? If
we ask three mathematicians we might end up with four di!erent examples.
Examples are, of course, important but the power of mathematics is derived
from structure that goes beyond examples.

Writing about associativity (and having combinatorics in the title), I
have to mention the Catalan number Cn. A list of combinatorial interpre-
tations of Catalan numbers is maintained by R. P. Stanley, [42, 193 entries
as of April 30, 2011]. The third of the six classical interpretations of [43,
Corollary 6.2.3] is:

Cn counts the ways to parenthesize a string of length n+1
subject to a nonassociative binary operation.

Hence, it might be interesting to study the di!erent results of a non-associa-
tive composition and how they relate. But how can we express this poten-
tial relationship? In topology, people became interested in spaces X with
non-associative compositions, but homotopic maps (x, y, z) !" (xy)z and
(x, y, z) !" x(yz), x, y, z # X. If the multiplication remains homotopy asso-
ciative, one can consider four factors and obtains the string

x(y(zt)) $= x((yz)t) $= (x(yz))t $= ((xy)z)t $= (xy)(zt) $= x(y(zt)),

x, y, z, t # X, of homotopies which defines a map S1 % X4 " X and look
for an extension D2%X " X, where D2 denotes the 2-dimensional disk. In
this context, the results of di!erent bracketings can be related by homotopy.
For the introductory examples—and similarly for spaces with an associative
multiplication—these extensions can be defined as (d, x, y, z, t) !" xyzt since
all bracketings yield the same result. From this point of view, it is natural to
ask for some (convex) region with a cell decomposition of its boundary that
reflects the partial parenthesisings. It turns out that the combinatorial type
is uniquely determined and a polytope with this combinatorics is known as
an associahedron. We have now seen a first relationship between

• algebra (associativity of a composition),
• combinatorics (the many di!erent ways to bracket a string), and
• geometry (vertices of a polytope bijective to di!erent bracketings).

For many years people were content in studying some realisation of an
associahedron or having a particularly nice one. Di!erent constructions were
known, a highly symmetric realisation of the associahedron is a secondary
polytope, [21, Ch. 7.3].

A few years ago, cluster algebras were introduced and those of finite
type were classified. Not all cluster algebras of the same finite type are
isomorphic, so there is some substructure that refines the notion of finite
type. In their classification, S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky collect all cluster
algebras of the same type in a series A(B,&) and they associated a convex
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Figure 2. Removal of shaded facets of a permutahedron
yields an associahedron. Observe that no three shaded
facets intersect in a vertex.

polytope called the generalised associahedron to each series. This polytope
is an associahedron if the cluster algebra is from a series of finite type A.

We then have a combinatorial type of n-dimensional polytopes (n-dimen-
sional associahedra) associated to a family of algebraic structures (a series of
cluster algebras of types A). We now ask whether there is a particular reali-
sation or construction associated to a given element of this series. Similarly,
we can ask for combinatorial constructions that distinguish the elements of
a series.

The answer to both questions is given in Figures 2 and 3. There are two
di!erent geometric constructions to obtain an associahedron from a classi-
cal permutahedron by removing sets of facets with distinct combinatorial
intersection properties. In general, we have a similar behaviour. Families of
higher dimensional associahedra constructed from classical permutahedra
relate to other series of finite type A. Moreover, a similar construction can
be described for a series of cluster algebras of any finite type.

There is a second way to think of these correspondences illustrated in
Figure 1. The precise vertex coordinates of the realisations of Figures 2 and 3
can be described in terms of triangulations of certain labeled (n + 2)-gons.
The fact that vertices of an associahedron and triangulations of an (n+ 2)-
gon correllate follows immediately from the equivalence of statements (iii)
and (vi) of Stanley’s original list of combinatorial interpretations of Catalan
numbers. Interpretation (vi) is:

Cn counts the ways to dissect a convex (n+2)-gon into n
triangles by drawing (n & 1) diagonals, no two of which
intersect in their interior. Such intersections may be called
triangulations of an (n+ 2)-gon (with no new vertices).

Of course, all this results from a collaboration by many mathematicians
over many years and generations. This thesis focuses on explicit construc-
tions of generalised associahedra whose geometry (realisation) reflects the
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Figure 3. Removal of shaded facets of a permutahedron
yields an associahedron. Observe that there are three
shaded facets that intersect in a vertex.

cluster algebra to which it is associated. New combinatorial objects are in-
troduced and described (c-singletons) in order to make the constructions
explicit. Their special geometric behaviour is seen in the above-mentioned
figures. The c-singletons correspond to vertices of a realisation of an associa-
hedron that is also a vertex of the (classical) permutahedron. This geometric
interpretation holds for all finite types. The general pattern described can
be applied to examples and the resulting geometric objects (c-generalised
associahedra) encode both algebraic and combinatorial information.

I conclude the general introduction here. In the next sections, I outline
related historical developments from topology, algebra, and combinatorics,
present a summary of the chapters of this thesis and end the introduction
with some mathematical and organisational remarks.

1. Topological origins and operads

An H-space, also known as Hopf space, is a topological space X to-
gether with a continuous map µ : X % X " X and an identity element e
such that µ(e, x) = µ(x, e) = x for all x # X. This notion obviously includes
all topological groups, but there are important classes of H-spaces that are
not topological groups. It might be surprising, but the key feature that dis-
tinguishes between H-spaces and topological groups is the associativity of
the multiplication rather than the existence of a continuous inverse. Simple
examples of H-spaces are the unit spheres S0 ' R, S1 in the complex num-
bers C, S3 in the quaternions H, and S7 in the octonions O. It is well-known
that Sn, n # {0, 1, 3}, is a topological group while S7 is not a topologi-
cal group since multiplication of octonions lacks associativity. A theorem of
J. F. Adams states that maps f : S2n!1 " Sn with Hopf invariant 1 exist if
and only if n # {1, 2, 4, 8}, [1]. This theorem implies that Sn is an H-space
if and only if n # {0, 1, 3, 7}.
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In the late 1950s, M. Sugawara worked on the characterisation of H-
spaces and loop spaces, [46, 47], where he described a recognition principle
for H-spaces that have the homotopy type of a loop space. In subsequent
work, J. D. Stashe! studied higher homotopies for associativity in order
to simplify Sugawara’s recognition principle and he gave a homotopy char-
acterisation of connected based loop spaces, [44]. In modern terminology,
this characterisation would be rephrased as the non-" operad of associahe-
dra, [29, p. 9]. J. D. Stashe! created certain related cell complexes while he
studied in Oxford. He used a key idea from J. F. Adams who, during his visit
to Oxford, discussed with J. D. Stashe! his joint project with S. MacLane
on PROPs (an abbreviation of PROducts and Permutation categeory) and
PACTs (special instances of PROPs). J. D. Stashe!’s cell complexes are
nowadays called associahedra or Stashe! polytopes. J. D. Stashe! originally
realised these complexes not as convex polytopes but as convex curvilin-
ear sets and J. Milnor linearised this construction a bit later in the 1960s.
J. Milnor’s result was never published and computational geometers became
interested in the problem of finding a polytopal realisation of Stashe!’s com-
plexes. During a conference in Oberwolfach in 1984, M. Perles asked for a
polytope whose boundary complex has the combinatorics of the sets of mu-
tually non-crossing diagonals of an n-gon ordered by set inclusion, [31].
The set of mutually non-crossing diagonals of an n-gon is also known as
the Tamari lattice. M. Haiman solved this problem of Perles in the fall of
1984 but never published the result, [23]. He explains that the construction
“was soon made obsolete by a simpler and more symmetric construction by
C. Lee,” [27].

The notion of PROPs and PACTs evolved in the 1960s and turned into
operads. A noteworthy seminar initiated by S. Mac Lane (co-organised by
J. F. Adams) in 1966/67 at the University of Chicago was attended by,
among others, J. M. Boardman, J. D. Stashe!, and R. M. Vogt (his historical
note [48] contains a number of interesting facts about the seminar and his
astonishing life). J. D. Stashe! gave a rather algebraic talk in early March
and raised the question whether a topological counterpart exists that would
relate to (-loop spaces. J. M. Boardman became interested in this question
and presented the linear isometry PROP (the first topological PROP that
is now called linear isometry operad) at this seminar in mid-May. An article
by J. M. Boardman and R. M. Vogt, [8], followed introducing categories of
operators in standard form. The books by J. M. Boardman and R. M. Vogt
and by J. P. May finalised the notion of an operad, [9, 30].

Operads became important in physics in the 1990s, since operadic struc-
tures were introduced in conformal field theories and string field theories. For
example, in conformal field theory, one studies the moduli space Pn of non-
degenerate Riemann spheres with n labeled punctures and non-overlapping
holomorphic disks at each puncture. The spaces Pn form an operad under
sewing as described by Huang, [24]. A di!erent direction with relevance to
knot theory (and also to physics), is to consider the configuration space of n
distinct points on a circle. Kontsevich studies a compactification of this con-
figuration space that enables him to keep track of how points approach one
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another, [26]. This relates to the Deligne-Knudson-Mumford compactifica-
tion Mn

g of the Riemann moduli space of surfaces of genus g with n marked
points which is known to algebraic geometers in the context of blow-ups.
This compactification also retains the combinatorial information of collid-
ing points. Details for configurations on non-compact algebraic varieties are
described by W. Fulton and R. MacPherson, [19]. The real analogue has
been studied by S. Axelrod and I. M. Singer, [3], and A. B. Goncharov
and Yu. I. Manin studied the real situation in discussing !-motives and
the geometry of Mn

g , [22]. Tilings of M
n
0 by associahedra are described by

M. M. Kapranov [25] and S. Devadoss [14]. Cyclohedra, a family of poly-
topal complexes closely related to associahedra, are described by R. Bott and
C. Taubes, [10], studying compactifications of configuration spaces related
to knot theory. We shall encounter another relationship of associahedra and
cyclohedra in a di!erent context in the next section.

2. Cluster algebras

Following a completely di!erent and indepent line of thought, S. Fomin
and A. Zelevinsky introduced Cluster algebras, [15]. Cluster algebras are
commutative rings together with a set of generators (called cluster vari-
ables) which is grouped into overlapping subsets of the same cardinality
(called clusters). A cluster algebra structure can be detected among coordi-
nate rings of algebraic varieties that are studied in representation theory, in
invariant theory, and in relation to total positivity. Examples are homoge-
neous coordinate rings of Grassmannians and Schubert varieties.

We now follow A. Zelevinsky’s concise description of cluster algebras, [50].
We can think of cluster variables xi as elements of some ambient field
and construct a cluster algebra of rank n iteratively as follows. A clus-
ter x = {x1, · · · , xn} is a collection of algebraically independent cluster vari-
ables. Now each cluster variable xk # x can be replaced by another cluster
variable x"k to obtain a new cluster x" = {x1, · · · ,!xk, · · · , xn} ) {x"k}, where
!xk means omission of xk. The cluster variables xk and x"k are related by an
exchange relation. This relation is an equation where xkx

"

k equals the sum
of two disjoint monomials in the cluster variables from {x1, · · · ,!xk, · · · , xn}.
Therefore, we can express the cluster variable x"k as a rational function of
x1, · · · ,!xk, · · · , xn. The exponents of the monomials of the exchange relation
for xk and x"k for any cluster variable xk # x are encoded in an (n % n)-
matrix B with integral entries. This matrix B is called the exchange matrix
and the pair (x,B) is called a seed. Seeds are used for an iterative pro-
cess called seed mutation in direction k, that is, a transformation of seed
(x,B) into the new seed (x", B"). Here, the cluster x" is obtained from x by
replacing xk by x"k and the exchange matrix B" is obtained from B by a
(well-defined) matrix mutation µk. A cluster algebra is then defined as the
subring of Q(x1, . . . , xn) that is generated by all cluster variables, that is,
all possible cluster variables obtained from an initial seed by iterating seed
mutations in all possible directions.

This iterative construction of a cluster algebra via mutations from a
given seed may give the impression that cluster algebras are hard to deal
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with. Certainly, it does not seem to be an easy task to identify the sub-
ring that corresponds to a given seed, but nevertheless, cluster algebras of
finite type can be characterised. A cluster algebra is said to be of finite type
if the set of all seeds produced iteratively by all possible seed mutations
from the initial seed is finite. S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky show in [16] that
cluster algebras of finite type are classified by the same Dynkin diagrams
as semisimple Lie algebras or finite root systems. Studying cluster alge-
bras of finite type, S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky introduced a pure simplicial
complex whose k-dimensional simplices are (k + 1)-element sets of cluster
variables, [17]. In 2002, F. Chapoton, S. Fomin, and A. Zelevinsky showed
that the dual complex is polytopal for all finite types, [11], and the obtained
simple polytopes are called generalised associahedra. Generalised associahe-
dra associated to a cluster algebra of finite type A have the combinatorial
type of an associahedron. Moreover, generalised associahedra associated to a
cluster algebra of finite type B have the combinatorial type of a cyclohedron.

It might be a bit surprising at first sight, but the characterisation of
cluster algebras of finite type does not imply that two cluster algebras of
the same finite type are isomorphic. In other words, there are many non-
isomorphic cluster algebras of the same type. So what is subsumed under the
notion finite type and what do we know about the subtypes involved? The-
orem 1.2 of [49] gives a realisation of any cluster algebra of finite type with
principal coe#cients at an initial seed. A crucial ingredient for this construc-
tion is a Coxeter element c of a finite Coxeter group W which translates to
an orientation of the Coxeter graph of W . The orientation is always acyclic
for finite W . Non-finite cases are also studied. Acyclic orientations are of
special interest in this situation. For that reason one sometimes speaks of
an acyclic initial seed. An important question related to cluster algebras is
to be able to express any cluster variable z in terms of an initial cluster x.
A result of [18, Corollary 6.3] states that this is possible if one knows the g-
vector gz;x # Zn and the F -polynomial Fz;x # Z[t1, . . . , tn]. S.-W. Yang and
A. Zelevensky obtain explicit expressions in Theorem 1.10 and Theorem 1.12
of [49].

3. Coxeter Combinatorics

A Coxeter group W is an abstract group that is presented by a set of
generators S with s2 = 1 for all s # S and for any two distinct generators
si, sj # S we either have no relation or the relation (sisj)mij = 1 with mij *
2 an integer. The pair (W,S) is called a Coxeter system. Coxeter groups
were introduced by H. S. M. Coxeter in 1933/34 as an abstract framework
to study reflection groups, [12], and he classified all finite Coxeter groups
shortly after, [13]. The finite groups are characterised by Coxeter graphs,
graphs that are closely related to Dynkin diagrams. The most popular family
of finite Coxeter groups are probably the Coxeter groups of type A. They
are isomorphic to the symmetric group on n+ 1 elements denoted by "n+1

or Sn+1.
Every element w # W of a Coxeter system (W,S) can be written as

a product of generators. The least number k of generators used among all
such expressions is called the length "(w) of w. It is known that "(w) and
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"(ws) (or "(sw)) di!er by one. The right weak order +R is a partial order-
ing on W where u +R w means that w = us1s2 · · · sk, si # S, such that
"(us1s2 · · · sj) = "(u) + j for 0 + j + k. Similarly, the left weak order can
be defined and is distinct from the right weak order although both posets
are isomorphic via w !" w!1. For any finite Coxeter group, that is, for all
instances that will be of interest for us, the weak order poset is actually a lat-
tice. The importance of the weak order is hard to overestimate. A. Björner
and F. Brenti start Chapter 3 of their monograph [6] with the following
statement:

When working with a Coxeter group, one is sooner or later
faced with problems concerning the combinatorics of re-
duced words. When do two such words represent the same
group element? How should one best choose distinguished
reduced words to represent the group elements?

In fact, the weak order does not only help to answer questions of this type.
The weak order also helps to understand algebraic, combinatorial, and geo-
metric aspects of associahedral structures.

But how does the weak order relate to associahedral structures? The
answer is at least twofold: lattice theoretic and geometric. A first glimpse is
mentioned in the work of A. Björner and M. Wachs, [5, Section 9.6–9.14].
They describe a relation between the weak order and the Tamari lattice.
The Tamari lattice is induced by weak order on a certain class of permuta-
tions that are characterised as 312-avoiding1. Moreover, the Tamari lattice
is a quotient of weak order on the symmetric group by a map # that maps
permutations to 312-avoiding permutations, that is, elements of the Tamari
lattice. Finally, A. Björner and M. Wachs thank L. Billera in Remark 9.14
for an “illuminating discussion” which led to the following geometric insight.
The discussion refers to the iterated fibre-polytope construction of [4] that
gives the classical permutahedron $n = conv {($(1), . . . ,$(n)) | $ # "n}
and a realisation of the associahedron. It is well-known that the Hasse di-
agram of the weak order of "n is nicely encoded in the 1-skeleton of the
permutahedron $n. The iterated fiber polytope construction now induces
a many-to-one relation between the vertices of the permutahedron and the
associahedron and this relation corresponds to the above-mentioned lattice
homomorphism # . This remark turns out to be the lodestar and prototype
of many polytope constructions described in this thesis.

In a series of papers, N. Reading studied quotient lattices obtained from
lattice homomorphisms, [35, 36, 37]. A c-cambrian lattice is obtained as
a quotient from the weak order on a finite Coxeter group W with respect
to certain lattice congruences and depends on a Coxeter element c. It turns
out that the map # described by A. Björner and M. Wachs and the Tamari
lattice are special instances for this construction. A c-cambrian lattice has
a canonically associated complete fan (the c-cambrian fan) that is obtained
from the Coxeter fan of W by merging maximal fans that correspond to
preimages of the lattice homomorphism that defines the quotient lattice.

1A permutation ! ! !n is called 312-avoiding if there is no triple i < j < k such that
!(i) > !(k) > !(j).
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For finite Coxeter groups of type A and B, N. Reading describes the c-
cambrian lattices combinatorially in terms of permutations and shows that
the associated c-cambrian fans are combinatorially isomorphic to the normal
fans of generalised associahedra mentioned above in the Section of cluster
algebras. In [37], it is conjectured that the same is true for all finite cases.
The notion of a c-sortable element of a finite Coxeter group W for a given
Coxeter element c # W is introduced by N. Reading in [38]. In [39], he shows
that c-sortable elements characterise the elements of the c-cambrian lattice
associated to W and c. This characterisation is then used by N. Reading
and D. E Speyer, [40], to settle the conjecture that all c-cambrian fans are
combinatorially isomorphic to the normal fan of a generalised associahedron
of the corresponding finite type. Moreover, they are able to show (up to a
conjecture of S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky) that the rays of c-cambrian fans of
a crystallographic group determine the g-vectors of S. Fomin and A. Zelevin-
sky. S.-W. Yang and A. Zelevinsky refer to this alternative approach in [49,
Remark 1.11].

4. Outline

The main goal of this thesis is to achieve a better understanding of
geometric implications for generalised associahedra imposed by cluster alge-
bras of finite type and the combinatorics of c-cambrian lattices and fans. In
particular, we shall see
i) a simple way to realise generalised associahedra such that its geometry

reflects the fact that certain cluster algebras of the same finite type are
non-isomorphic;

ii) a new useful characterisation to study cambrian lattices and fans and
their combinatorics;

iii) some surprising relations between explicit realisations/coordinates and
purely combinatorial descriptions; and

iv) a remarkable cancellation for certain Möbius inversions.

In summary, we scratch the surface of generalised associahedra and find a
wonderful interaction between algebra, combinatorics, and geometry!

(Chapter 2) The results in this chapter come from the first collaboration
between myself and Christophe Hohlweg. We describe many di!erent reali-
sations of the associahedron and cyclohedron which are obtained in a simple
way from the classical permutahedron and from the standard interpretation
of hyperoctahedral groups as subgroups of symmetric groups, that is, from
the standard description to recover a finite Coxeter group of type B within
a finite Coxeter group of type A.

A realisation of the assciahedron was given in terms of inequalities (H-
description) that cut o! parts of the standard simplex by S. Shnider and
S. Sternberg [41] (for a corrected version consider Appendix B of [45]).
This realisation of the associahedron was then studied by J.-L. Loday, [28],
who discovered a beautiful relationship between the vertex coordinates and
combinatorics of planar binary trees. The result can easily be rephrased in
terms of triangulations of a labeled convex planar n-gon, a language that
was more convenient for us. The reason was that we knew N. Reading’s
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cambrian lattices of type A and B and his descriptions, in particular, in
terms of certain labelings of an n-gon induced by a Coxeter element c and
triangulations thereof.

Our realisations generalise the constructions of J.-L. Loday as well as
S. Shnider and S. Sternberg and we explicitly give simple H- and V-descrip-
tions directly from diagonals and triangulations of labeled n-gons. Unfortu-
nately, Loday’s proof by induction could not be generalised, so we had to
find our own approach. The proof that the polytopes we obtain have indeed
the combinatorics of associahedra is a bit technical and uses the flip graph
of triangulations.

Besides N. Reading’s description of cambrian lattices in terms of triangu-
lations, his lattice homomorphism % is of course extremely important. The
remark by A. Björner and M. Wachs that relates combinatorics and geome-
try generalises to our realisations. To obtain such a realisation, start with a
permutahedron (whose vertex-edge graph is graph-isomorphic to the Hasse
diagram of weak order) and identify facet-defining inequalities that were
made redundant by decreasing their right-hand side values. In this process,
some vertices of the permutahedron merge at some point until the associ-
ahedron is obtained. The points that merge form precisely the equivalence
classes of the quotient lattice. We observed already at this point the geomet-
ric importance of permutations that have singleton sets as their preimage.
The facet-defining hyperplanes of the associahedra are characterised by the
property that they contain at least one permutation (that is a vertex of
the associahedron) with a singleton set as its preimage under the lattice
homomorphism %.

A surprising observation was that certain symmetric labelings of an n-
gon can be used to obtain realisations of cyclohedra from associahedra by
intersecting an associahedron with type B-hyperplanes and explicit descrip-
tions of inequalities and vertex coordinates carry over from type A to type B.
This gives a generalisation of Loday’s construction to type B, something he
tried to find for quite some time.

(Chapter 3) I coauthored this chapter together with Christophe Hohlweg
and Hugh Thomas. The project started some time after I finished the previ-
ous chapter with Christophe Hohlweg when we learned about N. Reading’s
extension of his work on cambrian lattices for types other than type A and B
and his characterisation using c-sortable words. The outline for the article
was clear and the idea to extend from type A and B to other types was
obvious. Start with a hyperplane arrangement whose associated reflections
generate the finite Coxeter group W under consideration. Pick a point p
in the complement of this arrangement and consider the convex hull of the
orbit {w(p) | w # W} of p under this group action of W . This yields a
type W permutahedron whose vertex-edge graph encodes the weak order
on W . Now identify facets that have to be removed to obtain a new poly-
tope whose vertex-edge graph encodes a c-cambrian lattice for some given
Coxeter element c # W . The hope was that these facet-defining inequal-
ities could be identified more or less the same way as they would be in
the previous instance. Their corresponding hyperplanes do not contain a
point w(p) whose preimage under the lattice homomorphism defining the
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c-cambrian lattice is a singleton set. For that reason we defined and stud-
ied c-singletons, which are the key objects in this chapter. They are useful
in describing extremal rays of a maximal cone of the c-cambrian fan and
to obtain an explicit description of the non-redundant inequalities of our
realisations.

Once we understood the W -permutahedron, its normal fan and the c-
cambrian fan, it was easy to state the inequalities for a c-generalised as-
sociahedron, that is, a generalised associahedron whose normal fan is the
c-cambrian fan. But we still had to show that the resulting polytope (de-
fined by inequalites) has the correct combinatorics. We found a way to prove
this but after reading a first version, D. E Speyer found a problem with one of
our theorems. He conjectured the correct statement which we subsequently
proved. As in the previous chapter, showing that the polytope under con-
sideration has the correct combinatorics is rather technical.

We end this chapter with some remarks on integer coordinates for ver-
tices of generalised associahedra, the relation of c-singletons and c-cluster
complexes (the polar object of a c-generalised associahedron), some remarks
regarding the vertex barycentres of these realisations, and an explanation
for how the construction relates to the realisation of Chapter 2.

(Chapter 4) This is chapter coauthored by myself, Nantel Bergeron,
Christophe Hohlweg, and Hugh Thomas. Working on the realisations of
type A and B, C. Hohlweg and I observed that some of the realisations
are isometric and we conjectured that symmetric orientations of the associ-
ated Coxeter graph yield isometric realisations. Consequently, C. Hohlweg,
H. Thomas, and I had an idea on how to describe the c-generalised associ-
ahedra. It was natural to ask whether our old conjecture would extend to
the general case. As in the previous chapter, the notion of a c-singleton is
important in tackling this problem.

(Chapter 5) This chapter presents results developed by myself and con-
tains the most recent results of this thesis although the problem came to my
mind a long time ago. The way the associahedra are realised in Chapter 2
shows that all these realisations are generalised permutahedra as introduced
by A. Postnikov, [33]. A quick and (very) dirty definition of a generalised
permutahedron P is to say that it is obtained from the classical permutahe-
dron $n by allowing changes to the right-hand sides zI of the facet-defining
inequalities of $n. The values zI obviously parametrise the space of all gen-
eralised permutahdera and hence they are described by their zI -coordinates.
Our realisations of associahedra certainly are generalised permutahedra in
this sense, since all we did was make some of the inequalities redundant.
In his article, A. Postnikov discusses J.-L. Loday’s realisation as a special
example and shows that it can be written as a Minkowski sum of faces of a
standard simplex. The coe#cients of this Minkowski sum are either 0 or 1
and are called yI-coordinates where I is a subset on [n] and represents a face
&I of the (n& 1)-dimensional standard simplex. So one natural question is
whether the other realisations also have a similar Minkowski sum decom-
position. A relation between yI - and zI -coordinates is already described by
A. Postnikov but that did not help in solving this problem. An article by
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F. Ardila, C. Benedetti, and J. Doker was the missing link, [2]. They prove
that the yI -coordinates can be computed by Möbius inversion from the zI -
coordinates (if all values are tight) where these coordinates are considered
as functions on the boolean lattice. A negative Minkowski coe#cient yI can
be interpreted as in the example when yI = &1. Then P = Q + (&1)R is
equivalent to the ordinary Minkowski sum Q = P +R.

This theorem solves the problem in principle, but it does not help if one
wants to compute the yI values for our examples e#ciently. Firstly, we do
not have the tight zI values for the inequalities we made redundant and
secondly, for each subset I , [n] we have to evaluate an alternating sum
over all subsets of I. Of course, there are exponentially many values of yI
to compute, but perhaps there is a more e#cient way to compute one value
for yI .

In this chapter, I solve both problems. To solve the first one, that is,
to determine tight right-hand side values for zI , I introduce the concept of
an up and down interval decomposition of a subset I , [n]. This notion
depends on a given Coxeter element c and the name “up and down interval
decomposition” originates from the labelings considered in Chapter 2. From
this up and down interval decomposition, it is easy to compute the tight
value for zI . Substitution of these values into the formula for the Möbius
inversion yields a horrible expression. But (to my surprise!) this formula can
be simplified significantly. It turns out that yI is the alternating sum of at
most four terms zJ and these terms are simple to identify. The proof itself is
technical and involves many case distinctions. Moreover, I obtain a simple
su#cient condition for yI = 0. It is worth mentioning that the sets J that
occur in the formula of yI depend only on c and the result holds not just for
the associahedra explicitly described in Chapter 2 but for a larger class.

If the associahedron is one of the realisations discussed in Chapter 2
then there is a way to compute the values yI from the combinatorics of a
labeled n-gon. We therefore have a third way to relate the combinatorics of
the labeled n-gon to geometric realisations of associahedra. Firstly, we have
a simple combinatorial algorithm to read o! all vertex coordinates. Secondly,
all facet-defining inequalities can be determined. Finally, all coe#cients of a
Minkowski decomposition into faces of a standard simplex can be found.

A remark concerning the definition of generalised permutahedra is im-
portant. From A. Postnikov, V. Reiner, and L. Williams, [34], we know that
we have to redefine generalised permutahedra slightly. We additionally re-
quire that we stay within the deformation cone of $n. This can be rephrased
as follows. We are allowed to make inequalities redundant but we have to
be careful if we cut deeper into the polytope. We are not allowed to “move
beyond vertices” with inequalities, that is, we have to stop when we reach a
vertex. We give an explicit example to illustrate the necessity of this condi-
tion: the cyclohedra are obtained from associahedra by cutting too deep (or
moving hyperplanes beyond vertices). Although it makes sense to compute
the Möbius inverse yI for the zI -coordinates, the geometric interpretation of
the yI as coe#cients for a Minkowski decomposition into faces of a standard
simplex is no longer true. This can be easily checked. Computer software
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such as polymake, [20] is a helpful and friendly companion for excursions
into the realm of real examples.

5. Mathematical remarks

Firstly, the associahedra and cyclohedra realised in Chapter 2 showed up
in a recent elegant and general construction for brick polytopes of F. Santos
and V. Pilaud, [32]. They also give a Minkowski sum decomposition, which
is therefore di!erent from mine. The motivation was to find realisations
of multiassociahedra related to k-triangulations and pseudotriangulations.
Closely related are subword complexes and recent work by C. Ceballos and
J.-P. Labbé indicates that the family of polytopes of c-generalised associa-
hedra could be a special instance. So to answer the question of polytopal
realisations of these complexes, a good understanding of Chapter 3 might
be helpful.

Secondly, we emphasise that the polytopes constructed in Chapter 2
and 3 cover all relevant cases to study g-vectors for the non-isomorphic
cluster algebras of finite type. The notion of c-singletons in combination
with [40] and [49] is a useful tool for computational purposes.

Thirdly, the computation of the Möbius decomposition in Chapter 5
depends on a good understanding of computational aspects of Möbius in-
version and significant improvements seem to be possible compared to the
naive approach. For Möbius functions, A. Blass and B. Sagan studied in-
stances where the Möbius function has simplified expressions,[7]. Are there
theoretical relations to the simplification for the Möbius inversion obtained
in the final chapter? At first sight, the techniques are di!erent.

Finally, nested set complexes are obtained by a combinatorial construc-
tion that yields simplicial complexes dual to Loday’s realisation of associa-
hedra from building blocks. Di!erent descriptions are explained by A. Post-
nikov, [33]. The theory of building blocks has been significantly extentended
to more general lattices and relates to the approach of W. Fulton and
R. MacPherson via compactification and blow-ups, [19]. I have a first under-
standing how to generalise the classical nested set construction for type A
in order to describe simplicial complexes that are dual a any given associa-
hedron constructed in Chapter 2. Unfortunately, no generalisations to other
types are known yet.

6. Organisational remarks

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are published in journals as indicated and are iden-
tical to the version given to the publisher. Components of Chapter 5 are
published in di!erent conference proceedings as extended abstracts, refer-
ences are provided to the best of my knowledge. Moreover, the enumeration
of sections, claims, definitions and figures are referred to within each chapter
independently. Finally, I have specified—to the best of my judgement—at
the beginning of each chapter for which I have collaborators, a division of
labour.
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Division of labor. This is a research article together with Christophe
Hohlweg (now Université du Quebec à Montreal). It is joint collaboration
at its best, we shared an apartment at the Institut Mittag-Le'er in 2005,
and one evening we discussed some problems. I mentioned associahedra and
was curious how cambrian lattices fit in geometrically, I learned about both
a year before at IAS/PCMI summer school 2005. Christophe Hohlweg knew
about Loday’s realisation from his studies in Strasbourg. That was the be-
ginning and the rest was joint work.





REALIZATIONS OF THE ASSOCIAHEDRON AND CYCLOHEDRON

CHRISTOPHE HOHLWEG AND CARSTEN LANGE

1. Introduction

The associahedron Asso(An!1) was discovered by J. Stashe! in 1963, [27], and is of great
importance in algebraic topology. It is a simple (n ! 1)-dimensional convex polytope whose 1-
skeleton is isomorphic to the undirected Hasse diagram of the Tamari lattice on the set Tn+2 of
triangulations of an (n+ 2)-gon (see for instance [16]) and therefore a fundamental example of a
secondary polytope as described in [13]. Numerous realizations of the associahedron have been
given, see [6, 17] and the references therein.

An elegant and simple realization of the associahedron by picking some of the inequalities for the
permutahedron is due to S. Shnider & S. Sternberg [25] (for a corrected version consider J. Stashe!
& S. Shnider [28, Appendix B]). The removed inequalities are related to the vertices by a well-
known surjection from Sn to the set Yn of planar binary trees that relates the weak order of An!1

with the Tamari lattice as described in [2, Sec. 9]. J.-L. Loday presented recently an algorithm to
compute the coordinates of this realization, [17]: label the vertices of the associahedron by planar
binary trees with n+2 leaves and apply a simple algorithm on trees to obtain integer coordinates
in n.

The associahedron fits, up to combinatorial equivalence, in a larger family of polytopes dis-
covered by S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky [11] (and realized as convex polytopes by F. Chapoton,
S. Fomin, and A. Zelevinsky [6]) that is indexed by the elements in the Cartan-Killing classifi-
cation. Among these generalized associahedra, the cyclohedron Asso(Bn) was first described by
R. Bott and C. Taubes in 1994, [4], in connection with knot theory and rediscovered independently
by R. Simion [26]. It is a simple n-dimensional convex polytope whose vertices are given by the
set T B

n+2 of centrally symmetric triangulations of a (2n + 2)-gon. Various realizations have also
been given in [6, 9, 19, 23, 26], but none of them is similar to Loday’s realization.

It is a natural question to ask for a construction similar to Loday’s for the cyclohedron and
we present such a construction in this article: Starting with a realization of the permutahe-
dron Perm(Bn), i.e. the convex hull of the orbit of the point (1, 2, . . . , 2n) with respect to the
action of the hyperoctahedral group, we give an explicit description of realizations of the cyclo-
hedron by removing facets of Perm(Bn). Moreover we introduce an algorithm to obtain (integer)
coordinates for the vertices of these realizations.

It should also be mentioned that the associahedron and cyclohedron fit into another large
family of polytopes, the graph associahedra introduced by M. Carr and S. Devadoss [5] and by
M. Davis, T. Januszkiewicz, and R. Scott [8] in the study of real blow-ups of projective hyperplane
arrangements. Generalized associahedra and graph associahedra fit into the class of generalized
permutahedra of A. Postnikov [21] where the right-hand sides for the facet inequalities of the per-
mutahedron Perm(An!1) are altered. In fact, the associahedron and cyclohedron can be obtained
from this permutahedron by changing the right-hand side of some facet inequalities as described
for example by Postnikov [21]. This description of the cyclohedron is obtained from “cyclic inter-
vals of [n]”, that is, the cyclohedron is seen as “graph associahedron of a cycle”. On the contrary,
the realizations given in this article see the associahedron and cyclohedron related to the Coxeter
graph of type A and B. The associahedron and cyclohedron may be obtained in many ways by
omission of some inequalities. We explicitly describe possible choices for these facet inequalities
related oriented Coxeter graphs of type A and B and the resulting coordinates. Moreover, the
presented realizations of the cyclohedron are the first explicit realizations as a “generalized type B
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permutahedron”, i.e. the cyclohedron is obtained from the permutahedron of type B by changing
the right hand side of some inequalities.

It turns out that Loday’s construction is generalized in two ways by our algorithm: Firstly, for
a certain orientation of the Coxeter graph of type A our algorithm coincides with his construction
and secondly, our algorithm also works for the type B associahedron, it yields coordinates for the
cyclohedron for any oriented Coxeter graph of type B.

In §1.1 and §1.2 we explain our algorithm and realizations of the associahedron and of the
cyclohedron and state the main results. These results are proved in §2 and §3 by explicitly stating
a H-representation1 for each realization. Finally in §4 we comment some observations concerning
isometry classes and barycenters of these realizations. Moreover, in this section we show that the
normal fans of the realizations we provide coincide with the cambrian fans of type A and B. We
settle therefore Conjecture 1.1 of N. Reading [22] in type A and B.

N.B. We remark that our construction yields polytopes with the combinatorial type of the gen-
eralized associahedra of type An and Bn. It might be worth to mention that the combinatorics
of all the polytopes involved is determined by their 1-skeleton or graph, since these polytopes are
simple. This was shown by R. Blind and P. Mani-Levitska, [3], as well as by G. Kalai, [14].

1.1. Realizations of the associahedron. Let Sn be the symmetric group acting on the set
[n] = {1, . . . , n}. As a Coxeter group of type An!1, Sn is generated by the simple transpositions
!i = (i, i+ 1), i " [n! 1]. The Coxeter graph An!1 is then

!1 !2 !3 !n!1
. . .

Let A be an orientation of An!1. Following N. Reading, we distinguish between up and down
elements of {2, . . . , n!1}: An element i " {2, . . . n!1} is up if the edge {!i!1, !i} is directed from
!i to !i!1 and down otherwise. We extend this definition to [n] by the convention that 1 and n
are always down. We remark that, in Reading’s work, 1 and n can be chosen to be up or down.
Let DA be the set of down elements and UA be the set of up elements (possibly empty).

The notion of up and down induces a labelling of a fixed convex (n+2)-gon P as follows: label
one vertex of the (n + 2)-gon by 0. The adjacent vertex in counterclockwise direction is labelled
by the smallest down element of [n] not already used. Repeat this procedure as long as there is a
down element that has not been used. If there is no such element use label n+ 1 and continue to
label the next counterclockwise element by the largest up element of [n] that has not been used
so far and iterate. An example is given in Figure 1.

Now we consider P labelled according to a fixed orientation A . A triangulation T of P is a
planar graph with vertex set the vertices of P and edge set the edges of P and n! 1 non-crossing
diagonals di!erent from the boundary edges. We denote by Tn+2 the set of all triangulations of P
and describe a triangulation by its non-crossing diagonals. Our goal is now to define an injective
map

MA : Tn+2 !# n

T $!# (x1, x2, . . . , xn)

that assigns explicit coordinates to a triangulation.
Before we define MA , we introduce a family of functions µi : {0, 1, . . . , n + 1} # [n + 2] that

measure distances between labels of P and that is parameterized by i " [n]. For j < i, µi(j) counts
the number of edges {a, b} of the path (on the boundary of P ) connecting i and j that uses only
labels % i. For j & i, µi(j) counts the number of edges {a, b} of the path (on the boundary of P )
connecting i and j that uses only labels & i. We emphasize that these paths are unique because of
the condition on the labels allowed. For instance, we have µ4(5) = 2 and µ5(4) = 5 in Figure 1. For

1There are two ways to realize a polytope: The H-representation is the intersection of a finite number of closed
half spaces and the V-description is the convex hull of a finite number of points, see Ziegler [30] for further details.
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6
!1 !2 !3 !4

Figure 1. A labelling of a heptagon that corresponds to the orientation A

on A4 shown inside the heptagon. We have DA = {1, 3, 5} and UA = {2, 4}.

a triangulation T " Tn+2 of P and i " [n], we denote by LTi the set {a | 0 % a < i and {a, i} " T }
and by RT

i the set {b | i < b % n+ 1 and {b, i} " T }. Set

pT! (i) := max
a"LT

i

{µi(a)} and pTr (i) := max
b"RT

i

{µi(b)}.

The weight "i of i in T is the integer pT! (i)p
T
r (i). We now define the coordinates xi of MA (T ):

xi :=

!
"i if i " DA

n+ 1! "i if i " UA .

In the setting of Figure 2, let A1 denote the orientation that yields the realization on the left
and A2 denote the orientation that yields the realization on the right. Consider the triangulations
T1 = {{0, 3}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}}, T2 = {{0, 4}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}}, T3 = {{1, 2}, {1, 5}, {3, 5}}, and T4 =
{{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 5}} that are given by their set of diagonals (T1, T3 are triangulations of the left
hexagon while T2, T4 are triangulations of the right hexagon). Then

MA1
(T1) = MA2

(T2) = (1, 2, 3, 4) and MA1
(T3) = MA2

(T4) = (4, 3, 2, 1).

Theorem 1.1. Fix an orientation A on An!1. The convex hull of {MA (T ) | T " Tn+2} is a
realization of the associahedron Asso(An!1) with integer coordinates.

This V-representation of Asso(An!1) as convex hull of vertices is proved in Section 2.

T1 = 0

1

2

3

4

5

T3 = 0

1

2

3

4

5

T2 = 0

1

2 3

4

5

T4 = 0

1

2 3

4

5

Figure 2. The vertices of the two associahedra shown have coordinates that
are computed from triangulations of labelled hexagons.
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Figure 3. We assume the same orientation A of A5 as in Figure 1. The permu-
tation # = 12345 yields the six paths shown on the left. The edges of these paths
form the diagonals of the triangulation "A (#) shown on the right.

Remark 1.2. If all edges of An!1 are directed from left to right, then the realization just described
coincides with the one given by Loday. In this situation, UA = !. Let T " Tn+2 and for each
i " [n], let a and b be such that pT! (i) = µi(a) and pTr (i) = µi(b). Consider the triangle {a, i, b}.
Label this triangle by i. Now, take the dual graph of T : it is a planar binary tree with n+1 leaves
whose root is determined by the edge {0, n+1} of T and whose internal nodes are labelled by the
label of the corresponding triangle. Then for each i " [n] the weight "i of i is the product of the
leaves of the left side of i and of the leaves of the right side. That is precisely how J.-L. Loday
computes the coordinates of the vertices in his realization, starting from planar binary trees.

We are now interested in a surjective map

"A : Sn # Tn+2

for any given orientation A of An!1. These maps have been used earlier. L. Billera & B. Sturmfels
used them in [1] where associahedra are described as iterated fibre polytopes. Other references
are V. Reiner, [23], A. Björner & M. Wachs, [2, Remark 9.14], J.-L. Loday & M. Ronco, [18],
A. Tonks, [29], and N. Reading, [22], who used this family of maps in his study of cambrian
lattices of type A. The orientation A where each edge of An!1 is oriented from left to right yields
a well-studied map that turns out to be a lattice epimorphism from the (right) weak order lattice
to the Tamari lattice. In fact, the undirected Hasse diagram of a cambrian lattice of type A is
combinatorially equivalent to the 1-skeleton of Asso(An!1) [22, Theorem 1.3]. In other words,
these maps can be viewed as ‘1-skeleton’ maps from Perm(An!1) to Asso(An!1).

We follow the procedure given in [22] by N. Reading to describe these maps "A . We remark
that N. Reading uses the left weak order while we prefer the right weak order. So we invert # " Sn

to translate between left and right weak order. Let # " Sn and start with the path of the labelled
(n + 2)-gon that connects 0 with n + 1 and passes through all down elements. Now read the
permutation #!1 (represented as a word in [n]) from left to right and construct inductively a new
path from 0 to n+ 1: If the next letter of #!1 is a down element then delete this element in the
path; if the next letter is an up element then insert this element between its largest predecessor and
its smallest successor in the path. The edges used during this process define a triangulation "A (#)
of the labelled (n+ 2)-gon, see Figure 3 for an example.

The permutahedron Perm(An!1) is the classical permutahedron #n!1 which is defined as the
convex hull of the points

M(#) := (#(1),#(2), . . . ,#(n)) " n, '# " Sn.
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The idea of S. Shnider & S. Sternberg to obtain the associahedron from the permutahedron by
discarding inequalities extends to all realizations of the associahedron of Theorem 1.1. The map
KA assigns subsets of [n! 1] to a diagonal and is defined in Section 2.

Proposition 1.3. Fix an orientation A . The associahedron of Theorem 1.1 is given by a subset
of the inequalities for the permutahedron Perm(An!1). These inequalities are determined by the
image under KA of the diagonals of the (n+ 2)-gon labelled according to A .

Moreover, the following analog to [17, Proposition 2] shows that our realizations are closely
related to the maps "A : A triangulation T has a singleton {#} = ("A )!1(T ) as preimage if
and only if MA (T ) is a vertex of the permutahedron Perm(An!1). But there are more ways to
characterize the common vertices of the associahedron and permutahedron which depend on a
chosen orientation A .

Proposition 1.4. Fix an orientation A on An!1 and let T " Tn+2 and # " Sn. The following
statements are equivalent:
(a) MA (T ) = M(#),
(b) "A (#) = T and the diagonals of T can be labelled such that

! ( KA (D1) ( . . . ( KA (Dn!1) ( [n]

is a sequence of strictly increasing nested sets.
(c) ("A )!1(T ) = {#},
(d) "A (#) = T and for each i " [n] we have pT! (i) = 1 or pTr (i) = 1.

The proof of both propositions is postponed to Section 2.

1.2. Realizations of the cyclohedron. An orientation A of A2n!1 is symmetric if the edges
{!i, !i+1} and {!2n!i!1, !2n!i} are oriented in opposite directions for all i " [2n ! 2]. There is
a bijection between the symmetric orientations of A2n!1 and the orientations B of the Coxeter
graph Bn that we describe below. A triangulation T " T2n+2 is centrally symmetric if T , viewed
as a triangulation of a regular (2n + 2)-gon, is centrally symmetric. Let T B

2n+2 be the set of the
centrally symmetric triangulations of the labelled (2n+ 2)-gon.

Theorem 1.5. Let A be a symmetric orientation of A2n!1. The convex hull

conv
"
MA (T )

## T " T B
2n+2

$

is a realization of the cyclohedron Asso(Bn) with integer coordinates.

A proof of Theorem 1.5 is given in Section 3, examples are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The latter
shows a realization of Asso(B3) together with a table of the coordinates of its vertices and the
corresponding triangulations of the labelled octagon. We emphasize that Theorem 1.5 is not true

Figure 4. Coordinates obtained from symmetric triangulations with sym-
metric A yield a generalized associahedron of type Bn as shown on the left
(black edges). If A is not symmetric, the convex hull does not even yield a
polytope of the correct dimension as shown on the right (black edges).
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if the orientation A is not symmetric as also visualized in Figure 4: the obtained convex hull does
not have the correct dimension, is not simple and has triangular faces.

The hyperoctahedral group Wn is the subgroup of S2n that consists of all permutations # with
the property #(2n + 1 ! i) + #(i) = 2n + 1 for all i " [n]. As a Coxeter group of type Bn, the
hyperoctahedral group is generated by the simple transpositions si := !i!2n!i, i " [n! 1], and the
transposition t = !n. The Coxeter graph Bn is

t s1 s2 sn!14 . . .

There is a bijection between the orientations of Bn and the symmetric orientations of A2n!1. Let B

be an orientation of Bn, then we construct an orientation of A2n!1 by putting the orientation B

on the subgraph of An!1 that consists of the vertices !n, !n+1, . . . , !2n!1, and by completing the
orientation symmetrically with respect to !n. For convenience, we sometimes refer a symmetric
orientation on A2n!1 as B. For instance, the orientation

t s1 s2 s3 s44

on B5 gives the following orientation on A9

!1 !2 !3 !4 !5 !6 !7 !8 !9

Let B be an orientation of Bn, or equivalently a symmetric orientation of A2n!1. Denote by "B
B

the restriction "B|Wn
of the map "B to Wn. Then

"B
B : Wn !# T B

2n+2

is surjective.
N. Reading showed that "B

B is a surjective lattice homomorphism from the weak order lattice
on Wn to a cambrian lattice of type Bn. Again, the undirected Hasse diagram of each cambrian
lattice of type Bn is combinatorially equivalent to the 1-skeleton of Asso(Bn), [22, Theorem 1.3].
The permutahedron Perm(Bn) of type Bn is the convex hull of the points

M(#) = (#(1),#(2), . . . ,#(2n)) " 2n, '# " Wn ( S2n.

The next two propositions show that the realizations of the cyclohedron given in Theorem 1.5 have
similar properties as the ones of the associahedron given in Theorem 1.1: They are obtained by
removing certain inequalities from the inequalities for Perm(Bn) and the common vertices Asso(Bn)
and Perm(Bn) are characterized in many ways.

Proposition 1.6. Fix an orientation B. The associahedron Asso(Bn) of Theorem 1.5 is given by
a subset of the inequalities for the permutahedron Perm(Bn!1). These inequalities are determined
by the image under KB of the diagonals of the (2n+ 2)-gon labelled according to B.

Proposition 1.7. Fix an orientation B on Bn and let T " T2n+2 be centrally symmetric and
# " Wn ( S2n. The following statements are equivalent:
(a) MB(T ) = M(#),
(b) "B

B
(#) = T and the diagonals of T can be labelled such that

! ( KA (D1) ( . . . ( KA (D2n!1) ( [2n]

is a sequence of strictly increasing nested sets.
(c) ("B

B)!1(T ) = {#},
(d) "B

B(#) = T and for each i " [2n] we have pT! (i) = 1 or pTr (i) = 1.

The proofs are given in Section 3.
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12

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 13

1415

16

17
18

19
20

label coordinate triangulation

1 (3, 5, 6, 1, 2, 4) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

2 (3, 6, 5, 2, 1, 4) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

3 (2, 4, 6, 1, 3, 5) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

4 (1, 6, 3, 4, 1, 6) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

5 (1, 4, 5, 2, 3, 6) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

6 (1, 6,!1, 8, 1, 6) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

7 (1, 3, 5, 2, 4, 6) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

8 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 0

1

2 3

4 5

6

7

9 (1, 2, 4, 3, 5, 6) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

10 (6,!3, 3, 4, 10, 1) 0

1

2 3

4 5

6

7

label coordinate triangulation

11 (6,!3, 4, 3, 10, 1) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

12 (2, 3, 6, 1, 4, 5) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

13 (6,!1, 6, 1, 8, 1) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

14 (6, 5,!5, 12, 2, 1) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

15 (5, 6,!5, 12, 1, 2) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

16 (6, 3, 6, 1, 4, 1) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

17 (6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

18 (5, 6, 4, 3, 1, 2) 0

1

2 3

4 5

6

7

19 (4, 6, 5, 2, 1, 3) 0

1

2 3

4 5
6

7

20 (4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3) 0

1

2 3

4 5

6

7

Figure 5. The vertex labels of this realization of the generalized associa-
hedron of type B3 are decoded into coordinates and triangulations in table
below. The corresponding orientation of B3 is obtained by directing the
edges from left to right.
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Figure 6. The facets that correspond to non-admissible inequalities for the
symmetric orientation A of Figure 2 (left associahedron) are colored. The
four pictures show the process of removing these hyperplanes from the A3-
permutahedron (upper left) to the associahedron (bottom right).

Figure 7. The facets that correspond to non-admissible inequalities for the
non-symmetric orientation A of Figure 2 (right associahedron) are colored
(the perspective has changed by roughly 90 degrees with respect to the ver-
tical direction for a better visualization). The four pictures show the process
of removing these hyperplanes from the A3-permutahedron (upper left) to
the associahedron (bottom right).
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1.3. Concerning the proofs. The general idea to prove these results is to follow Loday’s strat-
egy: We start with a classical H-representation of Perm(An!1), i.e. a representation by (in)equalities.
Then we identify among all defining inequalities the A -admissible ones. These are in bijection to
the diagonals of the labelled (n+ 2)-gon and are precisely the inequalities of an H-representation
of Asso(An!1). Finally, we show that the intersection of all A -admissible half spaces whose
diagonals define a triangulation T " Tn+2 is the point MA (T ). The process of removing the non-
admissible hyperplanes is visualized in Figures 6 and 7. The facets supported by non-admissible
inequalities are shaded.

In his proof, Loday used two vital tools: A precise description of the admissible half spaces
given by Stashe!, [28, Appendix], and the fact that any planar binary tree can be cut into two
planar binary trees. The latter piece of information gives rise to an inductive argument.

In Section 2, we generalize Stashe!’s H-representation of Asso(An!1) for all orientations of An!1,
using results of Reading, [22]. But the induction of Loday does not generalize to our set-up. We
give a di!erent proof that uses bistellar flips on triangulations (i.e. flips of diagonals).

The permutahedron Perm(Bn) of type B can be obtained by intersecting the permutahe-
dron Perm(A2n!1) with “type-B-hyperplanes”. If the orientation A of A2n!1 is symmetric, we
conclude that the following diagram is commutative:

Asso(A2n!1)

"

!!
!!

!!
!!

!!
!!

!

#
""""
""
""
""
""
""

Perm(A2n!1)

"

###
##

##
##

##
##

#
Asso(Bn)

#
$$$$
$$
$$
$$
$$
$

Perm(Bn)

The symbol ) indicates that we intersect the starting polytope with all non-admissible half spaces,
and the symbol $ indicates that we intersect the starting polytope with the “type-B-hyperplanes”.
This gives the general idea of the proof for type B.

2. H-representations of the associahedron and proofs for Subsection 1.1

We start with a classical H-representation of the permutahedron Perm(An!1) with vertex
set {M(#) | # " Sn}, see Figure 8 for Perm(A2). Firstly, we consider the hyperplane

H =

%
&

'
x " R

n

######

(

i"[n]

xi =
n(n+1)

2

)
*

+
.

Secondly, each non-empty proper subset K ( [n] with k := |K| defines the closed half space

HK :=

%
&

'
x " R

n

######
(n! k)

(

i"K

xi ! k
(

i"[n]\K

xi +
nk(n!k)

2 & 0

)
*

+
.

The open half space H
+
K and the hyperplane HK are defined by strict inequality and equality re-

spectively. The negative half space H
!
K is the complement of HK in Rn. Now the permutahedron

can be described as:

Perm(An!1) = H *
,

! $=K%[n]

HK .

Moreover, M(#) " HK if and only if #!1(
-
|K|

.
) = K, see for instance [17, §2.2]. In other words,

(1) {M(#)} = H *
,

! $=K%[n]
K=#!1([|K|])

HK .
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M(123) = (1, 2, 3)

M(132) = (1, 3, 2)
M(231) = (2, 3, 1)

M(321) = (3, 2, 1)

M(312) = (3, 1, 2)M(213) = (2, 1, 3)

{1}

{2}

{3}

{1, 2}

{1, 3}

{2, 3}

x1

x2

x3

Figure 8. The convex hull of {M(#) | # " S3} yields a 2-dimensional per-
mutahedron in 3 contained in the a$ne hyperplaneH with x1+x2+x3 = 6.
The intersections H *HK for ! ( K ( [n] are the lines defined by the edges
of Perm(A2). The edges are labelled by the set K.

Let P be the (n+2)-gon labelled according to a given orientation A of An!1. We now describe
an injective map KA from the set of diagonals of P to the set of non-empty proper subsets of [n].
Set DA = DA + {0, n+ 1}. For a diagonal D = {a, b}, 0 % a < b % n+ 1, we define

KA (D) :=

%
///&

///'

{i " DA | a < i < b} if a, b " DA

{i " DA | a < i} + {i " UA | b % i} if a " DA , b " UA

DA + {i " UA | i % a or b % i} if a, b " UA

{i " DA | b > i} + {i " UA | a & i} if a " UA , b " DA .

In other words, KA (D) is the subset of [n] obtained by reading counterclockwise the labels of P
starting from a and ending with b, and by removing 0, n+ 1, and {a, b} * DA .

Definition 2.1. Fix an orientation A of An!1. The half space HK is A -admissible if there is a
diagonal D of P such that K = KA (D).

For instance, the A -admissible half-spaces for the symmetric orientation A corresponding to
the realization on the left of Figure 2 correspond to the subsets

{1}, {3}, {4}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {3, 4}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4},

while the admissible half spaces of the other realization in Figure 2 correspond to

{1}, {2}, {4}, {1, 2}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}.

We first prove a sequence of lemmas and corollaries to obtain in Proposition 2.10 a better
understanding of the relationship between the pointsMA (T ) on the one hand andH ,HK , and H

+
K

on the other hand. The aim is to show that
(1) MA (T ) is contained in H for every triangulation T ;
(2) D is a diagonal of a triangulation T if and only if MA (T ) " HKA (D);
(3) If D is not a diagonal of the triangulation T then MA (T ) " H

+
KA (D).

We first show that certain half spaces are admissible for any orientation A of An!1.

Lemma 2.2. For any orientation A of An!1 the sets Su = {1, 2, . . . , u} for 1 % u % n ! 1

and 0Sv = {n, n! 1, . . . , n! v} for 0 % v % n! 2 yield A -admissible half spaces HSu
and H!Sv

.
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Proof. Denote the elements of DA by i1 = 1 < i2 < . . . < i$ = n and the elements of UA by
j1 < . . . < j% . Let 1 % u % n ! 1. Let jk be the greatest integer in (Su * UA ) + {0} and i! be
the greatest integer in (Su *DA ). Observe that i! < n since i! " Su. Therefore jk < il+1 and the
diagonal {jk, il+1} is mapped to Su under KA . Proceed similarly with 0Sv. !

Both associahedra considered in Figure 2 have a vertex (1, 2, 3, 4) and (4, 3, 2, 1). The first
vertex corresponds in both cases to the triangulation with diagonals {1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3} and the
second vertex corresponds in both cases to the triangulation with diagonals {4}, {4, 3}, {4, 3, 2}.
This is true in general. More precisely, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 2.3. For any orientation A of An!1 there are triangulations T and 0T of the labelled
(n+ 2)-gon such that MA (T ) = (1, 2, , . . . , n) and MA ( 0T ) = (n, n! 1, . . . , 1).

Proof. The diagonals described in the proof of Lemma 2.2 to obtain the sets Su yield a triangula-
tion T with MA (T ) = (1, 2, . . . , n) and the diagonals for the sets 0Su yield a triangulation 0T with
MA (0T ) = (n, n! 1, . . . , 1). !

Definition 2.4. A triangulation T " Tn+2 refines a given diagonal D if this diagonal D is used
in the triangulation T . We write T , D in this situation.

Lemma 2.5. Fix an orientation A on An!1.
1. There is a triangulation T " Tn+2 with MA (T ) = (x1, . . . , xn) such that

(

i"[n]

xi =
n(n+1)

2 .

2. For each diagonal D with d := |KA (D)|, there is a triangulation T " Tn+2 refining D with
MA (T ) = (x1, . . . , xn) such that

(

i"KA (D)

xi =
d(d+1)

2 .

Proof. Denote the elements of DA by i0 = 0 < i1 = 1 < i2 < . . . < i$!1 < i$ = n < i$+1 = n+ 1
and the elements of UA by j1 < j2 < . . . < j% . Observe that %+ & = n.

1. The triangulations T and 0T of Corollary 2.3 have the desired property.
2. We have to distinguish four cases. The aim is to produce a permutation # " Sn such that "A (#)

refines a given diagonal D. The first d elements of #!1 are precisely the elements of KA (D),
therefore it is su$cient to specify the first d elements of #!1. This is what we shall do.
i. D = {a, b} with a, b " DA and a < b.

Let u < v be such that iu = a and iv = b. Then the desired triangulation is obtained from
any permutation # when #!1 starts with the word iu+1iu+2 . . . iv!1. More precisely, we

have xiu+1
= 1 · 1, xiu+2

= 2 · 1, . . ., xiv!1
= (v ! 1! u) · 1 = d, i.e.

1
i"KA (D) xi =

d(d+1)
2 .

ii. D = {a, b} with a " DA , b " UA , and a < b.
Let u and v be such that iu = a and jv = b. Then any permutation # where #!1 starts
with i$i$!1 . . . iu+1j%j%!1 . . . ju yields

1
i"KA (D) xi =

d(d+1)
2 .

iii. D = {a, b} with a " UA , b " DA , and a < b.
Let u and v be such that iu = b and jv = a. Consider the coordinates obtained from the tri-
angulation associated to any permutation # where #!1 starts with the word i1i2 . . . iu!1j1j2 . . . jv.

iv. D = {a, b} with a, b " UA and a < b.
Let u and v be such that ju = a and jv = b. Let # be any permutation where #!1 starts
with the word i1i2 . . . i$j1j2 . . . juj%j%!1 . . . jv.

!

Let T " Tn+2 a triangulation of the labelled (n+2)-gon P and {a, c} be a diagonal of T . There
are two unique labels b, d of T such that {a, c} is a diagonal of the quadrilateral given by the
edges {a, b}, {b, c}, {c, d}, and {a, d} of T . Hence the diagonal {b, d} is not an edge of T . The
bistellar flip of the diagonal {a, c} is the transformation which map T to T & where T & " Tn+2 is
the triangulation obtained by replacing the diagonal {a, c} by the diagonal {b, d} in T . For two
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triangulations T, T & " Tn+2, we write T -̇T & if T & can be obtained from T by a bistellar flip of a
diagonal of T . The relation -̇ is symmetric. Denote by - the transitive and reflexive closure of -̇.
For any T, T & " Tn+2, there is a sequence T = T1, T2, . . . , Tp = T & of triangulations in Tn+2 such
that Ti-̇Ti+1 for all i " [p! 1].

Lemma 2.6. Fix an orientation A on An!1. Let T " Tn+2 and D a diagonal of T . Consider the
triangulation T & that is obtained from T by a bistellar flip from D to D&. Set MA (T ) = (x1, . . . , xn)
and MA (T &) = (y1, . . . , yn). The vertices of the quadrilateral with diagonals D and D& are labelled
a < b < c < d. Then xi = yi for all i " [n] \ {b, c} and xb + xc = yb + yc.

Proof. It follows immediately from the definitions that xi = yi for all i " [n] \ {b, c}. We have to
show that xb + xc = yb + yc. There are 4 cases to distinguish: b and c are elements of DA or UA .
i. b, c " DA .

We have µc(a) = µb(a) + µc(b), µb(d) = µb(c) + µc(d), and

µb(a)µb(c) + µc(a)µc(d) = µb(a)µb(c) + [µb(a) + µc(b)]µc(d)

= µb(a)[µb(c) + µc(d)] + µc(b)µc(d)

= µb(a)µb(d) + µc(b)µc(d).

If D = {a, c} and D& = {b, d} we have xb + xc = µb(a)µb(c) + µc(a)µc(d) and yb + yc =
µb(a)µb(d) + µc(b)µc(d). If D = {b, d} and D& = {a, c} we have yb + yc = µb(a)µb(c) +
µc(a)µc(d) and xb + xc = µb(a)µb(d) + µc(b)µc(d).

ii. b " DA and c " UA .
We have µc(a) = µc(b)! µb(a), µb(c) = µb(d) + µc(d), and

µb(a)µb(d) + n+ 1! µc(a)µc(d) = µb(a)µb(d) + n+ 1! [µc(b)! µb(a)]µc(d)

= µb(a)[µb(d) + µc(d)] + n+ 1! µc(b)µc(d)

= µb(a)µb(c) + n+ 1! µc(b)µc(d)

We have either D = {a, d} and D& = {b, c} or D = {b, c} and D& = {a, d}. Both cases
imply xb + xc = yb + yc.

iii. b " UA and c " DA .
We have µc(a) = µc(b)! µb(a), µb(c) = µb(d) + µc(d), and

n+ 1! µb(a)µb(d) + µc(a)µc(d) = n+ 1! µb(a)µb(d) + [µc(b)! µb(a))µc(d)

= n+ 1! µb(a)[µb(d) + µc(d)] + µc(b)µc(d)

= n+ 1! µb(a)µb(c) + µc(b)µc(d)

We have either D = {a, d} and D& = {b, c} or D = {b, c} and D& = {a, d}. Both cases imply
xb + xc = yb + yc.

iv. b, c " UA .
We have µc(a) = µc(b) + µb(a), µb(c) = µb(d) + µc(d), and

n+ 1! µb(a)µb(c) + n+ 1! µc(a)µc(d)

= n+ 1! µb(a)µb(c) + n+ 1! [µc(b) + µb(a)]µc(d)

= n+ 1! µb(a)[µb(c) + µc(d)] + n+ 1! µc(b)µc(d)

= n+ 1! µb(a)µb(d) + n+ 1! µc(b)µc(d)

We have either D = {a, c} and D& = {b, d} or D = {b, d} and D& = {a, c}. Both cases imply
xb + xc = yb + yc.

!

Corollary 2.7. Fix an orientation A on An!1. Let T " Tn+2 and write MA (T ) = (x1, . . . , xn).
1.

1
i"[n] xi is invariant under bistellar flips of diagonals.
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2. Let D and D& be distinct diagonals of T , i.e. T refines both D and D&. Denote the triangulation
obtained from a bistellar flip of D& by T & and MA (T &) = (y1, . . . , yn). Then

(

i"KA (D)

yi =
(

i"KA (D)

xi.

Proof. 1. Follows immediately from Lemma 2.6.
2. The claim follows immediately from the first statement of this lemma: Let a < b < c < d be

the labels that define the quadrilateral for the bistellar flip of D&. Since T refines D and D&,
we conclude that either b, c " KA (D) or b, c ." KA (D).

!

A careful analysis of the proof of Lemma 2.6 yields the following result.

Corollary 2.8. Fix an orientation A on An!1. Let T " Tn+2 and D a diagonal of T . Consider
the triangulation T & that is obtained from T by a bistellar flip from D to D&. Set d = |KA (D)|,
MA (T ) = (x1, . . . , xn), and MA (T &) = (y1, . . . , yn). Then

(

i"KA (D)

yi >
(

i"KA (D)

xi =
d(d+1)

2 .

Proof. Again, we have to consider the quadrilateral spanned by the diagonalsD andD&, its vertices
are without loss of generality a < b < c < d. We only show the first case b, c " DA . The other cases
are handled analogously. Suppose we flip from {a, c} to {b, d}. Then b " KA (D) and c ." KA (D).
The claim follows from xb < yb as shown in the proof of Lemma 2.6 since µb(c) < µb(d). !

Lemma 2.9. Fix an orientation A on An!1. Let T " Tn+2 and write MA (T ) = (x1, . . . , xn).
If T does not refine a given diagonal D with d := |KA (D)| then

(

i"KA (D)

xi >
d(d+1)

2 .

Proof. Let u and v be the endpoints of D such that u < v. Since T does not refine D, we have di-
agonals of T that intersect the line segment between u and v in its relative interior. Let D1, . . . , Dt

be all these diagonals ordered such that D*Di+1 (as intersection of line segments not as intersec-
tion of subsets of {0, . . . n+ 1}) is closer to v than D *Di for all i " [t! 1]. Let ui and vi denote
the endpoints of Di where ui " KA (D) and vi ." KA (D) for each i " [t].

The strategy is now to flip the diagonal D1, then D2, . . .Dt to obtain a triangulation T & that
refines D. We show by induction on t that

1
i"KA (D) xi decreases with each flip.

We first remark that the special case t = 1 is covered by Corollary 2.8 (obtain a triangulation T &

that refines D by a bistellar flip from D1 to D).
Suppose the claim is true for all t̄ < t. Apply a bistellar flip to the diagonal D1 of the

quadrilateral {a < b < c < d} = {u, u1, v1, u2, v2} to obtain the triangulation T & with MA (T &) =
(y1, . . . , yn) and new diagonal D&

1 (this is in fact a quadrilateral since there is no other diagonal
intersecting D between D1 and D2 i.e. u1 = u2 or v1 = v2 ). In T &, only D2, . . . , Dt intersect

the line between u and v. We have
1

i"KA (D) yi > d(d+1)
2 by induction, so it su$ces to show1

i"KA (D) xi &
1

i"KA (D) yi.
From D&

1 *D = {u} we conclude that one of the following statements is true:
(1) KA (D&

1) ( KA (D),
(2) KA (D&

1) / KA (D),
(3) KA (D&

1) *KA (D) = !,
(4) u = c " UA .
Observe first that Corollary 2.8 implies that

1
i"KA (D"

1)
xi >

1
i"KA (D"

1)
yi.

The first case implies that at least one of b and c is contained in KA (D) (possibly both). From
Lemma 2.6 we conclude

1
i"KA (D) xi &

1
i"KA (D) yi.

The second case implies that either none, one, or both of b, c are contained in KA (D). If none
or both are contained in KA (D), we have

1
i"KA (D) xi =

1
i"KA (D) yi. If one of b, c is contained

in KA (D), we have
1

i"KA (D) xi >
1

i"KA (D) yi by Lemma 2.6.
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The third case implies that c = u and u " DA , i.e. b, c ." KA (D) and. Hence we conclude1
i"KA (D) xi =

1
i"KA (D) yi by Lemma 2.6.

The fourth case implies that b, c are contained in KA (D), then we have
1

i"KA (D) xi =1
i"KA (D) yi by Lemma 2.6 again. !

As an consequence we obtain the following result:

Proposition 2.10. Fix an orientation A on An!1 and let T " Tn+2 and let D be a diagonal.
Then

(1) MA (T ) " H,
(2) T , D if and only if MA (T ) " HKA (D),
(3) MA (T ) " H

+
KA (D) if T does not refine D.

Proof. It is a well-known fact that any triangulation of a polygon can be transformed into any
other triangulation by a sequence of bistellar flips. If both triangulations have a common diagonal,
this sequence can be chosen in such that this diagonal is common to all intermediate triangulations.
These remarks combined with Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.7 settle the first two statements.

If T does not refine D, then write MA (T ) = (x1, . . . , xn) and d := |KA (D)|. As MA (T ) " H ,

(n! d)
(

i"KA (D)

xi ! d
(

i"[n]\K

xi +
nd(n!d)

2 = n
(

i"KA (D)

xi !
nd(d+1)

2 > 0

by Lemma 2.9. In other words, MA (T ) " H
+
KA (D). !

Corollary 2.11. Fix an orientation A on An!1 and let T " Tn+2. Then

{MA (T )} = H *
,

D'T

HKA (D).

Proof. It is clear that dim
2
H *

3
D'T HKA (D)

4
% 0. But this intersection contains MA (T ) by

Proposition 2.10. !

Theorem 2.12. The intersection of all A -admissible half-spaces with H yields an associahedron
with vertex set {MA (T ), T " Tn+2}.

Proof. We first observe that the intersection of all admissible half spaces defines a bounded set
in n. This follows from the following facts:

(1) From Lemma 2.2,Corollary 2.3, Proposition 2.10 and the H-representation of Perm(An!1),
we conclude that all half spaces HK that contain (1, 2, . . . , n) or (n, n ! 1, . . . , 1) on
their boundary HK are admissible. The half spaces HK that contain (1, 2, . . . , n) on
their boundary intersect with H in a cone C with apex (1, 2, , . . . , n) of dimension dimH .
Similarly, the half spaces HK that contain (n, n ! 1, . . . , 1) in their boundary intersect
with H in a cone 0C with apex (n, n ! 1, . . . , 1) of dimension dimH . Since all these half
spaces can be partitioned into pairs HK and H[n]\K , where HK is parallel to H[n]\K and

HK / H
!
[n]\K , we conclude that the intersection C * 0C is a convex polytope.

(2) We intersect C* 0C with all remaining admissible half spaces to obtain a convex polytope Q
that contains Perm(An!1).

By Proposition 2.10, we know that the vertex set V (Q) contains the set {MA (T ) | T " Tn+2}
and each vertex in {MA (T ) | T " Tn+2} is simple: it is contained in precisely (n+2)! 3 = n! 1
facet defining hyperplanes and in the interior of all other admissible half spaces. In particular,
we conclude that each vertex of {MA (T ) | T " Tn+2} is connected to precisely (n ! 1) vertices
of {MA (T ) | T " Tn+2} by an edge: replace a defining hyperplane H1 of MA (T ) by the hyper-
plane H2 that corresponds to the diagonal obtained from “flipping H1 in T ”. This implies that all
vertices of Q are contained in {MA (T ) | T " Tn+2} since the 1-skeleton of a polytope is connected.

Thus Q is a simple polytope and its 1-skeleton is the flip graph of an (n+2)-gon. This implies
that Q is an associahedron. !
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2.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1, Proposition 1.3, and Proposition 1.4.

Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.3 are immediate consequences of Theorem 2.12.

Proof of Proposition 1.4.
(a) 0 (b): Denote the diagonals of T by D1, . . . , Dn!1. From Equation 1, Statement (a), and
Corollary 2.11 we have

H *
,

! $=K%[n]
K=#!1([|K|])

HK = {M(#)} = {MA (T )} = H *
,

D'T

HKA (D).

Since M(#) ." HK if K ( [n] and not of the type #!1([r]), 1 % r % n ! 1, we may assume that
KA (Di) = #!1([i]), 1 % i % n! 1. In particular,

! ( KA (D1) ( . . . ( KA (Dn!1) ( [n]

is a strictly increasing nested sequence of sets.
To see "A (#) = T , we observe #!1(1) = KA (D1), #!1(r) = KA (Dr)\KA (Dr!1) for 2 % i % n!1,
and #!1(n) = [n] \ KA (Dn!1). The construction for "A (#) yields the diagonals Di and the
boundary of P , in other words, "(#) = T .
(b) 0 (c): We trivially have {#} 1 ("A )!1(T ), so it remains to show ("A )!1(T ) 1 {#}.

Assume #& " Sn with "A (#&) = T and ! ( KA (D1) ( . . . ( KA (Dn!1) ( [n]. The (unique)
singleton set KA (D1) = {r} must consist of a down element: Suppose r " KA (D1) is up, then r
is an endpoint of D1, otherwise KA (D1) .= {r}. But if the other endpoint is > r (resp. < r)
then 1 " KA (D1) (resp. n " KA (D1)) which also contradicts KA (D1) = {r}. The diagonal D1

must be obtained in the first step of the construction of T from #&, that is, (#&)!1(1) = r, since
r " KA (Dj) for j & 2. Now suppose, we have finished t steps in the construction for "A (#&) and
the diagonals used so far are D1, . . . , Dt. The nestedness of the KA (Di) and the allowed steps
in the construction of "A (#&) force (#&)!1(t + 1) = KA (Dt+1) \ KA (Dt), i.e. (#&)!1(t + 1) is
uniquely determined. Hence #& = # by induction.
(c) 0 (d): Consider i " [n] with pT! (i) > 1 and pTr (i) > 1. Then 2 % i % n ! 1. Denote by u
the label that realizes pT! (i) and by v the label that realizes pTr (i). We have u < i < v and
Du := {u, i}, Dv := {i, v} are diagonals of T . These two diagonals cut P into three uniquely
determined 'i-gons Pi, 1 % i % 3, such that P1 is given by Du and the path between i and u
on the boundary of P that uses only vertices with labels % i, P3 is given by Dv and the path
between i and v on the boundary of P that uses only vertices with labels & i, and P2 is given
by Du, Dv, and all edges of P not used by P1 or P3. The diagonals of T di!erent from Du and Dv

are a diagonal of precisely one of the polygons P1, P2, or P3, so we have induced triangulations Ti

of Pi.
Assume that i " DA . There is a (not necessarily unique) permutation #& " Sn with (#&)!1 =

(1 . . .(&1!2µ1 . . . µ&3!2)1 . . . )&2!2 such that the (i generate P1 and its triangulation T1, the µi

generate P3 and its triangulation T3, and the )1 generate the diagonals of T2 and the path between u
and v on the boundary of P that does not contain i. But the permutation #&& with (#&&)!1 =
µ1 . . . µ&3!2(1 . . .(&1!2)1 . . . )&2 satisfies "A (#&&) = T and #& .= #&&, that is, ("A )!1(T ) is not a
singleton set.

The case i " UA is handled similarly: Using the same convention for (i, µi, and )i as in the
preceeding case, we find a permutation #& with inverse (#&)!1 = )1 . . . )&2!2µ1 . . . µ&3!2(1 . . .(&1!2

which yields T . The permutation #&& given by (#&&)!1 = )1 . . . )&2!2(1 . . .(&1!2µ1 . . . µ&3!2 is
di!erent from #& and satisfies "A (#&&) = T .
(d) 0 (a): We have to prove that x#!1(i) = i, for all i " [n]. Observe that #!1(1) must be
a down element since pT! (#

!1(1)) or pTr (#
!1(1)) = 1 and 1, n are down elements. Therefore

pT! (#
!1(1)) = pTr (#

!1(1)) = 1 and x#!1(1) = 1.
We first prove by induction on i > 1 that the following assertions are true if pT! (i) = 1 or

pTr (i) = 1.
(i.) Only one diagonal Di = {ui, vi} (ui < vi) is added at the step i of the construction of

"A (#).
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(ii.) The set {D1, · · · , Di} defines a triangulation Ti in Ti+2. The set of vertices of this triangu-
lation is then {#!1(k), uk, vk, k " [i]}.

(iii.) {#!1(k), k " [i]} = KA (Di).
The case k = 1 follows from the fact that #!1(1) is a down element. Assume now that these
statements are true for any k " [i! 1].

If #!1(i) " DA , then assertion (i.) holds by definition. Statement (ii.) follows from (c) and
by induction (assertion (ii.)), while statement (iii.) follows from statement (ii.) and by induction
(assertion (iii.)).

Suppose now that #!1(i) " UA . As pT! (#
!1(i)) or pTr (#

!1(i)) = 1 and by induction (assertion
(ii.)), we have to add #!1(i) to the path constructed at the step i!1 between the vertices of Di!1,
and one of these vertices is either a vertex preceding #!1(i) or a vertex following #!1(i) in the
labelled (n+ 2)-gon. The statements (i.), (ii.) and (iii.) follow now easily from this discussion.

We now finish the proof: From Lemma 2.5, Corollary 2.7, and statement (iii.) we have1
k"[i] x#!1(k) =

i(i+1)
2 for all i " [n]. Therefore for i > 1

x#!1(i) =
(

k"[i]

x#!1(k) !
(

k"[i!1]

x#!1(k) = i.

!

3. The cyclohedron and proofs for Subsection 1.2

In this Section, B is an orientation of Bn or equivalently asymmetric orientation of A2n!1.

The convex hull of {M(#) | # " Wn} is called permutahedron Perm(Bn) of type B. It is well-
known that its vertex set is {M(#) | # " Wn}. We start this section with an H-representation
of Perm(Bn). For each i " [n] we consider the hyperplane

HB
i =

"
x " R

2n
## xi + x2n+1!i = 2n+ 1

$
.

Such a hyperplane is called type B hyperplane. Observe that H *
3

i"[n] H
B
i = H *

3
i"[n!1] H

B
i .

We claim that

Perm(Bn) =
,

i"[n]

HB
i *

,

! $=K%[n]

HK = Perm(A2n!1) *
,

i"[n!1]

HB
i .

We certainly have Perm(Bn) 1 Perm(A2n!1) *
3

i"[n!1]H
B
i . Suppose that v ." {M(#) | # " Wn}

is a vertex of Perm(A2n!1)*
3

i"[n!1] H
B
i . Then v must be contained in the relative interior of an

edge of Perm(A2n!1) which is not entirely contained in
3

i"[n] H
B
i , that is,

v = (v1, . . . , v2n) = (M(#1) + (1 ! ()M(#2)

for 0 < ( < 1 and #1,#2 " S2n \ Wn with #1 = !i#2 and i " [2n] \ {n}. If i < n, then there
is an index j " [n] \ {i, i + 1} (if i > n + 1 there is an index j " [n] \ {2n + 1 ! i, 2n + 2 ! i})
such that #1(j) + #1(2n + 1 ! j) .= 2n + 1. Now vj + v2n+1!j .= 2n + 1 since #1(j) = #2(j) and
#1(2n+ 1! j) = #2(2n+ 1! j). We conclude

Perm(Bn) = conv {(#(1), . . . ,#(2n)) | # " Wn ( S2n} = Perm(A2n!1) *
,

i"[n!1]

HB
i .

Lemma 3.1. Let T " T2n+2. Then T " T B
2n+2 if and only if MB(T ) " HB

i for all i " [n! 1].

Proof. We start with a fundamental observation for any orientation B of Bn. As B is a symmetric
orientation of A2n!1, we have i " DB\{1, 2n} if and only if 2n+1!i " UB for all i " [2n!1]\{1}. A
centrally symmetric triangulation T yields therefore "i = "2n+1!i, or equivalently, xi+x2n+1!i =
2n+ 1 for all i " {2, . . . , 2n! 1}. Thus MB(T ) " HB

i for any i " {2, . . . , n}. From MB(T ) " H
follows x1 + x2n = 2n+ 1.

We now aim for the converse, i.e. consider a triangulation T of a (2n+2)-gon P with MB(T ) "
HB

i for all i " [n! 1]. As MB(T ) " H *
3

i"[n!1] H
B
i , we conclude that MB(T ) " HB

n .
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Let us consider a regular realization of the (2n + 2)-polygon P labelled according to B and
agree on the following terminology: Two labels i and j are centrally symmetric if the vertices of P
labelled i and j are centrally symmetric. If we consider a triangulation T of P then the notion
easily extends to edges and triangles. The fundamental observation can now be phrased as label i
is centrally symmetric to label 2n + 1 ! i for i " [2n] \ {1, 2n}. Moreover, label 1 is centrally
symmetric to label 2n+ 1 and label 0 is centrally symmetric to label 2n.

We therefore suppose "i = "2n+1!i for i " [n] \ {1} and "1 +"2n = 2n+ 1 since MB(T ) " HB
i

for all i " [n].
Choose labels ai and bi such that µi(ai) = pT! (i) and µi(bi) = pTr (i) for all labels i " [2n]. It

is easy to see that %i := {ai, i, bi} is a triangle used by T to triangulate P . As ai < i < bi, two
triangles %i and %j coincide if and only if i = j. Since T consists of 2n distinct triangles, the
triangles %i are precisely the triangles used by T . In other words, {%i | i " [2n]} determines the
triangulation T .

We now show by induction on k " [n] that%k is centrally symmetric to%2n+1!i. This concludes
the proof since T is a centrally symmetric triangulation of P if and only if %i and %2n+1!i are
centrally symmetric for all i.

If k = 1 then a1 = 0 and b2n = 2n + 1. This implies µ1(b1) = "1 = 2n + 1 ! "2n =
2n+1! µ2n(a2n). Therefore the edge {a2n, 2n+ 1} " T and {1, b1} " T are centrally symmetric.
Hence the triangles %1 and %2n are centrally symmetric.

Suppose the induction hypothesis is true for i " [k] where 1 < k < n. If ak+1 does not
precede k+1 then {ak+1, k+1} must be diagonal of T , i.e. an edge of the triangles %k+1 and %% .
We conclude from ak+1 < k + 1 that k + 1 = b% or & = ak+1. Both cases imply & % k. In other
words, there is & " [k] such that {ak+1, k + 1} is an edge of %% or ak+1 precedes k + 1.

In the first case µk+1(ak+1) = µ2n!k(b2n!k) =: p since%% and%2n+1!% are centrally symmetric
by induction. Hence

µk+1(bk+1) =
'k+1

p
= '2n!k

p
= µ2n!k(a2n!k).

Thus %k+1 and %2n!k are centrally symmetric.
In the second case, the symmetry of %k and %2n+1!k implies that the label b2n!k succeeds the

label 2n! k. Again, %k+1 and %2n!k are centrally symmetric. !

Proposition 3.2. Let B be an orientation of the Coxeter graph Bn!1.
1. For T " T B

2n+2 we have

{MB(T )} = H *
,

D'T

HKB(D) *
,

i"[n!1]

HB
i .

2. The intersection of the hyperplane H, the type B hyperplanes HB
i , i " [n ! 1], and the B-

admissible half spaces HK is an H-representation of the cyclohedron Asso(Bn). In particular,
the permutahedron Perm(Bn) is contained in the cyclohedron Asso(Bn) which is contained in
the associahedron Asso(An!1).

Proof. 1. follows from Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 2.11.
2. We first observe that the intersection of all admissible half spaces and of all type B hyperplanes

defines a bounded set in 2n. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.12. The intersection
of all those admissible hyperplanes with H yields therefore a bounded n-dimensional convex
polytope.

The first part, Corollary 2.11, Theorem 2.12, and Lemma 3.1 show that the set of vertices
of this polytope is {MB(T ), T " T B

2n+2} and that this convex polytope is simple: each vertex
is contained in precisely 2n! 1! (n! 1) = n facet defining hyperplanes.

A centrally bistellar flip in a centrally symmetric triangulation is a succession of at most two
bistellar flips: flip a diagonal together with its centrally symmetric. By (1.), the 1-skeleton of
this polytope is the flip graph of the centrally symmetric triangulations of an (2n+2)-gon: Two
vertices ‘di!er in precisely one centrally diagonal flip’ if and only if the vertices are connected
by an edge. Therefore it is the 1-skeleton of the cyclohedron ([26, Theorem 1]).

!
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3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.5, Proposition 1.6, and Proposition 1.7.
These statements follow immediately from Propositions 1.3, 1.4, and 3.2.

4. Remarks and Questions

4.1. On normal fans of these realizations. Recall the following definition of a fan and some
well-known facts about Coxeter groups. A polyhedral cone is a nonempty set of vectors C 1 d

such that the nonnegative linear combinations of any finite subset of vectors of C is an element
of C and C is finitely generated. A fan F in d is a finite family of polyhedral cones C1, . . . , CN

such that every nonempty face of a cone in F is also a cone in F and the intersection of any
two cones is a face of both. A fan is complete if

5
F = C1 + . . . + CN is d. We shall only

consider complete cones, so we refer to a cone for simplicity. Let W be a finite Coxeter group
acting on a vector space V as a reflection group. The Coxeter fan of W (relative to V ) is the
fan created by the Coxeter (hyperplane) arrangement of W in V . Choose a generic point in
a maximal cone of the Coxeter fan, then the convex hull of the orbit of this point under the
action of W yields a permutahedron whose normal fan is the Coxeter fan. An example are the
permutahedra Perm(An!1) and Perm(Bn) which are the convex hull of the Sn-orbit of (1, 2, . . . , n)
and the Wn-orbit of (1, 2, . . . , 2n). Denote by N (An!1) the normal fan of Perm(An!1). This fan
is a Coxeter fan of type An!1 in H .

For each orientation A of An!1, the cambrian fan N (A ) associated to the orientation A is the
fan obtained by gluing all maximal cones in N (An!1) that correspond to permutations # " "!1

A
(T )

for any given T " Tn+2, [22]. N. Reading proved that this fan is always simplicial. Moreover, he
proved that the cambrian fan obtained from the left-to-right and bipartite orientation is the normal
fan of a realization of the associahedron. He conjectured that this is true for any orientation of
the Coxeter graphs of type A and B.

N. Reading explicitly described the rays of N (A ) in [22, Sec. 9]. This description translates
directly to a description of the admissible half spaces for a given orientation A . It is easy to see
that this bijection extends to an isomorphism of the face lattice of N (A ) and the normal fan of
the associahedron obtained from A . Hence we obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1. Fix an orientation A on An!1. The normal fan of the realization of Asso(An!1)
associated to A is precisely the cambrian fan N (A ).

The normal fan of the type B permutahedron Perm(Bn) lives in R2n * H
3

i"[n!1] H
B
i and is

precisely

N (Bn) = N (A2n!1) *
,

i"[n!1]

HB
i .

Let B be a symmetric orientation on A2n!1 or equivalently an orientation of Bn. From Reading’s
work (last sentence of [22]): The Cambrian fan NB(B) of type Bn is given from the corresponding
cambrian fan N (B) of type A2n!1 by the formula:

NB(B) = N (B) *
,

i"[n!1]

HB
i .

Hence we have the following corollary.

Corollary 4.2. Fix an orientation B on Bn. The normal fan of the realization of Asso(Bn)
associated to B is the cambrian fan NB(B).

Remark 4.3. In [22, §9], N. Reading proved in type An and Bn that the cambrian fan corre-
sponding to a bipartite orientation (i.e. i is a down element if and only if i+ 1 is an up element)
is linearly isomorphic to a cluster fan. The realization of the permutahedron of type An or Bn

used in this article fix a geometric representation of the corresponding Coxeter group. Let " be a
crystallographic root system and "+ be its set of positive roots: the cluster fan associated to "
is then the fan spanned by the almost positive roots of " [11]. Hence, for a bipartite orientation,
we have a realization of the associahedron (or of the cyclohedron) whose normal fan is linearly
isomorphic to a cluster fan, as in [6] (see also [10, Theorem 5.11]).
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4.2. On isometry classes of these realizations. We are starting here a study of the (a$ne)
isometry classes of our realizations of Asso(An!1). Some experiments with GAP [24] and poly-

make [12] show that these realizations are not all isometric. Indeed, if two realizations are isometric,
then they necessarily have the same number of common vertices with Perm(An!1) but we shall
see that this condition is not su$cient. It would be interesting to classify the isometry classes of
these realizations in terms of ‘equivalence classes’ on orientations of the Coxeter graph An!1.

The simplest definition of such equivalence classes yields isometric realizations. Two orienta-
tions A and A & of An!1 are equivalent if A is obtained from A & by reversing the orientations of
all edges. This implies UA = DA " \ {1, n} and each equivalence class consists of two orientations.
The following result can be easily deduced from definitions:

Proposition 4.4. Let A and A & be two orientations of An!1. If A and A & are equivalent, then
the isometric transformation (x1, . . . , xn) # (n+1!x1, . . . , n+1!xn) on Rn maps the realization
of Asso(An!1) associated to A on the realization of Asso(An!1) associated to A &.

Each orientation is completely determined by its set of up indices. The following table gives the
number nA of common vertices of Perm(An!1) and Asso(An!1) for each orientation A of An!1
for n % 5 as well as the number IA of integer points contained in the associahedron. The
number nA can be either computed by GAP, with an algorithm based on the cambrian congruences,
and the equivalence between (a) and (c) in Proposition 1.4 or by counting the vertices of the
associahedron with coordinates a permutation of (1, 2, . . . , n). The coordinates can be obtained
for example by using polymake, the numbers IA can be computed with the help of LattE, [7].
Input data for all examples is available at [15].

n = 3 n = 4 n = 5
UA ! {2} ! {2, 3} {2} {3} ! {2, 3, 4} {2} {3, 4} {4} {2, 3} {2, 4} {3}
nA 4 4 8 8 9 9 16 16 19 19 19 19 20 20
IA 8 8 55 55 60 60 567 567 672 672 672 672 742 742

For n = 5, {2} and {3, 4} form an equivalence class as well as {4} and {2, 3}. All these up sets
yield nA = 19, and the number of integer point they contain is 672.

We now consider the transitive closure of the following modification of the equivalence of two
orientations introduced above. This modified notion of equivalence yields the equivalence classes!
and {2, 3, 4}; {2}, {3, 4}, {4}, and {2, 3}; and {2, 4} and {3} in case of n = 5. Two orientations A

and A & of An!1 are equivalent if A is obtained from A & by reversing the orientations of all edges
or if the oriented graph A is obtained from A & by a rotation of 180 degrees. The transitive closure
of this modified notion of equivalence suggests isometry classes for n = 6 that can be detected
by IA but not by nA :

n = 6
UA ! {2} {5} {2, 3} {3} {4} {2, 5} {2, 4}

{2, 3, 4, 5} {3, 4, 5} {2, 3, 4} {4, 5} {2, 4, 5} {2, 3, 5} {3, 4} {3, 5}
nA 32 39 39 42 42 42 44 45
IA 7958 10116 10116 11155 12294 12294 12310 13795

We believe that these equivalence classes can be characterized by the number of integer lattice
points contained in the corresponding realizations, and that such an equivalence class consists
precisely of isometric realizations. Moreover, viewing these polytopes as generalized permutahedra
as defined by A. Postnikov [21], it should be possible to describe these realizations explicitly as a
Minkowski sum (with possibly negative coe$cients). Once such a Minkowski sum decomposition
is determined for a given oriented Coxeter graph, explicit formulae for the volume and number of
integer points are explicit.

4.3. On barycenters. In his article, J.-L. Loday mentions an observation made by F. Chapoton
that the vertices of the permutahedron and the associahedron of his realization have the same
barycenter: G = (n+1

2 , . . . , n+1
2 ). We observed that for n % 10 and any orientation A of An!1,

the barycenter of the vertices of the realization of the associahedron associated to A is G. This
seems to be true for the cyclohedron, too, as we computed all barycenters of cyclohedra up to
dimension 5. This leads us to the following question: Let A be an orientation of An!1 and B an
orientation of Bn, is G the barycenter of conv{MA (T ), T " Tn+2} and conv{MB(T ), T " T B

2n+2}?
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result of N. Reading concerning c-sortable words and cambrian lattices, we
knew what we should try. The key object defined in this article is the c-
singleton, a concept that catched our eyes already in the first article (DCG)
in studying examples.

Hugh Thomas joined because he had worked independently (from us and
from N. Reading) on Tamari lattices of type B and D and visited Toronto
and the Fields Institute regularly. I visited Toronto in spring 2006 for early
discussions that continued afterward by email. It took us a while to fill in
all details and all of us had their share in writing.

D. E Speyer pointed to a problem with an earlier statement of Theo-
rem 4.1 in a first draft. He suggested the current statement but did not
supply a proof.
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1. Introduction

Cluster fans were introduced by S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky in their work on
cluster algebras [6]. To each Weyl group there corresponds a cluster fan which
encodes important algebraic information including the exchange graph of the cor-
responding cluster algebra. One very natural problem is to find realizations of
these fans as (outer) normal fans of simple polytopes. This was first accomplished
by F. Chapoton, S. Fomin, and A. Zelevinsky in [4]: for each Weyl group W , they
construct a simple convex polytope whose normal fan is the cluster fan. Such a
polytope is called a generalized associahedron of type W .

A related family of fans was introduced by N. Reading. For every finite Cox-
eter group W , and every choice of Coxeter element c, he defined a fan, called the
c-Cambrian fan [18] and denoted Fc. N. Reading conjectured that every Cambrian
fan is the normal fan of a polytope [18, Conjecture 1.1]. In [21], N. Reading and
D. Speyer showed that all Cambrian fans for a given Coxeter group are combinato-
rially isomorphic to the corresponding cluster fan. However, since Cambrian fans
are typically not linearly isomorphic to cluster fans, the polytopes of [4] do not
su!ce to resolve N. Reading’s conjecture. We call a polytope whose normal fan
is the c-Cambrian fan, a c-generalized associahedron. Our goal in this paper is to

49
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prove N. Reading’s conjecture, by constructing a c-generalized associahedron for all
finite Coxeter groups W and Coxeter elements c.

Subsequently, a third construction of a fan associated to a cluster algebra was
introduced by S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky [7], the g-vector fan. The definition of
the g-vectors associated to a cluster algebra is less elementary than the definition of
the denominator vectors of the cluster algebra (which define the rays of the cluster
fan) but in some respects, the g-vectors are better-behaved. In [21], N. Reading and
D. Speyer conjectured that Cambrian fans are linearly isomorphic to g-vector fans
of finite type cluster algebras with respect to an acyclic initial seed. They proved
this conjecture modulo the assumption of a conjecture of [7]. The conjecture of
N. Reading and D. Speyer was later proved by di"erent methods by S.-W. Yang
and A. Zelevinsky [29]. Thus, in studying Cambrian fans, we are also studying
g-vector fans for cluster algebras of finite type with respect to an acyclic initial
seed.

We now discuss further our approach to constructing polytopes having a Cam-
brian fan as normal fan. In order to do this, we have to go further back into the past.
For symmetric groups, that is for Coxeter groups of type A, the generalized associa-
hedron is combinatorially isomorphic to the classical associahedron Asso(Sn), whose
combinatorial structure was first described by J. Stashe" in 1963 [27]. Numerous
realizations of the associahedron have been given, see [4, 13] and the references
therein.

We will be particularly interested in a realization of Asso(Sn) which is closely
related to the permutahedron, whose definition we now recall. Let (W,S) be a finite
Coxeter system acting by reflections on an R-Euclidean space. Let aaa be a point in
the complement of the hyperplanes corresponding to the reflections in W . The con-
vex hull of the W -orbit of aaa is a simple convex polytope known as a permutahedron,
and denoted Perm

aaa(W ). The normal fan of Permaaa(W ) is the Coxeter fan F .
An elegant and simple realization of Asso(Sn) defined by a subset of the inequal-

ities defining the permutahedron Perm(Sn), is due to S. Shnider & S. Sternberg [24]
(for a corrected version consider J. Stashe" & S. Shnider [28, Appendix B]). This
polytopal realization of the associahedron from the permutahedron has also been
studied by J.-L. Loday [13], and is often referred to as Loday’s realization. It is this
construction which we generalize here, for any finite Coxeter group.

For Coxeter groups of types A and B, the first two authors recently gave a
Loday-type realization of any c-generalized associahedron [8], and they showed
that Loday’s realization of the associahedron is a c-generalized associahedron for
a particular c. For hyperoctahedral groups, that is Coxeter groups of type B, the
generalized associahedron is called a cyclohedron. It was first described by R. Bott
and C. Taubes in 1994 [3] in connection with knot theory, and rediscovered inde-
pendently by R. Simion [25]. See also [4, 14, 16, 22, 25]; none of these realizations
is similar to Loday’s (type A) realization.

Our construction of the c-generalized associahedron is very straightforward. Start
from Perm

aaa(W ) and its H-representation as a non-redundant intersection of half
spaces. Those half spaces correspond bijectively to rays of the Coxeter fan. The
rays of the c-Cambrian fan Fc are a subset of those rays, and therefore determine a
subset of the half spaces defining Perm

aaa(W ). The intersection of this subset of the
half spaces is a polytope whose normal fan is the c-Cambrian fan (Theorem 4.4), and
thus is by definition a c-generalized associahedron, which we denote by Asso

aaa
c (W ).

We give another description of the half spaces whose intersection defines Assoaaac (W ),
as follows. The maximal cones of the Coxeter fan are naturally identified with the
elements of W . Each maximal cone of the c-Cambrian fan Fc is the union of one
or more maximal cones of the Coxeter fan. The elements of W corresponding to
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Figure 1. Obtaining the associahedron from the permutahe-
dron for the Coxeter group S4 and Coxeter element c = s1s2s3.
The left picture shows the permutahedron with the facets con-
tained in the boundary of c-admissible half spaces translucent
and the facets contained in the boundary of non c-admissible
half spaces shaded. The picture to the right shows the associ-
ahedron obtained from the permutahedron after removal of all
non c-admissible half spaces.

Figure 2. Obtaining the associahedron from the permutahe-
dron for the Coxeter group S4 and Coxeter element c = s2s1s3.
The left picture shows the permutahedron with the facets con-
tained in the boundary of c-admissible half spaces translucent
and the facets contained in the boundary of non c-admissible
half spaces shaded. The picture to the right shows the associ-
ahedron obtained from the permutahedron after removal of all
non c-admissible half spaces.

cones of the Coxeter fan which are also cones of Fc are called c-singletons. A half
space H of the H-representation of Permaaa(W ) is called c-admissible i" its bound-
ary contains a vertex of Permaaa(W ) that corresponds to a c-singleton. It is exactly
the c-admissible half spaces whose intersection defines Asso

aaa
c (W ). Note that this

description of the half spaces used to define Asso
aaa
c (W ) is not needed for the proof

of Theorem 4.4. However, it is crucial in the concrete combinatorial description of
the c-generalized associahedra.

See Figures 1 and 2 for illustrations of the contruction of c-generalized associahe-
dra by intersecting the c-admissible half spaces while ignoring the non c-admissible
half spaces.
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Additionally, ifW is a Weyl group and the vertices of the permutahedron Perm
aaa(W )

are chosen in a suitable lattice associated to W , then we show that Assoaaac (W ) has
integer coordinates in this lattice (Theorem 4.16).

Another interesting aspect of this construction is that we are able to recover the
c-cluster complex: relating cluster fans to quiver theory, R. Marsh, M. Reineke and
A. Zelevinsky introduce in [15] what N. Reading and D. Speyer call the c-cluster
fan in [21], and its associated simplicial complex the c-cluster complex. A c-cluster
fan is a generalization of the cluster fan to any finite Coxeter group W and Coxeter
element c ! W (c bipartite is then the traditional case); its applications in quiver
representations are most natural for W of types A, D and E.

By replacing the natural labeling of the maximal faces of Assoaaac (W ) by a labeling
that uses almost positive roots only, we obtain the c-cluster complex. This replace-
ment is determined by an easy combinatorial rule determined by c-singletons as
stated in Theorem 3.6. This suggests that these constructions will play an impor-
tant role in the study of c-cluster complexes and related structures.

This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we recall some facts about finite Cox-
eter groups, Coxeter sortable elements, and Cambrian lattices. Additionally, the
important notion of a c-singleton is defined and fundamental properties are proven.
In §3, we recall some facts about fans, in particular Coxeter and Cambrian fans,
and give a precise combinatorial description of the set of rays of Cambrian fans
based on c-singletons. In §4, we state and prove our main result (Theorem 4.4).
Finally, in §5 we study some specific examples of finite reflection groups. We work
out the dihedral case explicitly to show that the vertex barycentres of the permuta-
hedra and associahedra coincide and we explain how the realizations given in [8] for
type A and B are particular instances of the construction described in this paper.

In a sequel [1], we describe the isometry classes of these realizations.
The construction presented in this article has been implemented as the set of

functions CAMBRIAN to be used with the library CHEVIE for GAP3 [23, 5] and can be
found on the first author’s web page, [9].

Acknowledgements. The authors thank Nathan Reading and David Speyer for
having made their results in [21] available to us during their work and for their
helpful remarks. In particular, we thank David Speyer for having conjectured The-
orem 4.1 while reading an earlier version of this article.

The authors wish to thank the Fields Institute for its hospitality. It turned
out to be the focal point of our work. C.H. was partially supported by an NSERC
Discovery Grant and a grant from FQRNT. C.L. was partially supported by a DFG
grant (Forschergruppe 565 Polyhedral Surfaces). H.T. was partially supported by
an NSERC Discovery Grant.

Finally, the authors thank the two anonymous referees who made invaluable
comments to improve the presentation of this article.

2. Coxeter-singletons and Cambrian lattices

Let (W,S) be a finite Coxeter system. We denote by e the identity of W and by
! : W " N the length function on W . Let n = |S| be the rank of W . Denote by w0

the unique element of maximal length in W .
The (right) weak order # on W can be defined by u # v if and only if there is

a v! ! W such that v = uv! and !(v) = !(u)+!(v!). The descent set D(w) of w ! W
is {s ! S | !(ws) < !(w)}. A cover of w ! W is an element ws such that s /! D(w).

The subgroup WI generated by I $ S is a (standard) parabolic subgroup of W
and the set of minimal length (left) coset representatives of W/WI is given by

W I = {x ! W | !(xs) > !(x), %s ! I} = {x ! W |D(x) $ S \ I}.
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s1s2s3|s1s2|s1

s1s2s3|s1s2 s1s2s3|s2|s1 s2s3|s1s2|s1
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s1s2 s2|s1 s1s3 s2s3 s3|s2

s1 s2 s3

e

Figure 3. c = s1s2s3

Each w ! W has a unique decomposition w = wIwI where wI ! W I and wI ! WI .
Moreover, !(w) = !(wI) + !(wI), see [10, §5.12]. The pair (wI , wI) is often called
the parabolic components of w along I. For s ! S we follow N. Reading’s notation
and set &s' := S \ {s}.

Let c be a Coxeter element of W , that is, the product of the simple reflections
of W taken in some order, and fix a reduced expression for c.

2.1. c-sortable elements. For I ( S, we denote by c(I) the subword of c obtained
by considering only simple reflections in I. Obviously, c(I) is a Coxeter element
of WI . For instance, we consider W = S5 and S = {si | 1 # i # 4} where si denotes
the simple transposition (i, i+1). If c = s1s3s4s2 and I = {s2, s3} then c(I) = s3s2.
Consider the possible ways to write w ! W as a reduced subword of the infinite
word c" = cccccc . . . . In [19, §2], N. Reading defines the c-sorting word of w ! W
as the reduced subword of c" for w which is lexicographically first as a sequence
of positions. The c-sorting word of w can be written as c(K1)c(K2) . . . c(Kp) where p
is minimal for the property:

w = c(K1)c(K2) . . . c(Kp) and !(w) =
p!

i=1

|Ki|.

The sequence c(K1), . . . , c(Kp) associated to the c-sorting word for w is called c-
factorization of w. The c-factorization of w is independent of the chosen reduced
word for c but depends on the Coxeter element c. In general the c-factorization
does not yield a nested sequence K1, . . . ,Kp of subsets of S. An element w ! W
is called c-sortable if and only if K1 ) K2 ) . . . ) Kp. It is clear that for any
chosen Coxeter element c, the identity e is c-sortable, and Reading proves in [19]
that the longest element w0 ! W is c-sortable as well. The c-factorization of w0 is
of particular importance for us and is denoted by w0. To illustrate these notions,
consider W = S4 with generators S = {s1, s2, s3}. The weak order of S4 with
elements represented by their c-factorization is shown in Figure 3 for c = s1s2s3 and
Figure 4 for c = s2s1s3 (the delimiter ‘|’ indicates the end of Ki and the beginning
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s2s1s3|s2s1s3

s2s1s3|s2s3 s1s3|s2s1s3 s2s1s3|s2s1

s2s1|s2s3 s1s3|s2s3 s2s1s3|s2 s1s3|s2s1 s2s3|s2s1

s1|s2s3 s2s1|s2 s2s1s3 s1s3|s2 s2s3|s2 s3|s2s1

s1|s2 s2s1 s1s3 s2s3 s3|s2

s1 s2 s3

e

Figure 4. c = s2s1s3.

of Ki+1). Moreover, the background colour carries additional information: The
background of w is white if and only if w is c-sortable.

2.2. c-Cambrian lattice. N. Reading shows that the c-sortable elements con-
stitute a sublattice of the weak order of W which is called the c-Cambrian lat-
tice, [18, 20]. A Cambrian lattice is also a lattice quotient of the weak order on W .
In particular, there is a downward projection "c

# from W to the c-sortable elements
of W which maps w to the maximal c-sortable element below w. Hence, w is c-
sortable if and only if "c

#(w) = w, [20, Proposition 3.2]. It is easy to recover "c
# in

Figure 3 and 4. A c-sortable element w (white background) is projected to itself;
an element w which is not c-sortable (coloured background) is projected to the
(maximal) boxed c-sortable element below the coloured component containing w.
For instance in Figure 4, we consider c = s2s1s3 and have "c

#(s2s3s2) = s2s3s2 and
"c
#(s3s2s1) = "c

#(s3s2) = "c
#(s3) = s3.

We say that w ! W is c-antisortable if ww0 is c$1-sortable. We therefore have
a projection "%

c from W to the set of c-antisortable elements of W which takes w
to the minimal c-antisortable element above w. For example we have "%

c (s1s3) =
s1s3s2s1s3 in Figure 4. The maps "c

# and "%
c have the same fibres, that is,

"
"c
#

#$1
"c
#(w) =

"
"%
c

#$1
"%
c (w).

These fibers are intervals in the weak order as shown by N. Reading, [20, Theo-
rem 1.1] and the fibre that contains w is ["c

#(w),"
%
c (w)].

2.3. c-singletons. We now introduce a important subclass of c-sortable elements:

an element w ! W is a c-singleton if and only if
"
"c
#

#$1
(w) is a singleton. It is

easy to read o" c-singletons in Figures 3 and 4: An element is a c-singleton if and
only if its background colour is white and it is not boxed, so, for example, s2s1s3
in Figure 4 is a c-singleton while neither s1s3s2 nor s2s3s2 are c-singletons.

We now prove some useful properties of c-singletons.

Proposition 2.1. Let w ! W . The following propositions are equivalent.
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(i) w is a c-singleton;
(ii) w is c-sortable and ws is c-sortable for all s /! D(w);
(iii) w is c-sortable and c-antisortable.

Proof. ‘(i) is equivalent to (iii)’ and ‘(i) is equivalent to (ii)’ follow from the fact that
the fibre containing w is ["c

#(w),"
%
c (w)] and that the map "c

# is order preserving. !

It follows that w0 and e are c-singletons.

The word property, see [2, Theorem 3.3.1], says that any pair of reduced expres-
sions for w ! W can be linked by a sequence of braid relation transformations. In
particular, the set

S(w) := {si ! S | si appears in a reduced expression for w} =
$

I&S
w'WI

I

is independent of the chosen reduced expression for w. It is clear that w ! WS(w)

and that S(w) = K1 if w is c-sortable with c-factorization c(K1)c(K2) . . . c(Kp).
Two reduced expressions for w ! W are equivalent up to commutations if they

are linked by a sequence of braid relations of order 2, that is, by commutations.
Let u,w be reduced expressions for u,w ! W . Then u is a prefix of w up to
commutations if u is the prefix of a reduced expression w! and w! is equivalent
to w up to commutations. We now state the main result of this section. Its proof
is deferred until after Proposition 2.7.

Theorem 2.2. Let w be in W . Then w is a c-singleton if and only if w is a prefix
of w0 up to commutations.

Remark 2.3. For computational purposes, it would be interesting to find a nice
combinatorial description of w0.

Example 2.4. Let W = S4 with set of generators S = {si | 1 # i # 3} and Coxeter
element c = s2s1s3. The c-singletons of W are

e, s2s3, s2s1s3s2s1,
s2, s2s1s3, s2s1s3s2s3, and
s2s1, s2s1s3s2, w0 = s2s1s3s2s1s3.

We see here that s2s3 is not a prefix of s2s1s3s2s1s3, but it does appear as a prefix
after commutation of the commuting simple reflections s1 and s3.

Proposition 2.5. The c-singletons constitute a distributive sublattice of the (right)
weak order on W .

Examples of these distributive lattices for W = S4 are given in Figure 5.

Proof. Let L be the set of subsets P ( {1, . . . , !(w0)} with the property that the
reflections at positions i ! P of w0 can be moved by commutations to form a
prefix wP of w0. This prefix wP represents wP ! W . Note that !(wP ) = |P |
because wP is a prefix up to commutation of a reduced word for w0. The set L
is partially ordered by inclusion and forms a distributive lattice with P1 * P2 =
P1 + P2 and P1 , P2 = P1 - P2 according to [26, Exercise 3.48]. (In particular,
P1 + P2, P1 - P2 ! L if P1, P2 ! L).

We claim that P ./" wP is an injective lattice homomorphism.
First we check injectivity. Suppose wP = wQ for P 0= Q. Since wP and wQ

are reduced expressions, we have |P | = |Q| = r. Let P = {p1, . . . , pr} and Q =
{q1, . . . , qr} with pi < pi+1 and qi < qi+1. Without loss of generality, let the smallest
element in (P +Q) \ (P -Q) be pi. Let s ! S be the reflection at position pi of w0,
then s also appears at some qj with qj > pi. When moving the reflections in Q to
the front of w0, the s that started at qj must pass the s at pi, but this implies that
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e

s1

s1s2

s1s2s3

s1s2s1

s1s2s3s1

s1s2s3s1s2

s1s2s3s1s2s1

c = s1s2s3

e

s3

s3s2

s3s2s1 s3s2s3

s3s2s1s3

s3s2s1s3s2

s3s2s1s3s2s3

c = s3s2s1

e

s2

s2s3 s2s1

s2s1s3

s2s1s3s2

s2s1s3s2s1

s2s1s3s2s3

s2s1s3s2s1s3

c = s2s1s3

e

s1 s3

s3s1

s3s1s2

s3s1s2s1 s3s1s2s3

s3s1s2s3s1

s3s1s2s3s1s2

c = s3s1s2

Figure 5. There are four Coxeter elements in S4. Each yields
a distributive lattice of c-singletons.

the expression for w0 would not be reduced at this step, which is contrary to our
assumption. Thus the map is injective.

We show that P ./" wP respects the lattice structures of L and W . Let P,Q ! L
and R = P - Q. Since R ! L, wR is a prefix of w0 up to commutations. In
particular, it is also a prefix of wP and wQ up to commutations. Hence we have
wR # wP and wR # wQ. We obtain wP\R and wQ\R from wP and wQ by deletion
of all reflections that correspond to an element of R and conclude wP = wRwP\R

and wQ = wRwQ\R. We have S(wP\R) - S(wQ\R) = ! since w0 is reduced; the
proof is by contradiction and is similar to the proof of injectivity. Therefore, no
element of W is above wR and below wP and wQ. We have shown wR = wP ,wQ

with respect to the weak order on W . A similar argument proves wT = wP * wQ

with respect to the weak order on W where T = P +Q: S(wT\P ) - S(wT\Q) = !

implies that no w ! W below wR and above wP and wQ exists. !

The following lemma characterizes the elements that cover a c-singleton.

Lemma 2.6. Let c(K1) . . . c(Kp) be the c-factorization of the c-singleton w ! W and
s /! D(w). Then the c-factorization of the cover ws of w is either c(K1) . . . c(Kp)c(s)
or c(K1) . . . c(Ki({s}) . . . c(Kp).

If ws = c(K1) . . . c(Ki({s}) . . . c(Kp) then i is uniquely determined and s commutes
with every r ! Ki+1 + L where L satisfies c(Ki({s}) = c(Ki\L) s c(L).

Proof. If s ! Kp then c(K1) . . . c(Kp)c(s) is obviously the c-factorization for ws. So
we assume s /! Kp. As w is a c-singleton, ws is c-sortable with c-factorization
c(L1) . . . c(Lq) where L1 ) . . . ) Lq. As s ! D(ws), there is a unique 1 # i # q
and r ! Li such that w = (ws)s = c(L1) . . . c(Li\{r}) . . . c(Lq) by the exchange
condition.

Case 1: Suppose i = 1, i.e. i = 1 is the unique index such that

(1) w = (ws)s = c(L1\{r})c(L2) . . . c(Lq).

Case 1.1: r /! K1. Then r /! S(w) and s = r because r ! S(ws) = S(w) + {s}.
Since any two reduced expressions of ws are linked by braid relations according to
Tits’ Theorem, [2, Theorem 3.3.1] and since s /! S(w), we conclude that we have to
move s from the rightmost position to the left by commutation. In other words, s
commutes with K2 + L.
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Case 1.2: r ! K1 = S(w). As c(L1\{r})c(L2) . . . c(Lq) is reduced and L2 ) · · · ) Lq

is nested, we have r ! L2. Hence

K1 = S(w) = (L1 \ {r}) + L2 = L1 + L2 = L1.

Thus c(L2) . . . c(Lq) and c(K2) . . . c(Kp)s are reduced expressions for some %w ! W
and s ! D( %w). The exchange condition implies the existence of a unique index
2 # j # q and t ! Lj such that

%ws = c(L2) . . . c(Lj\{t}) . . . c(Lq).

In other words

w = c(L1)ŵ = c(L1)c(L2) . . . c(Lj\{t}) . . . c(Lq)

is reduced. But this contradicts the uniqueness of i = 1 in Equation (1). So r /! K1

and we have finished the first case.

Case 2: Suppose i > 1, then K1 = S(w) = L1. Set # := min(p, i / 1) and iterate
the argument for c$1

(L1)
w, c$1

(L2)
c$1
(L1)

w, . . . to conclude Lj = Kj for 1 # j # #. If

# = p then i = q = p + 1 and Li \ {r} = !. So Li = {s} $ Li$1 = Kp which
contradicts s /! Kp. Thus # = i/ 1 for some i # p and Lj = Kj for 1 # j # i / 1.
We may assume i = 1 and are done by Case 1. !

Proposition 2.7. Let w be a c-singleton and w its c-sorting word. Any prefix of w
up to commutations is a c-singleton.

Proof. Let c(K1) . . . c(Kp) denote the c-factorization of w. It is su!cient to show
that the prefix w! up to commutations of length !(w)/ 1 is a c-singleton. There is
1 # i # p and r ! Kp such that w! = c(K1) . . . c(Ki\{r}) . . . c(Kp) is the c-factorization
of w!. It remains to show that w!s is c-sortable for s /! D(w!).

Case 1: Suppose s ! D(w). Recall the definition of the Bruhat order #B on W :
u #B v in W if an expression for u can be obtained as a subword of a reduced
expression of v, see [2, Chapter 2]. The lifting property of the Bruhat order, see [2,
Proposition 2.2.7], implies w!s #B w. Moreover !(w!s) = !(w!) + 1 = !(w). Thus
w = w!s and s = r. In particular w!s = w is c-sortable.

Case 2: Suppose s /! D(w), in particular s 0= r. So ws is c-sortable and by
Lemma 2.6 there are two cases to distinguish: either c(K1) . . . c(Kp)c(s) or c(K1) . . . c(Kj({s}) . . . c(Kp)

is the c-factorization of ws.
Case 2.1: Suppose c(K1) . . . c(Kp)c(s) is the c-factorization of ws. Then s ! Kp

and the c-factorization of w!s is c(K1) . . . c(Ki\{r}) . . . c(Kp)c(s). In particular, the
sequence K1 ) . . . ) Ki \ {r} ) . . . ) Kp ) {s} is nested and w!s is c-sortable.
Case 2.2: If c(K1) . . . c(Kj({s}) . . . c(Kp) is the c-factorization of ws then either s
and r commute or not.

Suppose first that s and r do not commute. Then j = i and r appears before s
in the chosen reduced expression of c, since s commutes with all simple reflections
to the right of the rightmost copy of s in the c-factorization of ws by Lemma 2.6.
Then w!s = c(K1) . . . c(Ki\{r}({s}) . . . c(Kp) is c-sortable.

Suppose now that s and r commute. If j # i then

w!s = wrs = wsr = c(K1) . . . c(Kj({s}) . . . c(Ki\{r}) . . . c(Kp)

is the c-factorization of w!s. As K1 ) . . . ) Kj + {s} ) . . . ) Ki \ {r} ) . . . ) Kp

is nested, w!s is c-sortable. The case j > i is proved similarly.
We conclude that w!s is c-sortable for any s /! D(w!), so w! is a c-singleton. !

Proof of Theorem 2.2. We know by Proposition 2.1 that w is a c-singleton if and
only if w is c-sortable and ww0 is c$1-sortable.
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Suppose w is a c-singleton. Let s be the rightmost simple reflection appearing
in the c$1-factorization for ww0, so ww0 = us for some c$1-sortable element u.

We have su$1w = w0 and hence u$1w = sw0. Since S = w0Sw0, we conclude
that t := w0sw0 is a simple reflection. Now u$1wt = w0 implies !(wt) > !(w) and wt
is c-sortable by Proposition 2.1. But wt is also c-antisortable since wtw0 = u is
c$1-sortable. Hence, wt is a c-singleton that covers w in the weak order.

Repeating this process, we show that every c-singleton is on an unrefinable chain
of c-singletons leading up to w0. By downwards induction, every element of that
chain is a prefix of w0 up to commutations. This is clearly true for w0. As we went
up each step, though, we added a simple reflection which commuted with every
reflection to its right (or was added at the rightmost end), by Lemma 2.6. Thus,
when we want to remove the element we added at the last step, we can rewrite w0

using only commutations such that this simple reflection is on the right. !

3. Coxeter fans, Permutahedra, and Cambrian fans

In this section, we describe the geometry of Coxeter fans and c-Cambrian fans.
We first recall some facts about the geometric representation of W . We use the
notation of [10] for Coxeter groups and root systems. Let W act by reflections on
an R-Euclidean space (V, &·, ·').

Let # be a root system corresponding to W with simple roots $ = {$s | s ! S},
positive roots #+ = # - R>0[$] and negative roots #$ = /#+. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the action of W is essential relative to V , that is, $
is a basis of V . The set #+ parametrizes the set of reflections in W : to each
reflection t ! W there corresponds a unique positive root $t ! #+ such that t
maps $t to /$t and fixes the hyperplane Ht = {v ! V | &v,$t' = 0}.

The Coxeter arrangement A for W is the collection of all reflecting hyperplanes
for W . The complement V \ (

&
A) of A consists of open cones. Their closures

are called chambers. The chambers are in canonical bijective correspondence with
the elements of W . The fundamental chamber D :=

'
s'S{v ! V | &v,$s' 1 0}

corresponds to the identity e ! W and the chamber w(D) corresponds to w ! W .
A subset U of V is below a hyperplane H ! A if every point in U is on H or on

the same side of H as D. The subset U is strictly below H ! A if U is below H
and U -H = !. Similarly, U is above or strictly above a hyperplane H ! A. The
inversions of w ! W are the reflections that correspond to the hyperplanes H that
w(D) is above.

For a simple reflection s ! S, we have !(sw) < !(w) if and only if s # w in the
weak order if and only if w(D) is above Hs. To decide whether w(D) is above or
below Hs is therefore a weak order comparison. These notions will be handy in §4.

A fan G is a family of nonempty closed polyhedral (convex) cones in V such that
(i) every face of a cone in G is in G, and
(ii) the intersection of any two cones in G is a face of both.

A fan G is complete if the union of all its cones is V , essential (or pointed) if the
intersection of all non-empty cones of G is the origin, and simplicial if every cone
is simplicial, that is, spanned by linearly independent vectors. A 1-dimensional
cone is called a ray and a ray is extremal if it is a face of some cone. The set of
k-dimensional cones of G is denoted by G(k) and two cones in G(k) are adjacent if
they have a common face in G(k$1). A fan G coarsens a fan G! if every cone of G
is the union of cones of G! and

&
C'G C =

&
C'G! C. We refer to [30, Lecture 7] for

more details and examples.

The chambers of a Coxeter arrangement A and all their faces define the Coxeter
fan F . The Coxeter fan F is known to be complete, essential, and simplicial, [10,
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Sections 1.12–1.15]. The fundamental chamber D ! F is a (maximal) cone spanned
by the (extremal) rays {%s | s ! S}, where %s is the intersection of D with the
subspace orthogonal to the hyperplane spanned by {$t | t ! &s'}.

Recall that the set of rays of F is partitioned into n orbits under the action of W
where n = |S| is the rank ofW . Moreover, each orbit contains exactly one %s, s ! S.
Thus, any ray % ! F (1) is w(%s) for some w ! W where s ! S is uniquely determined
by % but w is not unique. In fact, w(%s) = g(%s) if and only if w ! gW)s*.

3.1. Permutahedra. We illustrate Coxeter fans by means of permutahedra, that
is, polytopes that have a Coxeter fan as outer normal fan.

Take a point aaa of the complement V \ (
&
A) of the Coxeter arrangement A,

and consider its W -orbit. The convex hull of this W -orbit is a W -permutahedron
denoted by Perm

aaa(W ). There is a bijection between the set of rays of F and the
facets of Permaaa(W ): there is a halfspace associated to each ray % ! F such that its
supporting hyperplane is perpendicular to % and such that the permutahedron is
the intersection of these half spaces. Let us be more precise.

Let $+ := {vs ! V | s ! S} be the fundamental weights of $, that is, $+ is the
dual basis of $ with respect to &·, ·'. The fundamental chamber D is spanned by
the fundamental weights, that is, D = R,0[$+]. Hence, the rays of F are easily
expressed in terms of $+: We have %s = R,0[vs] and therefore w(%s) = R,0[w(vs)]
for any w ! W and s ! S.

Without loss of generality, we choose aaa =
(

s'S asvs in the interior of D, that
is as > 0 for s ! S. All points w(aaa) are distinct and the convex hull of {w(aaa) |w !
W} yields a realization of the W -permutahedron Perm

aaa(W ). It is not di!cult to
describe this polytope as an intersection of half-spaces.

For each % = w(%s) ! F (1), we define the closed half space

H
aaa
! := {v ! V | &v, w(vs)' # &aaa, vs'}.

This definition does not depend on the choice of w ! W such that % = w(%s), but
only of the coset W/W)s*. The open half space H aaa,+

! and the hyperplane Haaa
! are

defined in a similar manner, using strict inequality and equality, respectively. Now,
the permutahedron Perm

aaa(W ) is given by

Perm
aaa(W ) =

$

!'F(1)

H
aaa
! .

We also write H aaa
(w,s), H

aaa,+
(w,s), or Haaa

(w,s) instead of H aaa
! , H aaa,+

! , or Haaa
! where we

implicitly assume % = w(%s). As for the rays of the Coxeter fan, w and s are not
necessarily uniquely determined, but we have Haaa

! = Haaa
(w,s) = Haaa

(w!,s) if and only

if w ! w!W)s* and % = w(%s) = w!(%s). Moreover, w(aaa) ! Haaa
(w!,s) if and only if

Haaa
(w!,s) = Haaa

(w,s). A simple description of the vertex w(aaa) of the permutahedron
follows:

w(aaa) =
$

s'S

Haaa
(w,s).

Example 3.1 (Realization of Perm(S3)). We consider the Coxeter group W = S3

of type A2 acting on R2. The reflections s1 and s2 generate W and the simple roots
that correspond to s1 and s2 are $1 and $2. They are normal to the reflecting
hyperplanes Hs1 and Hs2 . The fundamental weight vectors that correspond to the
simple roots are the vectors v1 and v2. Let aaa = a1v1+a2v2 be a point of the interior
ofD. Then a1, a2 > 0. We obtain the permutahedron Perm(S3) as the convex hull of
the W -orbit of aaa. Alternatively, the permutahedron is described as the intersection
of the half spaces H aaa

(x,s) with bounding hyperplanes Haaa
(x,s) for x ! W and s ! S.

All objects are indicated in Figure 6.
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aaa

Hs1

s1(aaa)

s1s2(aaa) s2(aaa)

s2s1(aaa)s1s2s1(aaa)

Hs2

Hs1s2s1

!2

!1

vs1

vs2

H
aaa
(e,s1) = H

aaa
(s2,s1)

H
aaa
(s2,s2) = H

aaa
(s2s1,s2)

H
aaa
(e,s2) = H

aaa
(s1,s2)

H
aaa
(s1,s1) = H
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(s1s2,s1)

H
aaa
(s1s2,s2) = H

aaa
(s1s2s1,s2)

H
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(s1s2s1,s1) = H

aaa
(s2s1,s1)

Figure 6. The permutahedron Perm(S3) obtained as the con-
vex hull of the S3-orbit of aaa or as the intersection of the half
spaces H aaa

(x,s).

3.2. Cambrian fans. A lattice congruence % on a lattice L is an equivalence rela-
tion on the elements of L which respects the join and meet operations in L, that is,
a1%a2 and b1%b2 implies (a1,b1)%(a2,b2) and (a1*b1)%(a2*b2). For any lattice
congruence % of the weak order on W , N. Reading constructs a complete fan F!

that coarsens the Coxeter fan F , [17]. A maximal cone C" ! F! corresponds to a
congruence class & of % and C" is the union of the chambers of A that correspond
to the elements of &. In [17, Section 5] N. Reading proves that these unions are
indeed convex cones and that the collection F! of these cones and their faces is a
complete fan.

The c-Cambrian fan Fc of W is obtained by this construction if we consider the
lattice congruence with congruence classes ["c

#(w),"
%
c (w)] for w ! W and chosen

Coxeter element c. The n-dimensional cone that corresponds to the c-sortable
element w is denoted by C(w). It is the union of the maximal cones of F that
correspond to the elements of ("c

#)
$1"c

#(w) = ["c
#(w),"

%
c (w)]. In particular, C(w)

is a maximal cone of Fc and of F if and only if w is a c-singleton.
In [21], N. Reading and D. Speyer define a bijection between the set of rays of Fc

and the set of almost positive roots #,$1 := #+ + (/$). To describe this labeling
of the rays, we first define a set of almost positive roots for any c-sortable w. For
s ! S(w), let 1 # js # !(w) be the unique integer such that sjs is the rightmost
occurrence of s in the c-sorting word s1 . . . s#(w) of w and define

Lrs(w) :=

)
s1 . . . sjs$1($s) if s ! S(w)

/$s if s 0! S(w),
and clc(w) :=

*

s'S

Lrs(w).

Example 3.2. To illustrate these maps, we consider the Coxeter group W = S3

with generators S = {s1, s2} as shown in Figure 6. Choose c = s1s2 as Coxeter
element. It is easy to check that w ! W \ {s2s1} is c-sortable and that w !
W \ {s2, s2s1} is a c-singleton. From the above definition it follows that

Lrs1(e) = Lrs1(s2) = /$1, Lrs2(e) = Lrs2(s1) = /$2,
Lrs1(s1) = Lrs1(s1s2) = $1, Lrs2(s1s2s1) = Lrs2(s1s2) = $1 + $2,
Lrs1(s1s2s1) = $2, Lrs2(s2) = $2,

and therefore
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clc(e) = {/$1,/$2}, clc(s1s2) = {$1,$1 + $2},
clc(s1) = {$1,/$2}, clc(s1s2s1) = {$2,$1 + $2},
clc(s2) = {/$1,$2}.

N. Reading and D. Speyer use the cluster map clc to prove that c-Cambrian
fans and cluster fans have the same combinatorics: the maximal cone C(w) of the
c-Cambrian fan represented by the c-sortable element w is mapped to the set clc(w)
of almost positive roots. The cardinality of clc(w) matches the number of extremal
rays of C(w) and clc induces a bijection fc between the set of rays of Fc and the
almost positive roots by extending clc to intersections of cones: clc(C1 - C2) :=
clc(C1) - clc(C2). To put it slightly di"erently, N. Reading and D. Speyer showed
the following Theorem.

Theorem 3.3 (Reading-Speyer [21, Theorem 7.1]). There is a bijective labeling fc :

F (1)
c " #,$1 of the rays of the c-Cambrian fan Fc by almost positive roots such

that the extremal rays of C(w) are labeled by clc(w).

We now aim for an explicit description of fc that relates nicely to c-singletons,
but first we need the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3.4. For ' ! #,$1, there exists a c-singleton w and a simple reflection s
such that Lrs(w) = '.

Proof. The identity e is a c-singleton and clc(e) = #,$1 \ #+, so we are done
if ' is a negative simple root. Suppose that ' ! #+ and consider the longest
element w0 with c-sorting word w0 = sj1sj2 . . . sjN . Since w0(D) is above all
reflecting hyperplanes,

#+ = {sj1sj2 . . . sjp"1($sjp ) | 1 # p # N}

and ' = sj1 . . . sji"1($sji
) for some 1 # i # N . Since w = sj1 . . . sji is a prefix

of w0, it is a c-singleton and Lrsji
(w) = '. !

Lemma 3.5. Let % ! F (1)
c . There is a c-singleton w such that % is an extremal ray

of C(w).

Proof. Pick % ! F (1)
c . According to Theorem 3.3, fc(%) = ' for some almost positive

root '. By Lemma 3.4, there is a c-singleton w and a simple reflection s ! S such
that Lrs(w) = '. This implies that % is an extremal ray of C(w). !

If w is a c-singleton, then C(w) ! F (n)
c is the maximal cone w(D) which is

spanned by the set of rays {w(%s) | s ! S}. The main result of this section is

Theorem 3.6. Let % ! F (1)
c . There is a unique simple reflection s ! S and there

is a c-singleton w such that % = w(%s) and fc(w(%s)) = Lrs(w).

Proof. The uniqueness of s ! S follows from the fact that any ray of the Coxeter
fan is of the form w(%s) where s ! S is uniquely determined (but w is not!).

The first claim follows directly from Lemma 3.5. We proceed by induction on
the length of w. If !(w) = 0 then w = e. In particular, e is a c-singleton and s = es
is c-sortable for any s ! S. Fix some s ! S. Since clc(e) = /$ = {/$t | t ! S} and
clc(s) = {/$t | t ! &s'} + {$s}, we conclude fc(e(%s)) = /$s as s(D) ( C(s) and
the set of rays of F in s(D) -D are {%t | t ! &s'}.

Suppose that !(w) > 0 and let t ! S be the last simple reflection of the c-
sorting word of w. By Proposition 2.7, wt is a c-singleton with !(wt) < !(w). By
induction, fc(wt(%s)) = Lrs(wt) for some s ! S. If s 0= t then t ! W)s* and we
conclude that wt(%s) = w(%s) and Lrs(wt) = Lrs(w). Now suppose s = t. We have
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C(w)-C(ws) = w(D)-ws(D). The extremal rays of this cone are {w(%t) | t ! &s'},
and their image under fc is

clc(w) - clc(ws) = {Lrt(w) | t ! &s'} = clc(w) \ {Lrs(w)}.

So fc(w(%s)) = Lrs(w). !

4. Realizing generalized associahedra

4.1. A general result. A fan has to satisfy some obvious conditions in order to
be the normal fan of a full-dimensional polytope. In particular, the fan has to be
pointed and complete. These conditions are far from su!cient and in general it is
quite hard to decide whether a given fan is the normal fan of a polytope or not. To
illustrate this, we give an example of a family of fans none of which is the normal
fan of any polytope.

First, we recall the notion of the face fan of a polytope. Let P be a full-
dimensional polytope containing the origin in its relative interior. The face fan
of P is the set of cones spanned by all proper faces of P . As is true of the normal
fan, the face fan is always pointed and complete. There is a family of simplicial fans
none of which is the face fan of any polytope, see [30, Example 7.5]. Equivalently,
no fan of this family is the normal fan of any polytope, since the face fan of P equals
the normal fan of the polar polytope of P (and vice versa), see [30, Exercise 7.1].

We now aim for a su!cient criterion to decide whether a given fan is the normal
fan of a polytope. Our notation is inspired by Section 3.

Consider a pointed, complete, and simplicial fan G $ Rn with d-dimensional
cones G(d). To % ! G(1) we associate a vector v! such that % = R,0[v!]. Suppose
that we are given a collection of positive real numbers (!, one for each % ! G(1).
We then define a hyperplane

H! = {x ! R
n | &x, v!' = (!}

and a half space
H! := {x ! R

n | &x, v!' # (!} .

We write H +
! if the inequality is strict. Since G is simplicial, we have for every

maximal cone C ! G(n) a point x(C) defined by {x(C)} :=
'

!'C(1) H!. Then

P := ConvexHull
+
x(C)

,,, C ! G(n)
-

and .P :=
$

!'G(1)

H!

are well-defined polytopes of dimension at most n.
For example, the W -permutahedron constructed from the Coxeter fan F as ex-

plained in §3.1 fits nicely in this context: x(w(D)) is by definition w(aaa) and the
half spaces H! are precisely the half spaces H aaa

! , for % ! F (1). In this case the two

polytopes P and .P coincide.
Let C ! G(n) and let f ! C(n$1) be an (n / 1)-dimensional face of C. An

outer normal of C relative to f is a vector v normal to f , that is, normal to the
hyperplane spanned by f , and such that C $ {x ! Rn | &x, v' # 0}.

Let Ci, Cj ! G(n) be two adjacent maximal cones in G, that is, Ci -Cj ! G(n$1).
A vector u is said to be pointing to Ci from Cj if there is an outer normal v of Cj

relative to Ci - Cj such that &u, v' > 0. In particular, observe that:
(i) Any outer normal of Cj relative to Ci -Cj is pointing to Ci from Cj ;
(ii) If xi ! Ci and xj ! Cj are points in the interior of these cones, then the

vector xi / xj is pointing to Ci from Cj ;
(iii) Any vector not contained in the span of Ci-Cj is either pointing to Ci from Cj

or pointing to Cj from Ci.
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Notice that the vector x(Ci)/x(Cj) is a normal vector to Ci-Cj , but not necessarily
pointing to Ci from Cj , since x(Ci) is not necessarily a point in Ci.

Theorem 4.1. Use the notation as above and suppose that x(Ci) / x(Cj) points

to Ci from Cj whenever Ci, Cj ! G(n) with Ci - Cj ! G(n$1). Then P = .P has
(outer) normal fan N (P ) = G and is of dimension n.

Remark 4.2. The hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied in (at least) three cases.
First, the case of W -permutahedra constructed from the Coxeter fan F . Indeed,

the point w(aaa) is strictly inside the cone w(D). So w(aaa) / w!(aaa) points to w(D)
from w!(D) whenever w(D) and w!(D) are adjacent cones.

Second, the case of the parallelepiped constructed from the fan G which is the
skew coordinate hyperplane arrangement obtained from the hyperplanes which
bound the fundamental chamber in the Coxeter arrangement. (Note that this fan
corresponds to the usual construction of the Boolean lattice as a quotient of weak
order, via the descent map, see [12]).

Third, as we shall show, the case of Cambrian fans described on the two next
sections.

Remark 4.3. A similar theorem, which includes the assumption that G should be
a coarsening of a Coxeter fan, appears as [11, Theorem A.3]. That theorem would
su!ce for our purposes, but we prefer to give the following independent proof of
the more general theorem.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us prove first that P $ .P . It su!ces to prove &x(C), v!' <
(! for C ! G(n) and % ! G(1) \ C(1).

Let C ! G(n) and % ! G(1) \ C(1). We will show that there is a finite sequence
C0 := C, . . . , Ck = C! of maximal cones of G such that % $ C!, Ci - Ci+1 ! G(n$1)

and v! is pointing to Ci+1 from Ci, for 0 # i < k.
For x in C, we write x + % for the half line {x+ (v! | ( 1 0} parallel to % and

starting at x. Write C! for the union of all maximal cones of G that contain %.
Since G is a pointed complete fan, C! contains n-dimensional balls of arbitrary
diameter centered at points of %. In particular, C! contains such a ball of diameter d,
where d is the distance between the lines containing % and x+%. So (x+%)-C! 0= !

for any point x ! C. Hence there is a maximal cone C! of G such that % is an
extremal ray of C! and (x + %) - C! 0= ! for any point x ! C. For any x ! C,
the line segment between C and C! on x+ % determines a sequence of cones C0 =
C, C1, . . . , Cp = C! of G of arbitrary dimension, namely, the cones that x+% meets
between C and C! in the natural order on the Ci induced by the order of points
of x+ % given by the parametrization of this half line. We would like this sequence
to be of the form C = C0, C0,1, C1, C1,2, . . . , Ck$1,k, Ck = C! such that Ci is a
maximal cone and Ci,i+1 = Ci-Ci+1 is a cone of codimension 1. Since the number
of cones in G is finite, the number of cones met by all possible half lines x + %
for x ! C is finite. Since C is a full dimensional cone, we may move x in C and
then may assume that x+ % does not intersect any cone of G of codimension larger
than 1. In other words, there is a finite sequence C0 = C, C1, . . . , Ck = C! of
maximal cones of G such that Ci,i+1 = Ci - Ci+1 ! G(n$1) and (x + %) - Ci 0= !.
Pick yi in the interior of Ci and in x + %. So yi+1 / yi points to Ci+1 from Ci.
Since the cones C0, . . . , Ck have the same order as the points on x+ %, the distance
from x to yi is strictly smaller than the distance from x to yi+1. This means the
vector yi+1 / yi = )v! with ) > 0. Hence v! points to Ci+1 from Ci.

Now, consider the piecewise linear path from x(C0) to x(Ck) that traverses
from x(Ci) to x(Ci+1). Since x(Ci+1) / x(Ci) points to Ci+1 from Ci, the vec-
tor x(Ci+1) / x(Ci) is an outer normal to Ci relative to Ci - Ci+1, and since v!
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points to Ci+1 from Ci for 0 # i < k, we conclude that &x(Ci+1)/ x(Ci), v!' > 0.
Hence

&x(C0), v!' < . . . < &x(Ck), v!' = (!.

This proves P $ .P .
Fix a cone C ! G(n). Define Q =

'
!'C(1) H!. This is a convex cone pointed at

x(C). Since the hyperplanes H! for % ! C(1) are facet-supporting for .P , we know

that Q ) .P . It follows that x(C) is an extremal point of both .P and P , and thus
it is a vertex of each.

We next show that, near x(C), the three regions P , .P , and Q all agree. Let D !
G(n) be adjacent to C. Since D(1) and C(1) have all but one element in com-
mon, x(D) lies along one of the extremal rays of Q from x(C). Bear in mind
that x(D) ! P . Each of the n maximal cones of G adjacent to C yields a point in P
along one of the rays of Q; thus, near x(C), we have that P and Q coincide, and
therefore so does P !.

Thus, we have established that the facets of P and of P ! that intersect x(C) are
exactly those supported by H! with % ! C(1). By definition, the outer normals to
these facets are C(1), and the outer normal cone to for both P and P ! at x(C) is
therefore exactly C. Thus, the outer normal fan to P is exactly G.

We still want to check that P = .P . It su!ces to check that they have the same
set of vertices. We know that all the vertices of P are also vertices of .P , but we
have not yet ruled out the possibility that .P could have some extra vertices, that is
to say, vertices not of the form x(C). However, since the outer normal cones of .P
at the vertices of the form x(C) are known to be exactly the maximal cones of G,
and thus to cover all of Rn, it is impossible for .P to have any additional vertices,
so P = .P .

The claim that dim(P ) = n follows from the fact that (! > 0 for all % ! G(1): a
neighborhood of 0 is contained in P . !

4.2. Realizations of generalized associahedra. We apply Theorem 4.1 to show
how c-Cambrian fans Fc and associahedra Asso

aaa
c (W ) relate. The associahedron is

described as the intersection of certain facet-supporting half spaces H aaa
! of the

permutahedron Perm
aaa(W ) determined by the set of rays of Fc, and the common

vertices of Assoaaac (W ) and Perm
aaa(W ) are characterized in terms of c-singletons. The

proof of Theorem 4.4 is deferred to Section 4.3.

Theorem 4.4. Let c be a Coxeter element of W and choose a point aaa in the interior
of the fundamental chamber D, to fix a realization of the permutahedron Perm

aaa(W ).
(i) The polyhedron

Asso
aaa
c (W ) =

$

!'F(1)
c

H
aaa
!

is a simple polytope of dimension n with c-Cambrian fan Fc as normal fan.
(ii) The vertex sets V (Assoaaac (W )) and V (Permaaa(W )) satisfy

V (Assoaaac (W )) - V (Permaaa(W )) = {w(aaa) |w is a c-singleton}.

The first statement implies that every facet-supporting half space of the asso-
ciahedron is also a facet-supporting half space of the permutahedron. We men-
tioned this in the introduction in the context of c-admissible half spaces. A facet-
supporting half space H aaa

! of the permutahedron Perm
aaa(W ) is c-admissible if w(aaa) !

Haaa
! for some c-singleton w. We rephrase the first statement as follows:

Corollary 4.5. The associahedron Asso
aaa
c (W ) is the intersection of all c-admissible

halfspaces of Permaaa(W ).
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Figure 7. An unfolding of the associahedron Asso
aaa
c (S4)

with c = s1s2s3. The 2-faces are labelled by %i ! F1
c for

the facet-defining hyperplane Haaa
!i
.

We illustrate these results with a basic example.

Example 4.6. The first statement of Theorem 4.4 claims that the intersection
of a subset of the half spaces H aaa

! of Perm
aaa(W ) yields a generalized associahe-

dron Asso
aaa
c (W ) if we restrict to half spaces such that % is a ray of the c-Cambrian

fan Fc. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate this for W = S4 generated by S = {s1, s2, s3}.
We use the following conventions: The point aaa used to fix a realization of Permaaa(W )
is labeled A. A facet of the associahedron Asso

aaa
c (W ) is labeled by the ray %j ! Fc

that is perpendicular to that facet. Recall that each ray % can be written as w(%si)
for some (non-unique) c-singleton w and some (unique) simple reflection si by
Lemma 3.5. In Figure 7 we chose the Coxeter element c = s1s2s3 and can ex-
press the ray %i ! Fc that corresponds to the (c-admissible) half space H aaa

!i
as

follows:

%1 = e(%s1),

%2 = e(%s3) = s1(%s3) = s1s2(%s3) = s1s2s1(%s3),

%3 = e(%s2) = s1(%s2),

%4 = s1s2(%s2) = s1s2s3(%s2) = s1s2s1(%s2) = s1s2s3s1(%s2),

%5 = s1(%s1) = s1s2(%s1) = s1s2s3(%s1),

%6 = s1s2s3s1s2s1(%s1 ),

%7 = s1s2s3s1s2(%s2) = s1s2s3s1s2s1(%s2),

%8 = s1s2s3(%s3) = s1s2s3s1(%s3) = s1s2s3s1s2(%s3) = s1s2s3s1s2s1(%s3), and

%9 = s1s2s1(%s1) = s1s2s3s1(%s1) = s1s2s3s1s2(%s1).

The claim of the second statement of Theorem 4.4 is that the common vertices
of Permaaa(W ) and Asso

aaa
c (W ) are the points w(aaa) for w a c-singleton. It is straight-

forward to verify this claim directly if c = s1s2s3 in Figure 7: The common vertices
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Figure 8. An unfolding of the associahedron Asso
aaa
c (S4)

with c = s2s1s3. The 2-faces are labeled by % = (w, s) !
F1

c for the facet-defining hyperplane Haaa
! .

of Assoaaac (W ) and Perm
aaa(W ) are labeled A through H and we have

A = aaa, B = s1(aaa), C = s1s2(aaa),

D = s1s2s1(aaa), E = s1s2s3(aaa), F = s1s2s3s1(aaa),

G = s1s2s3s1s2(aaa), H = s1s2s3s1s2s1(aaa).

If the Coxeter element is c = s2s1s3 (Figure 8) then we have the following list of
expressions for %i ! Fc (we do not list all possible expressions for %i):

%1 = e(%s3), %2 = s2(%s2 ), %3 = e(%s1),

%4 = e(%s2), %5 = s2s1s3s2s3(%s3) %6 = s2s1s3s2s1s3(%s2),

%7 = s2s1(%s1), %8 = s2s3(%s3), %9 = s2s1s3s2s1(%s1).

The common vertices of the permutahedron and associahedron are labeledA through I
and we have

A = aaa, B = s2(aaa), C = s2s1(aaa),

D = s2s3(aaa), E = s2s1s3(aaa), F = s2s1s3s2(aaa),

G = s2s1s3s2s3(aaa), H = s2s1s3s2s1(aaa), I = s2s1s3s2s1s3(aaa).

4.3. Proof of Theorem 4.4. The proof of Theorem 4.4 is based on Theorem 4.1.
Let c ! W be a Coxeter element and let aaa be in the interior of D. We use the
following notation. Set

R := {w(vs) | w ! W, s ! S}

so that the set of rays of the Coxeter fan is

R,0R := {(v | ( 1 0, v ! R} .

For v = w(vs) ! R, we write ((v) := &aaa, vs' = &w(aaa), v' > 0 which depends
only on s. Let % be a ray of the Cambrian fan Fc. By Theorem 3.6, there is a
c-singleton w and a unique s ! S such that % = w(%s) = R,0[w(vs)]. With these
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notations, the equations of the hyperplane Haaa
! and the half space H aaa

! attached to %
can be rewritten as

Haaa
! = {x ! R

n | &x,w(vs)' = ((vs)} and H
aaa
! = {x ! R

n | &x,w(vs)' # ((vs)} .

We use the same notations as in §4.1 applied to the c-Cambrian fan Fc and denote
by x(C) the intersection point of the hyperplanes Haaa

! for % the extremal rays of a
maximal cone C of Fc. (It is convenient here, if % = R,0[v], to use the notation
((v) instead of using the notation (! as in §4.1.)

Let w and w! be distinct c-sortable elements such that the associated maximal
cones C := C(w) and C! := C(w!) of the Cambrian fan Fc intersect in a cone of
codimension 1. So either w is a cover of w! or w! is a cover of w in the lattice of
c-sortable elements. Without loss of generality, we may assume that w is a cover
of w!. To meet the requirements of Theorem 4.1, we have to prove that the vector
x(C) / x(C!) points to C from C!.

Remark 4.7. We saw in §3 that C(w) is a maximal cone of the Cambrian fan Fc

and of the Coxeter fan F if and only if w is a c-singleton. Therefore, if we meet
the requirement of Theorem 4.1, then x(C(w)) is a vertex of Asso

aaa
c (W ) and of

Perm
aaa(W ) if and only if w is a c-singleton, which will prove the second part of

Theorem 4.4.

The intersection C-C! is contained in a hyperplaneHt for some reflection t ! W
since Fc is a coarsening of the Coxeter fan F . We now show which of the two roots
associated to Ht is an outer normal to C! relative to C! - C.

Lemma 4.8. Let w,w! ! W be c-sortable elements such that w is a cover of w!

in the lattice of c-sortable elements. Suppose the (n/ 1)-dimensional cone C(w) -
C(w!) of Fc lies on Ht for some reflection t ! W . Let ' be a root for W that is
perpendicular to Ht. If ' is an outer normal to C! relative to C! - C, then ' is a
negative root.

Proof. Let .w ! ("c
#)

$1(w!) such that w is a cover of .w in the right weak order. Then
w(D) - .w(D) ( Ht is an (n/ 1)-dimensional cone of the Coxeter fan F . Since ' is
an outer normal for C(w!) relative to C(w)-C(w!), it is an outer normal for .w(D)
with respect to .w(D) - w(D).

Case 111: Suppose that w! = .w = e. Then w = s for some s ! S. The hyperplane
dividing w(D) from D is Hs, perpendicular to $s. D lies on the side of Hs having
positive inner product with $s. Thus the outer normal ' = /$s is a negative root.

Case 222: Suppose .w 0= e. Then .w$1w = s ! S since w covers .w in right weak
order. By the previous case, .w(/$s) is an outer normal. Since !(w) = !( .ws) > !(.w),
we have that ' = .w(/$s) is a negative root, as desired. !

We have that C - R,0R = {%u1 , . . . , %up} and since Fc is simplicial, we may
assume that the extremal rays of C are the first n := |S| rays. Similarly, we may
assume {%u!

1
, %u2 , . . . , %un} are the extremal rays of C!. Hence, Ht is spanned by

{u2, . . . , un}. As we have x(C) :=
'n

i=1 H
aaa
!ui

and x(C)/x(C!) !
'n

i=2 H
aaa
!ui

, we are

able to conclude x(C) / x(C!) = µ' for some µ ! R and ' a negative root. Thus,
x(C)/x(C!) is pointing to C from C! if and only if x(C)/x(C!) = µ' with µ > 0.

Lemma 4.9. Let w,w! ! W be c-sortable elements such that w covers w! in the
lattice of c-sortable elements and C(w)-C(w!) ( Ht is an (n/1)-dimensional cone
of Fc for a reflection t. Let the extremal rays of C := C(w) and C! := C(w!) be
generated by {u1, . . . , un} and {u!

1, u2, . . . , un} and suppose u1 + u!
1 =

(n
i=2 biui !

Ht with bi ! R. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) x(C) / x(C!) is pointing to C from C!;
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(ii) x(C) / x(C!) = µ' with ' ! #$ and µ > 0;
(iii) &x(C) / x(C!), u1' > 0;
(iv) ((u1) + ((u!

1) >
(n

i=2 bi((ui).

Proof. The first equivalence follows from Lemma 4.8 and the preceding discussion.
As u1 ! C and C is spanned by the vectors in C -C! together with u1, we have

&', u1' > 0 if and only if ' is an outer normal of C! relative to C -C!. This shows
the second equivalence.

The last equivalence follows from

&x(C) / x(C!), u1' = ((u1)/&x(C!),/u!
1 +

n!

i=2

biui' = ((u1)+((u!
1)/

n!

i=2

bi((ui).

!

We apply Theorem 4.1 to conclude:

If one of the equivalent conditions in Lemma 4.9 is achieved for
all pairs of adjacent cones in Fc, then Fc is the outer normal fan
of Assoaaac (W ), which proves Theorem 4.4.

The final step of the proof of Theorem 4.4 consists of showing that each pair of
adjacent cones in Fc satisfies the equivalent conditions of Lemma 4.9, which we do
in Lemma 4.14 below.

We first consider the special case that e is covered by s ! S and there is a reduced
expression for c that starts with s, that is, s is initial in c.

Lemma 4.10. Let s ! S be initial in c. Then C(e) - C(s) $ Hs, u!
1 = vs,

u1 = s(vs), and

u!
1 + u1 =

!

r -=s

brur ! Hs

with br = /2 )$s,$r*
)$s,$s*

1 0. Moreover, ((u!
1) + ((u1) >

(
r -=s br((ur).

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume S = {s1, . . . , sn} and s = s1. Since s ! S
is initial, s is a c-singleton. The maximal cones C(e) and C(s) of Fc are therefore
maximal cones of the Coxeter fan with extremal rays generated by {vs1 , . . . , vsn}
and {s(vs1), vs2 , . . . , vsn}. Since $r =

(n
i=1 &$r,$i'vi, we have

s1(vs1) = vs1 / 2
)$s1 ,vs1*
)$s1 ,$s1*

$s1 = /vs1 +
n!

i=2

/
/2

)$s1 ,$si
*

)$s1 ,$s1 *

0
vsi .

In particular, s(vs1) + vs1 ! Hs1 and &$s1 ,$si' # 0 for s1 0= si. As aaa is a vertex
of Permaaa(W ), we conclude

((s1(u1)) = &aaa, vs1' > &aaa, s1(vs1)' = /((s1(vs1 )) +
n!

i=2

bi((si).

!

Some terminology and results due to N. Reading and D. Speyer are needed to
prove Lemma 4.14 (and therefore to finish the proof of Theorem 4.4). To distinguish
objects related to a Cambrian fan with respect to di"erent Coxeter elements, we use
the Coxeter element as an index. For example, if we use the Coxeter element scs
instead of c, then Cscs(w) denotes the maximal cone that corresponds to the scs-
sortable element w. If s ! S is initial in c then Fsc is the sc-Cambrian fan for the
Coxeter element sc of W)s*.
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Lemma 4.11 ([21, Lemmas 4.1, 4.2]). Let c be a Coxeter element and s initial
in c.
(i) Let w ! W such that !(sw) < !(w). Then w is c-sortable if and only if sw is

scs-sortable.
(ii) Let w ! W such that !(sw) > !(w). Then w is c-sortable if and only if

w ! W)s* and w is sc-sortable.

Note that !(sw) < !(w) if and only if the chamber w(D) of the Coxeter ar-
rangement corresponding to w lies above Hs. In this case, the maximal cone C(w)
of Fc is above the hyperplane Hs because w is minimal in its fibre ("c

#)
$1"c

#(w) =

["c
#(w),"

%
c (w)] for the c-Cambrian congruence. On the other hand, if !(sw) > !(w),

then w(D) is below Hs in the Coxeter arrangement. In this case, we know that
the maximum element of the fibre ["c

#(w),"
%
c (w)] for w, and thus all of C(w), is

below Hs, by [21, Lemma 4.11]. It follows that the hyperplane Hs separates the
cones of Fc into two families and it never intersects a maximal cone of Fc in its
interior. For % ! F (1)

c we define

*s(%) :=

)
s(%) if % 0= %s,

/%s otherwise.

We abuse notation and consider *s also as a map on the set of vectors generating

the set of rays F (1)
c . The following lemma is a consequence of [21, Lemma 6.5]

and [21, Theorem 1.1]. Compare also the comments after [21, Corollary 7.3], from
which the last statement is taken.

Lemma 4.12 ([21]). Let s ! S be initial in the Coxeter element c. If %1, . . . , %n are
the extremal rays of the maximal cone C(w) ! Fc then *s(%1), . . . , *s(%n) are the
extremal rays of a maximal cone of Fscs. If !(sw) < !(w), then these extremal rays
are the extremal rays of the maximal cone C(sw) that corresponds to the scs-sortable
element sw.

Before we finish the proof of Theorem 4.4 with Lemma 4.14 we make an obser-
vation that will be useful also in Section 4.4.

Lemma 4.13. Let c be a Coxeter element, s ! S initial in c, and w ! W)s* sc-
sortable. Then the maximal cone C(w) ! Fc is spanned by Csc(w) ! Fsc and the
ray %s ! Fc.

Proof. The ray %s is the unique ray of Fc that is strictly below Hs by [21, Lemma
6.3]. From Lemma 4.11 it follows that C(w) is below Hs and has %s as an extremal
ray. Hence C(w) is spanned by %s and a maximal cone E(w) := C(w)-Hs ! A)s*.

Now consider all inversions t of w, that is, all hyperplanesHt ! A such that C(w)
is above Ht. Since w ! W)s* we conclude t ! W)s*. Hence, the inversions of E(w)
and Csc(w) coincide and E(w) = Csc(w). !

Lemma 4.14. Let w,w! ! W be c-sortable elements such that w covers w! in the
lattice of c-sortable elements and C(w) - C(w!) ( Ht is an (n / 1)-dimensional
cone of Fc for a reflection t. Let the extremal rays of C := C(w) and C! := C(w!)
be generated by {u1, . . . , un} and {u!

1, u2, . . . , un}.
Then u!

1 + u1 =
(n

i=2 biui with bi ! R and ((u!
1) + ((u1) >

(n
i=2 bi((ui).

Proof. The proof is an induction on the rank n = |S| and the length !(w).
If |S| = 1 then the result is clear, so assume that S = {s1, . . . , sn} with n > 1

and !(w) = 1. Assume without loss of generality that w = s1, and since w covers
w!, w! = e. If w is initial for c then we are done by Lemma 4.10. So assume that
w is not initial for c. For 2 # i # n we have ui = vsi . Moreover, we have u!

1 = vs1
and u1 = u for some u ! R. Thus the maximal cones C(e) and C(w) are generated
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by {vs1 , vs2 , . . . , vsn} and {u, vs2 , . . . , vsn}. For the sake of definiteness, suppose
s = s2 is initial in c. Then C(e) and C(w) are both below Hs. By Lemma 4.13,
we have maximal cones Csc(e) = C(e) - Hs and Csc(w) = C(w) - Hs in the sc-
Cambrian fan Fsc of W)s* and these cones are generated by {vs1 , vs3 , . . . , vsn} and
{u, vs3 , . . . , vsn}. So by induction on the rank of |S|, we obtain the claim with
b2 = 0.

For the induction, we assume that the claim is true whenever .w is .c-sortable for a
Coxeter group generated by .S with |.S| < |S| or .w is a c-sortable element satisfying
!(.w) < !(w).

Assume w,w! ! W are c-sortable with !(w) > 1 and w covers w! in the lattice
of c-sortable elements. Let s ! S be initial in c. We split into cases based on the
positions of C(w) and C(w!) relative to Hs. Note that it is impossible for C(w) to
lie below Hs and C(w!) to lie above Hs simultaneously, since w covers w! in the
c-Cambrian lattice.

Case 111: Suppose C(w) and C(w!) are above Hs. The ray %s is strictly be-
low Hs by [21, Lemma 6.3], so vs 0! {u!

1, u1, . . . , un}. Moreover, we conclude from
Lemma 4.12 that the maximal cones Cscs(sw) and Cscs(sw!) in Fscs are generated
by {s(u1), . . . , s(un)} and {s(u!

1), s(u2), . . . , s(un)} since !(sw) < !(w), !(sw!) <
!(w!) and w,w! > s in the right weak order. We have Cscs(sw) -Cscs(sw!) ( Hsts

because C(w) - C(w!) ( Ht. By induction on the length, we have

s(u1) + s(u!
1) =

n!

i=2

bis(ui) and ((s(u1)) + ((s(u!
1)) >

n!

i=2

bi((s(ui))

with bi ! R.
Applying s to these (in)equalities yields

u1 + u!
1 =

n!

i=2

biui ! Ht and ((u1) + ((u!
1) >

n!

i=2

bi((ui) with bi ! R,

since ((u) depends only on the orbit of u under the action of W .
Case 222: C(w) and C(w!) are below Hs. Since w is c-sortable and !(sw) > !(w),

we have that w ! W)s*, and similarly for w!. The ray %s is the only ray of Fc

strictly below Hs by [21, Lemma 6.3], hence we may assume that u2 = vs. Now
{u1, u3, . . . , un} and {u!

1, u3, . . . , un} generate the extremal rays of maximal cones
Csc( .w), Csc( .w!) ( Hs of the sc-Cambrian fan Fsc with .w, .w! ! W)s*. The claim
follows by induction on the rank |S|.

Case 333: C(w) is above Hs and C(w!) is below Hs. Hence C(w) and C(w!) are
separated byHs, so we have s = t. Hence u!

1 = vs (%s is the only ray of Fc belowHs)
and there is a maximal cone Cscs(g) for some scs-sortable element g ! W which is
generated by the extremal rays *s(u!

1), *s(u2), . . . , *s(un). Now, observe that

*s(u1) = s(u1),

*s(u
!
1) = /u!

1 = /vs, and

*s(ui) = ui for 2 # i # n.

Thus the extremal rays of the maximal cones Cscs(g) and Cscs(sw) are generated
by /vs, u2, . . . , un and s(u1), u2, . . . , un. Moreover, Cscs(g) - Cscs(sw) $ Hs.

We first show that g = w. The definition of Cambrian fans implies sw(D) (
Cscs(sw). From Cscs(sw) - Cscs(g) $ Hs we deduce that w(D) ( Cscs(g). An
equivalent statement is w ! ("scs

# )$1(g). Now g > sw implies h > sw for all
h ! ("scs

# )$1(g). But C(w) is above Hs, so h < w implies h 0! ("scs
# )$1(g). Hence w

is the minimal element of ["scs
# (g),"%

scs(g)] and we have w = g.
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Though Cscs(w) - Cscs(sw) $ Hs, it is not possible to apply the induction
hypothesis immediately, since the length !(w) has not been reduced, but we claim
that for any z ! S initial in scs either Cscs(w) and Cscs(sw) are both above Hz

or both below Hz. Indeed, from z ! S \ {s} we conclude that vz ! Hs. We
know that u2, . . . , un ! Hs and u!

1, u1, s(u1) 0! Hs. So vz ! Cscs(w) if and only if
vz ! Cscs(sw). Since vz is the only ray of Fscs below the hyperplane Hz, we have
shown that Cscs(w) and Cscs(sw) are on the same side of Hz.

This implies that we are now in Case 1 or Case 2 where w covers sw, both are
scs-sortable and z is initial in scs. Since {*s(u1), *s(u2) = u2, . . . , *s(un) = un}
generates Cscs(w) and {*s(u!

1), *s(u2) = u2, . . . , *s(un) = un} generates Cscs(w),
the argument of the relevant case yields

*s(u1) + *s(u
!
1) =

n!

i=2

b!iui ! Hs with b!i ! R.

We can re-express this quantity

*s(u1) + *s(u
!
1) = s(u1)/ vs = u1 / s(vs) = u1 + u!

1 / (vs + s(vs))

where the second equality follows because Hs is fixed under the action of s, and
the third equality follows from the fact that u!

1 = vs. Since vs + s(vs) ! Hs, we
conclude that u1+u!

1 ! Hs, and can therefore be written as
(n

i=2 biui with bi ! R.

It remains to prove ((u1) + ((u!
1) >

(n
i=2 bi((ui). By Lemma 4.9 it is su!cient

to show that &x(C(w!))/ x(C(w)), u!
1' > 0.

Recall that t = s ! S. Pick a maximal chain in the c-Cambrian lattice

y0 " y1 " . . ." yp

with y0 = s and yp = w. Then s # yi for 0 # i # p, so C(yi) is above Hs for 0 # i #
p. So for the pair .w! = yi$1 and .w = yi we have zi := x(C(yi))/x(C(yi$1)) = µi'i

with µi > 0 and 'i ! #$ by Lemma 4.9 and the proof in Case 1 above. Now &'i, vs'
is the coe!cient of the simple root $s in the simple root expansion of 'i. Since 'i

is a negative root, &'i, vs' # 0. In particular we have

&x(C(yi$1)), vs' 1 &x(C(yi$1)), vs'+ &zi, vs' = &x(C(yi)), vs'

for 1 # i # p. Hence

&x(C(e)), vs' > &x(C(s)), vs' 1 &x(C(y2)), vs' 1 · · · 1 &x(C(w)), vs',

where the first inequality is Lemma 4.10. As u!
1 = vs we have

&x(C(e)), vs' = ((vs) = ((u!
1) = &x(C(w!)), vs'

Thus &x(C(w!))/ x(C(w)), u!
1' > 0. !

4.4. On integer coordinates. Suppose that W is a Weyl group and that the root
system # for W is crystallographic, that is, for any two roots $,' ! # we have
s$(') = ' + ($ for some ( ! Z. The simple roots $ span the lattice L and the
fundamental weights vs, s ! S, span a lattice L+ which is dual to L. For ' ! L
and v ! L+ we have &', v' ! Z. In fact, ' ! L if and only if &', v' ! Z for all v ! L+.
For each ray % ! Fc, we denote by v! ! L+ the lattice point on % closest to the
origin.

Lemma 4.15. Let # be a crystallographic root system for the Weyl group W and c
be a Coxeter element of W . The set {v! | % an extremal ray of C} forms a basis
of L+ for each maximal cone C ! Fc.
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Figure 9. An unfolding of the associahedron Asso
aaa
c (S4) with

c = s1s2s3, the polar of the c-cluster complex. The 2-faces are
labeled by replacing the labels w(%s) in Figure 7 by the almost
positive root Lrs(w).

Proof. Let C = C(w) denote the maximal cone of Fc for some c-sortable w ! W .
The proof is by induction on !(w) and the rank of W . Let s be initial in c. To
apply Lemma 4.11, we distinguish the two cases !(sw) < !(w) and !(sw) > !(w).

Suppose that !(sw) < !(w). Then sw is scs-sortable and C(w) = s (Cscs(sw)).
Since the simple reflection s preserves the lattice, the result follows by induction.

Suppose on the other hand that !(sw) > !(w). Then the cone C(w) lies below the
hyperplane Hs and w ! W)s* is sc-sortable. Let C)s*(w) denote the maximal cone
that corresponds to w in the Cambrian fan F)s* ( Hs for W)s*. Then C)s*(w) =
C(w) - Hs by Lemma 4.13. The induction hypothesis implies that the extremal
rays of C)s*(w) form a basis for the lattice L+

)s* ( Hs and %s is the unique extremal

ray of C(w) not contained in Hs by Lemma 4.13. Since the fundamental weights
vt, t ! S, span L+ it follows that L+ is spanned by vs and L+

)s* = L+ -Hs. Hence,

the extremal rays of C(w) span L+. !

Theorem 4.16. Let # be a crystallographic root system for the Weyl group W and c
be a Coxeter element of W . Suppose that aaa ! L. Then the vertex sets V (Permaaa(W ))
and V (Assoaaac (W )) are contained in L.

Proof. The result for the permutahedron is obvious, since by definition the vertices
of the permutahedron are the W orbit of aaa, which is in L by assumption, and the
action of W preserves L.

Let w ! W be c-sortable, x(w) be the vertex of Asso
aaa
c (W ) contained in the

maximal cone C(w) ! Fc, and %i, 1 # i # n be the extremal rays of C(w).
Denote the lattice point on %i closest to the origin by yi. The point x(w) satisfies
&x(w), yi' = ci for some integer ci since aaa ! L. Because {yi}, 1 # i # n, is a
basis of L+, this set of equations for x(w) has an integral solution. In other words,
x(w) ! L. !

5. Observations and remarks
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Figure 10. An unfolding of the associahedron Asso
aaa
c (S4)

with c = s2s1s3, the polar of the c-cluster complex. The 2-
faces are labeled by replacing the labels w(%s) in Figure 8 by
the almost positive root Lrs(w).

5.1. Recovering the c-cluster complex from the c-singletons. It is possible
to obtain polytopal realizations of the c-cluster complex from the construction of
generalized associahedra which we have presented, as follows. Suppose that we
are given a W -permutahedron Perm

aaa(W ), a Coxeter element c, and the c-sorting
word w0 of w0. We can easily compute all c-singletons using the characterization
given in Theorem 2.2. The associahedronAssoaaac (W ) is now obtained from Perm

aaa(W )
by keeping all the admissible inequalities, that is all inequalities &v, w(vs)' # &aaa, vs'
for c-singleton w. We label the facet &v, w(vs)' # &aaa, vs' of Asso

aaa
c (W ) by the almost

positive root Lrs(w) and extend this labeling to the Hasse diagram of Assoaaac (W )
as follows: if a face f is the intersection of facets F1, . . . , Fk then assign f the
union of the almost positive roots assigned to F1, . . . , Fk. By Theorem 3.6, this
labeling matches the labeling of the c-Cambrian fan by almost positive roots given
by Reading and Speyer. Therefore, the opposite poset of this labeled Hasse diagram
is the face poset of the c-cluster complex because it is the face poset of the c-
Cambrian fan Fc. The polar of Assoaaac (W ) is therefore a polytopal realization of
the c-cluster complex. In particular, a set of almost positive roots is c-compatible
(see [19]) if and only if it can be obtained as the intersection of some facets of Assoaaac
by the process described above.

We illustrate the recovery of the c-cluster complex for W = S4. Figure 9 corre-
sponds to the Coxeter element c = s1s2s3 and Figure 10 corresponds to the Coxeter
element c = s2s1s3. We use the polar of the c-cluster complex for the illustration.
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First, consider the Coxeter element c = s1s2s3. The facets are labeled by almost
positive roots as indicated. The vertices correspond to clusters as follows:

A = {!!s1 ,!!s2 ,!!s3}, B = {!s1 ,!!s2 ,!!s3}

C = {!s1 ,!s1 + !s2 ,!!s3}, D = {!s2 ,!s1 + !s2 ,!!s3},

E = {!s1 ,!s1 + !s2 ,!s1 + !s2 + !s3}, F = {!s2 ,!s1 + !s2 ,!s1 + !s2 + !s3},

G = {!s2 ,!s2 + !s3 ,!s1 + !s2 + !s3}, H = {!s3 ,!s2 + !s3 ,!s1 + !s2 + !s3},

1 = {!!s1 ,!!s2 ,!s3}, 2 = {!s1 ,!!s2 ,!s3},

3 = {!s1 ,!s1 + !s2 + !s3 ,!s3}, 4 = {!!s1 ,!s2 + !s3 ,!s3},

5 = {!!s1 ,!s2 ,!s2 + !s3}, 6 = {!!s1 ,!s2 ,!!s3}.

Next, consider the Coxeter element c = s2s1s3. The facets are labeled by almost
positive roots as indicated and the vertices correspond to clusters as follows:

A = {!!s1 ,!!s2 ,!!s3}, B = {!!s1 ,!s2 ,!!s3}

C = {!s1 + !s2 ,!s2 ,!!s3}, D = {!!s1 ,!s2 ,!s2 + !s3},

E = {!s1 + !s2 ,!s2 ,!s2 + !s3}, F = {!s1 + !s2 ,!s1 + !s2 + !s3 ,!s2 + !s3},

G = {!s1 ,!s1 + !s2 ,!s1 + !s2 + !s3}, H = {!s3 ,!s2 + !s3 ,!s1 + !s2 + !s3},

I = {!s1 ,!s1 + !s2 + !s3 ,!s3}, 1 = {!!s1 ,!!s2 ,!s3},

2 = {!!s1 ,!s2 + !s3 ,!s3}, 3 = {!s1 ,!!s2 ,!s3},

4 = {!s1 ,!!s2 ,!!s3}, 5 = {!s1 ,!s1 + !s2 ,!!s3}.

5.2. A conjecture about vertex barycentres. J.-L. Loday mentions in [13]
that F. Chapoton observed the following: the vertex barycentres of the permuta-
hedron and associahedron coincide in the case of Loday’s original realization of the
(classical) type A associahedron. The first two authors observed the same phe-
nomenon for the realizations of type A and B associahedra described in [8]. None
of these observations have been proven so far. Checking numerous examples in
GAP [23], we observed that the vertex barycentre of Permaaa(W ) and Asso

aaa
c (W ) co-

incide for aaa =
(

s'S avs, a > 0. The cases checked include types An for n # 7, Bn

and Dn for n # 5, F4, H3, H4, and dihedral groups I2(m). The experiments can
be summarized in the following conjecture.

Conjecture 5.1. Let W be a Coxeter group and c ! W a Coxeter element. Choose
a real number a > 0 and set aaa =

(
s'S avs to fix a realization of the permutahe-

dron Perm
aaa(W ). Then the vertex barycentres of Permaaa(W ) and Asso

aaa
c (W ) coincide.

It is straightforward to prove this conjecture for a special family, the dihedral
groups Gm of order 2m. We outline the proof.

Letm 1 2 be an integer. The dihedral groupGm of order 2m is the finite Coxeter
group of type I2(m) generated by the two reflections s and t with st having orderm.
For any m, the action of Gm on V = R2 is essential and we identify R2 with the
the complex numbers. If we define

vs :=
1 + ei

%
m

2
and vt :=

1 + e$i
%
m

2

then Gm is generated by the reflections with respect to the hyperplanes spanned
by vs and vt. We choose

aaa :=
vs + vt

1 + cos( %
m
)
= 1
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and follow our earlier notation where w(aaa) denotes the point obtained by the action
of w ! Gm on aaa. Then

w(aaa) =

)
ei#(w)

%
m if !(sw) < !(w)

e$i#(w)
%
m if !(sw) > !(w).

The convex hull of the points w(aaa), w ! Gm, is the permutahedron Perm
aaa(Gm)

which is a regular 2m-gon. It is easy to verify that the origin is the vertex barycentre
of Permaaa(Gm).

We consider the Coxeter element c = st; if c = ts, the reasoning is similar.
The c-singletons are e and all w ! Gm with !(sw) < !(w). The generator t is
the only c-sortable element which is not a c-singleton. Denote the intersection
of the line through aaa and t(aaa) and the line through w0(aaa) and sw0(aaa) by P . The
associahedron Asso

aaa
c (Gm) is the convex hull of P and the points w(aaa) where w ! Gm

is a c-singleton. A straightforward computation yields

P =
i sin

"
%
m

#

cos
"
%
m

#
/ 1

.

It is not hard to verify that

!

w#Gm
not c-singleton

w(aaa) =
m$1!

k=1

/
e$i

%
m

0k

= P,

so the vertex barycentres of Permaaa(Gm) and Asso
aaa
c (Gm) coincide.

5.3. Recovering the realizations of [8] for types A and B.

5.3.1. Type A. Let B = {e1, . . . , en} be the canonical basis of Rn. The symmetric
group Sn acts naturally on Rn by permutation of the coordinates. We set

$ := {ei+1 / ei | 1 # i # n/ 1} and #+ := {ej / ei | 1 # i < j # n}.

Then # = #++(/#+) is a root system of type An$1 with simple roots$. Moreover,
we recall that the reflection group Sn acts essentially on

V := R[$] =

)

x = (x1, . . . , xn) ! R
n

,,,,,

n!

i=1

xi = 0

1

( R
n.

Let si be the simple reflection that maps the simple root ei+1 / ei to ei / ei+1.
The dual basis $+ of $ is described by

vsi :=
i/ n

n

i!

k=1

ek +
i

n

n!

k=i+1

ek ! V.

We choose aaa :=
(n$1

i=1 vsi , so aaa =
(n

k=1

"
k / n+1

2

#
ek.

There is a bijection between Coxeter elements c ! Sn and orientations of the Cox-
eter graph of Sn: if si appears before si+1 in a reduced expression of c then the edge
between si and si+1 is oriented from si to si+1. The orientation is from si+1 to si
if si appears after si+1 in a reduced expression of c. Given an oriented Coxeter
graph, we can apply the construction described earlier and obtain a permutahe-
dron Perm

aaa(Sn) and an associahedron Asso
aaa
c (Sn).

Consider the a!ne subspace V ( Rn that is a translate of V by vG = n+1
2

(n
i=1 ei:

V =

)

x = (x1, . . . , xn) ! R
n

,,,,,

n!

i=1

xi =
n(n+ 1)

2

1

.
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Translate Perm
aaa(Sn) ( V by vG to obtain Perm

aaa(Sn) + vG ( V . The vertices of
the translate Perm

aaa(Sn) + vG are the orbit of aaa + vG =
(n

i=1 iei under the action
of Sn; in other words, we have

w(aaa) + vG =
n!

i=1

w$1(i)ei

for w ! Sn. The permutahedron Perm
aaa(Sn) + vG was described in [8] but the

vertices were labeled di"erently.

Proposition 5.2. Consider a Coxeter element c ! Sn or equivalently an ori-
entation of the Coxeter graph and let vG and aaa be as above. The associahe-
dron Asso

aaa
c (Sn) + vG is the associahedron Assoc constructed in [8].

Proof. In [8, Proposition 1.3], it was proved that the c-singletons are the common
vertices of the permutahedron and the associahedron and that the normal fan of
the latter is Fc. In other words, the realization of the associahedron in [8] precisely
matches the description of Assoaaac (Sn) given in Corollary 4.5. !

5.3.2. Type B. Consider the simple root system of type B given by

$! := {en+1 / en} + {ei+1 / ei + e2n+1$i / e2n$i | 1 # i # n/ 1} ( R
2n.

If we set V ! := R[$!] then V ! is a n-dimensional subspace of R2n which is contained
in V , the span of the type A2n$1 root system as in 4.3.1. Denote the simple
reflection that corresponds to en+1 / en by s0. For 1 # i # n / 1, we denote
the simple reflection that corresponds to (ei+1 / ei) + (e2n+1$i / e2n$i) by sn$i.
The hyperoctahedral group Wn (or Coxeter group of type Bn) is generated by these
reflections. It is easy to see that V ! = V -

'n$1
i=1 V B

i where V B
i := {x ! R2n |xi +

x2n+1$i = 0}. In particular we have aaa ! V !.
The claim that aaa is in the open cone spanned by the fundamental weights of $!

follows from the fact that the scalar product of aaa with any element of $! is strictly
positive.

A Coxeter element c ! Wn is related to an orientation of the Coxeter graph
of Wn as in type A: If si appears before (resp. after) si+1 in a reduced expression
of c then the edge between si and si+1 is oriented from si to si+1 (resp. from si+1

to si). A Coxeter element or an orientation of the Coxeter graph therefore yields
a permutahedron Perm

aaa(Wn) as described in Section 3.1 and an associahedron
Asso

aaa
c (Wn). The orientation of the Coxeter graph of Wn determines a symmetric

orientation of the Coxeter graph of S2n, that is, an orientation of the Coxeter
graph of type A2n$1 where the edges {si, si+1} and {s2n$i$1, e2n$i} have opposite
orientations. This orientation determines a Coxeter element c̃ of S2n and we have

Perm
aaa(Wn) = Perm

aaa(S2n) - V ! and Asso
aaa
c (Wn) = Asso

aaa
c̃ (S2n) - V !.

The following proposition is a direct consequence of the construction in [8].

Proposition 5.3. Consider a Coxeter element c ! Wn or equivalently an orienta-
tion of the Coxeter graph of type Bn. Let vG and aaa be as above for type A. The
translated associahedron Asso

aaa
c (Wn) + vG is the cyclohedron constructed in [8] that

corresponds to the orientation of the Coxeter graph determined by c.
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1. Introduction.

Studying binary operations, Stashe! [10, 11] remarked that there was a cell com-
plex whose vertices correspond to the possible compositions of n binary operations.
Furthermore this cell complex can be realized as a simple polytope, the associa-
hedron. There is a natural relation between the permutahedron (weak lattice on
permutations) and the associahedron: the permutahedron can naturally be written
as an intersection of halfspaces indexed by weights for the An root system. If one
intersects a certain, carefully chosen subset of these halfspaces, one can obtain the
associahedron (see Example 2.2 below). Shnider-Sternberg [9] and Loday [5] give
us a beautiful explicit construction of the associahedron from the permutahedron.
The facets of both objects encode the algebraic structure of the corresponding free
operads.

Generalized associahedra were introduced by S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky in their
work on cluster algebras [2]. The geometry of these objects encode nice algebraic
structures. Therefore one important question is to find good polytopal realizations
of the generalized associahedra. This was first answered in [1]. Then, N. Reading [8]
constructed a family of fans, the Cambrian fans {Fc} indexed by Coxeter elements
c of a given finite Coxeter group W . More recently, we have constructed [3] a
family of generalized associahedra Assoc(W ), one for each Cambrian fan Fc. These
generalized associahedra are realized from the corresponding permutahedron by
removing some halfspaces according to a rule specified by c, linking questions about
generalized associahedra to questions about the better known permutahedron.

It is now natural to ask how many distinct (up to isometry) generalized associa-
hedra we have. This is what we answer here. Our main theorem (Theorem 2.3) is
to describe completely the isometry classes of generalized associahedra as realized
in [3] . The isometry classes depend of the choice of the starting permutahedron.
As a byproduct we obtain a classification of the isometry classes of Cambrian fans
(Corollary 2.6): the Cambrian fans indexed by Coxeter elements c and c! are iso-
metric if and only if µ(c!) = c or µ(c!) = c"1 for some µ an automorphism of the
Coxeter graph of W . In Section 2 we introduce the necessary definitions and state
our main theorem (Theorem 2.3). The proof is found in Section 4. Section 3 is
dedicated to some auxiliary results needed for this proof. For most of the paper, we
make the simplifying assumption that the Coxeter system in question is irreducible;
in Section 5, we explain how to deal with the reducible case.

2. background and main theorem.

We assume some basic familiarity with Coxeter groups and root systems and
follow the notation of [4]. Let (W,S) be a finite Coxeter system acting by reflections

! This work is supported in part by CRC, NSERC and PAFARC. It is the results of a working
session at the Algebraic Combinatorics Seminar at the Fields Institute with the active participation
of Anouk Bergeron-Brlek, Philippe Choquette, Huilan Li, Trueman Machenry, Alejandra Premat,
Muge Taskin and Mike Zabrocki.
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on an R-euclidean space (V, !·, ·") with length function ! : W # N. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the action of W is essential relative to V , that is, has
no non trivial space fixed pointwise.

Let " be a root system corresponding to (W,S), with all roots having equal
length. (In particular, we do not assume " is crystallographic.) The simple roots
# are a basis of V , and the reflection s maps "s to $"s and fixes the hyperplane
Hs = {v % V | !v,"s" = 0}. Let ## = {vs | s % S} be the set of fundamental weights
of #, that is, !vt,"s" = 1 if s = t and 0 otherwise. As V is finite dimensional we
identify V and V #.

We now aim for a definition of the W -permutahedron and pick a point u % V
contained in the complement of the reflection hyperplanes of W . Without loss of
generality, we choose

u :=
!

s$S

#svs, #s > 0.

For w % W we write

M(e) := u and M(w) := w (M(e))

and obtain the permutahedron Permu(W ) as convex hull of {M(w) |w % W}. The
index u will often be omitted for brevity. Equivalently, we have

Perm(W ) =
"

s$S

"

x$W

H(x,s)

where
H(x,s) := {v % V | !v, x(vs)" & !M(e), vs"}.

We also make use of the hyperplane H(x,s) = {v % V | !v, x(vs)" = !M(e), vs"}.
Denote by WI the standard parabolic subgroup of W generated by I ' S. Note

that H(w,s) = H(x,s) if and only if w % xWS\{s}. Also, M(w) % H(x,s) if and only
if H(x,s) = H(w,s). Hence we have a simple way to describe the vertices:

{M(w)} =
"

s$S

H(w,s).

Example 2.1 (Realization of Perm(A2)). We consider the Coxeter group W = S3

of type A2 acting on R2. The reflections s1 and s2 generate W . The simple roots
that correspond to s1 and s2 are "1 and "2. They are normal to the reflection
hyperplanes Hs1 and Hs2 . The dual vectors to the simple roots correspond to the
vectors v1 and v2. Fix a ray L = {µ(#1v1 + #2v2) | µ > 0} where #1,#2 > 0.
We choose M(e) % L and obtain the permutahedron as convex hull of the W -orbit
of M(e). Alternatively, the permutahedron can be described as intersection of the
half spaces H(x,s) with bounding hyperplanes H(x,s) for x % W and s % S. All the
objects are indicated in Figure 1.

For c a Coxeter element in W , that is to say, the product of the simple reflections
ofW taken in some order, and I ' S, we denote by c(I) the subword of c obtained by
taking only the simple reflections in I. So c(I) is a Coxeter element of WI . Reading
defined the c-sorting word of w % W in [6, Section 2] as the unique subword of the in-
finite word c% = cccccc . . . that is a reduced expression for w and is the lexicograph-
ically smallest sequence of positions occupied by this subword. In particular, the
c-sorting word of w is such that w = c(K1)c(K2) . . . c(Kp) with non-emptyKi ' S and
!(w) =

#p
i=1 |Ki|. As example we consider the Coxeter group W = S4 of type A3

generated by the simple reflections S = {s1, s2, s3}, where s1, s3 commute, and the
Coxeter element c = s2s1s3. The c-sorting word of the longest element w0 % W
is s2s1s3s2s1s3 = c(S)c(S). If we choose the Coxeter element c = s1s2s3 instead
of s2s1s3, then the c-sorting word of w0 is s1s2s3s1s2s1 = c(S)c({s1,s2})c({s1}).
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L

M(e)

Hs1

M(s1)

M(s1s2) M(s2)

M(s2s1)M(s1s2s1)

Hs2

Hs1s2s1

!2

!1

vs1

vs2

H(e,s1) = H(s2,s1)

H(s2,s2) = H(s2s1,s2)

H(e,s2) = H(s1,s2)

H(s1,s1) = H(s1s2,s1)

H(s1s2,s2) = H(s1s2s1,s2)

H(s1s2s1,s1) = H(s2s1,s1)

Figure 1. The permutahedron Perm(S3) obtained as convex
hull of the S3-orbit of M(e) % L or as intersection of the half
spaces H(x,s).

The sequence c(K1), . . . , c(Kp) associated to the c-sorting word for w is called the
c-factorization of w. The c-factorization of w is independent of the chosen reduced
word for c but depends on the Coxeter element c. In general the c-factorization
does not yield a nested sequence K1, . . . ,Kp of subsets of S. An element w % W
is called c-sortable if K1 ' K2 ' . . . ' Kp. Reading proves in [6] that the longest
element w0 % W is c-sortable for any chosen Coxeter element c.

Given a specific reduced word v, we say that u is a prefix up to commutation of v
if some reduced word for u appears as a prefix of a word which can be obtained from
v by the commutation of commuting reflections. In [3] we define an element w % W
to be a c-singleton if it is a prefix up to commutation of the c-factorization of w0.
We illustrate this notion by considering again the Coxeter group W = S4 and the
Coxeter element c = s2s3s1. The c-singletons are

e, s2s3, s2s1s3s2s1,
s2, s2s1s3, s2s1s3s2s3, and
s2s1, s2s1s3s2, w0 = s2s3s1s2s3s1.

For example s2s1 is a not a prefix of the c-factorization w0 = s2s3s1s2s3s1, but it
is a prefix up to commutation because it appears as a prefix after commuting the
simple reflections s1, s3.

The halfspace H(x,s) is said to be c-admissible if the hyperplane H(x,s) con-
tains M(w) for some c-singleton w. We have shown in [3] that the intersection of
all c-admissible halfspaces H(x,s) is a generalized associahedron Assoc(W ) whose
normal fan is the c-Cambrian fan Fc (see [8] for a definition of Fc).

Example 2.2. The Coxeter group W = S3 generated by the reflections s1 and s2
has two Coxeter elements: c1 = s1s2 and c2 = s2s1. The c1-singletons are e,
s1, s1s2, and s1s2s1 while the c2-singletons are e, s2, s2s1,and s2s1s2. Starting
with the permutahedron Perm(S3), we obtain the two associahedra Assoc1(S3) and
Assoc2(S3) shown in Figure 2 as intersection of the c1- and c2-admissible halfspaces.

For most of the paper, we will assume that (W,S) is irreducible. The case where
(W,S) is reducible requires a straightforward (but not immediate) extension of the
results in the irreducible case; we describe this in the final section.
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L

M(e)

M(s2)

M(s2s1)M(s1s2s1)

Hs2

Hs1s2s1

L

M(e)

Hs1

M(s1)

M(s1s2)

M(s1s2s1)

Hs2

Hs1s2s1

Figure 2. The two associahedra Assoc1(S3) (left)
and Assoc2(S3) (right) obtained from the permutahe-
dron Perm(S3) by keeping the c-admissible halfspaces H(x,s).

An automorphism of the Coxeter graph associated to (W,S) is a bijection µ on S
such that the order of µ(s)µ(t) equals the order of st for all s, t % S. In particular,
µ induces an automorphism on W .

Let u =
#

s$S #svs be a point in V . We will say that u is balanced if #s = #t

for all s, t % S. An automorphism µ of the Coxeter graph is a u-automorphism if
#s = #µ(s) for all s % S. In particular, if u is balanced, then any automorphism of
a Coxeter graph is a u-automorphism.

Theorem 2.3. Let (W,S) be an irreducible finite Coxeter system and c1, c2 be
two Coxeter elements in W . Suppose that u =

#
s$S #svs for some #s > 0. The

following statements are equivalent.
(1) Assoc1(W ) = $ (Assoc2(W )) for some linear isometry $ on V .
(2) There is an u-automorphism µ of the Coxeter graph of (W,S) such that

µ(c2) = c1 or µ(c2) = w0c
"1
1 w0.

Observe that w0c"1w0 may or may not equal c (for instance in A3 take c =
s1s3s2). So the second condition in Theorem 2.3 may be redundant and the associ-
ahedra may actually be identical (not just isometric). Moreover, if the #s are chosen
generically, that is distinct, then the isometry classes are of cardinality 1 or 2. As
stated in the next corollary, the isometry classes reach their maximal cardinality if
u is balanced.

Corollary 2.4. Let (W,S) be an irreducible finite Coxeter system and c1, c2 be
two Coxeter elements in W . If u is balanced, then the following statements are
equivalent.

(1) Assoc1(W ) = $ (Assoc2(W )) for some linear isometry $ on V .
(2) There is an automorphism µ of the Coxeter graph of (W,S) such that

µ(c2) = c1 or µ(c2) = c"1
1 .

Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.3 and a rewriting of the second assumption in
accordance with the fact that the map s (# w0sw0 is an automorphism of the
Coxeter graph. !

If u is balanced, then Assoc1(W ) = $ (Assoc2(W )) for some linear isometry $
on V if and only if there is an u-automorphism % of the Bruhat ordering of (W,S)
such that %(c2) = c1. This follows by inspection for |S| = 1, 2 and, for |S| ) 3, from
a characterization of automorphisms of Bruhat orderings due to van den Hombergh,
see Section 8.8 of [4] and the fact that a Coxeter element c defines an orientation
of the Coxeter graph $: Orient the edge {si, sj} from si to sj if and only if si is to
the left of sj for any reduced word for c.
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s1

s2

s3s4

c = s4s2s1s3

s1

s2

s3s4

c = s4s3s1s2

s1

s2

s3s4

c = s2s3s1s4

s1

s2

s3s4

c = s3s1s2s4

s1

s2

s3s4

c = s2s1s3s4

s1

s2

s3s4

c = s4s1s2s3

Figure 3. Six Coxeter elements and their associated oriented
Coxeter graphs of the Coxeter group of type D4 that yield
isometric associahedra.

Theorem 2.3 combined with the classification of irreducible finite Coxeter groups
yields that the cardinality of an isometry class in the case where u is balanced is
either two, four, or six. We briefly discuss the situation.

Example 2.5. Use the notation and hypothesis of Corollary 2.4.
(1) Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system of type An (n ) 2), E6, F4, or I2(m).

Then there is precisely one non-trivial automorphism µ of the Coxeter
graph. Hence there are either two or four elements in the isometry class
of Assoc(W ). The cardinality equals two if µ(c) % {c, c"1} and equals four
if µ(c) *% {c, c"1}.

(2) Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system of type B, E7, E8, H3, or H4. Then the
conjugation by w0 is the identity, and Id is the only automorphism of the
associated Coxeter graph. So each isometry class has cardinality two, only
the Coxeter elements c and c"1 yield isometric associahedra.

(3) Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system of type D. If |S| > 4 then there is only one
non-trivial automorphism µ of the Coxeter graph and the isometry class
of Assoc(W ) has cardinality two if µ(c) % {c, c"1} and four otherwise. If
|S| = 4, the group of automorphisms of the Coxeter graph is generated
by the non-trivial automorphisms µ and & with µ2 = Id and &3 = Id.
The isometry class of Assoc(W ) consists either of two or six elements, see
Figure 3 for six Coxeter elements that yield isometric associahedra.

Theorem 2.3 allows a classification of the isometric Cambrian fans as well. The
proof will be given at the end of Section 4.

Corollary 2.6. The following propositions are equivalent:
(1) The Cambrian fans Fc and Fc! are isometric;
(2) Assoc(W ) and Assoc!(W ) are isometric if u is balanced;
(3) there is an automorphism µ of the Coxeter graph of (W,S) such that µ(c!) =

c or µ(c!) = c"1.

Remark 2.7. In fact, the condition that u be balanced in (2) above can be
weakened to require only that u satisfies #s = #w0sw0 , for all s % S (see Eq. 1 in
the proof).
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3. Preliminary results

From now on, we fix u =
#

s$S #svs for some constants #s > 0. Remember that
M(e) = u.

Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system and consider the polyhedron P defined by:

P :=
"

s$S

H(e,s) +
"

s$S

H(w0,s).

Remark 3.1. In fact, P is a full-dimensional convex polytope because W acts
essentially on V and the cones

$
s$S H(e,s) and

$
s$S H(w0,s) are strictly convex,

pointed with apex M(e) and M(w0), and both contain Perm(W ). In other words, P
is obtained from Perm(W ) by removing, from the definition of Perm(W ) as an
intersection of halfspaces, all halfspaces H(x,s) that satisfy M(e) *% H(x,s) and
M(w0) *% H(x,s).

Proposition 3.2. Let $ : V # V be a linear isometry that maps P to itself and
has the fixed point M(e). Then $ induces an u-automorphism µ of the Coxeter
graph of (W,S) such that $(vs) := vµ(s) for every s % S.

Proof. For $ satisfying our hypothesis, we have that $(M(e)) = M(e) % H(e,s).
Hence $ induces a bijection on the set {H(e,s) | s % S}. Since vs is a normal vector
to H(e,s) for any s % S, we have that $(vs) = ksvts for some ks > 0 and ts % S.
Hence

#
s$S ks#svts = $(M(e)) = M(e) =

#
s$S #svs and then #ts = ks#s.

On the other hand, since $ is an isometry fixing P and M(e), it induces a
bijection on the set of edges of P which have M(e) as one of their vertices. Each
of these edges is contained in a line ls :=

$
r$S\{s}H(e,r), for s % S. So $ induces

a bijection on the set {ls | s % S}. Since vr is a fundamental weight of #, and
is a normal vector of H(e,r), the hyperplane H(e,r) is spanned by the simple roots
{"u |u % S \ {r}}, and thus ls is spanned by the simple root "s. As the simple
roots are all of the same length and $ preserves the norm of vectors, $("s) = ±"rs

for some rs % S. Now

1 = !vs,"s" = !$(vs),$("s)" = ±ks!vts ,"rs".
We conclude that rs = ts, ks = 1 and #s = #ts for all s % S. Therefore $ induces

a bijection on the set {vs | s % S}. In other words $(##) = ##, and, since ' is an
isometry, $(#) = # and the angle between "s, "r is preserved. That is, $ induces
an u-automorphism of the Coxeter graph of W , since the order of st in W is entirely
determined by the angle between "s and "t, and since #s = #ts for all s % S. !

Remark 3.3. In the proof of the previous proposition, we have made use of the
assumption (stated when we introduced the root system ") that all its roots are of
equal length. Note that this is not an important restriction, since any root system
can be rescaled to have all its roots of equal length. For example, the vectors (1, 0)
and ($1, 1) are simple roots for the crystallographic root system B2. Instead of
these, we would take (1, 0) and ($1/

,
2, 1/

,
2) as the simple roots. Attention, the

assumption that the simple roots are of the same length does not imply that the
fundamental weights are of the same length, see for instance in A3

Proposition 3.4. For every u-automorphism µ of the Coxeter graph, there is a
unique linear isometry $µ that fixes P and M(e) defined by $µ("s) := "µ(s) for
every s % S.

Proof. The map $µ is well-defined since # is a basis of V . As µ is an automorphism
of the Coxeter graph and !"µ(s),"µ(t)" depends only on the order of st, we have
!"µ(s),"µ(t)" = !"s,"t" for s, t % S. In other words $µ is an isometry since # is a
basis of V .
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From duality it is clear that vs =
#

r$S !vr , vs""r, for all s % S. Also, the
matrices [!vr, vs"]s,t and [!"r ,"s"]s,t are inverse to each other and the permutation
µ : S # S is such that [!"µ(r),"µ(s)"]s,t = [!"r ,"s"]s,t. Hence [!vµ(r), vµ(s)"]s,t =
[!vr, vs"]s,t. Thus, for s % S we have

$µ(vs) =
!

r$S

!vs, vr""µ(r) =
!

r$S

!vµ(s), vµ(r)""µ(r) =
!

r!$S

!vµ(s), vr!""r! = vµ(s).

Now as #s = #µ(s) for all s % S, $µ fixes M(e), and therefore P . !

Similarly, for every isometry $ that fixes P andM(e) there is an u-automorphism µ
such that $(vs) := vµ(s) for every s % S, by Proposition 3.2.

Corollary 3.5. Let µ be an automorphism of the Coxeter graph of (W,S) and $
be a linear isometry that maps P to itself and has M(e) as fixed point. Suppose
that µ and $ are related via $(vs) = vµ(s) for all s % S. Then $ = $µ and µ is an
u-automorphism. Moreover,

$ (w(vs)) = (µ(w)) (vµ(s)) and $(H(w,s)) = H(µ(w),µ(s))

for w % W , s % S. In particular, $(Perm(W )) = Perm(W ).

Proof. As ## is a basis of V , $ = $µ. Moreover, since $ fixes M(e) we have
!

µ(s)$S

#µ(s)vµ(s) =
!

s$S

#svs = M(e) = $µ(M(e)) =
!

s$S

#svµ(s).

By identification, we have #s = #µ(s) for all s % S, which proves that µ is an
u-automorphism.

We prove the first remaining claim by induction on the length of w. If w = e the
claim is $(vs) = vµ(s) and was shown in the proof of Proposition 3.2. Now assume
!(w) > 0. There is t % S such that w = w!t with !(w!) < !(w). The action of t
on V is a reflection with reflection hyperplane Ht. Hence we have

t(vs) = vs $
2!vs,"t"
!"t,"t"

"t.

Also, since $ is an isometry that maps "r to "µ(r) and vr to vµ(r), we have

$µ(w(vs)) = $µ (w
! (t(vs)))

= µ(w!)

%
vµ(s) $

2!vµ(s),"µ(t)"
!"µ(t),"µ(t)"

"µ(t)

&

= µ(w!)µ(t)
'
vµ(s)

(
= (µ(w!t))

'
vµ(s)

(

= µ(w)
'
vµ(s)

(
.

We now prove the second claim.

$µ(H(w,s)) = {$µ(v) % V | !v, w(vs)" & !M(e), vs"}
= {v % V | !v,$µ(w(vs))" & !$µ(M(e)),$µ(vs)"}
= {v % V | !v, µ(w)(vµ(s)))" & !M(e), vµ(s)"}
= H(µ(w),µ(s))

!

The c-singletons form a distributive sublattice of the right weak order, see [3].
We denote the Hasse diagram of this poset by Gc, see Figure 4 for examples. They
also form a sublattice of the c-Cambrian lattice.

There is an important linear isometry on V that fixes P and interchanges M(e)
and M(w0): The map g defined by v ($# w0(v).
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s1s2

s1s2s3
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c = s1s2s3

e

s3

s3s2

s3s2s1 s3s2s3

s3s2s1s3

s3s2s1s3s2

s3s2s1s3s2s3

c = s3s2s1

e

s2

s2s3 s2s1

s2s1s3

s2s1s3s2

s2s1s3s2s1

s2s1s3s2s3

s2s1s3s2s1s3

c = s2s1s3
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s3s1s2s3s1

s3s1s2s3s1s2

c = s3s1s2

Figure 4. There are four Coxeter elements in S4, each yields
a distributive lattice Gc of c-singletons.

Reading proves in [7, Proposition 1.3] that the map w ($# ww0 is an anti-
isomorphism from the c-Cambrian lattice to the c"1-Cambrian lattice. In particu-
lar, the map w ($# ww0 is an anti-isomorphism between the lattices of c-singletons
and c"1-singletons by restriction, that is, w is a c-singleton if and only if ww0

is a c"1-singleton. Since the map w (# w0ww0 is an isomorphism from the c-
Cambrian lattice to the w0cw0-Cambrian lattice, the map w (# w0w = (w0ww0)w0

is an anti-isomorphism from the c-Cambrian lattice to the w0c"1w0-Cambrian lat-
tice. In other words, H(x,s) is c-admissible for all s % S if and only if H(w0x,s) is
w0c"1w0-admissible for all s % S. Therefore we obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 3.6. Let c be a Coxeter element of the finite Coxeter system (W,S).
Then Assoc(W ) = g (Assow0c"1w0

(W )), that is, the generalized associahedra Assoc(W )
and Assow0c"1w0

(W ) are isometric.

Let T be the reflections of W and I(w) be the inversions of w % W defined as

T :=
)

w$W

wSw"1 and I(w) := {t % T | !(tw) < !(w)}.

A parabolic subgroup is a subgroup that is the conjugate of a standard parabolic
subgroup of W . Given the Coxeter system (W,S) and a parabolic subgroup W !,
there is a natural way to distinguish a set of simple generators of W !, see [6]. We
shall only make use of the case that W ! is standard parabolic, in which case, the
simple generators of W ! are simply W ! + S.

Theorem 3.7. For w % W and any Coxeter element c of W , the following state-
ments are equivalent:
(i) w and ww0 are both c-singletons;
(ii) w % {e, w0};
(iii) wcw"1 is a Coxeter element of W and wGc = Gwcw"1;
(iv) wGc = Gc! for some Coxeter element c!.

Proof. (i) - (ii): Suppose w and ww0 are c-singletons. A c-singleton u is c-
sortable and c-antisortable by Proposition 2.2 of [3], that is, the element u is c-
sortable and uw0 is c"1-sortable. Hence w is c-sortable and c"1-sortable. From
[6, Theorem 4.1] we know that g % W is c-sortable and c"1-sortable if and only
if I(g) + (W ! \ {t1}) *= . implies t2 % I(g) for any irreducible dihedral parabolic
subgroup W ! of W (that is |W !| > 4) with simple generators t1, t2 % T .
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Assume that w *= e. There exists s % I(w)+S. Pick t % S such that the standard
parabolic subgroup W ! generated by {s, t} is dihedral and of cardinality > 4. We
first show that s, t % I(w). We have to distinguish two cases:
(1) If I(w)+ (W ! \ {s}) *= . then t % I(w) because w is c-sortable and c"1-sortable.

Hence s, t % I(w).
(2) Assume I(w) + (W ! \ {s}) = .. We first remark I(ww0) = I(w0) \ I(w). Hence

I(ww0) + (W ! \ {t}) *= . which implies s % I(ww0) since ww0 is also c-sortable
and c"1-sortable. In particular, s % I(w) + I(ww0) which is impossible.

Since (W,S) is irreducible, the Coxeter graph associated to (W,S) is connected.
Now repeat this process along paths starting at s to conclude that S ' I(w).
Hence w = w0.

(ii) - (iii): For w = e the result is clear. Recall that the conjugation by w0 is
an automorphism $ of the Coxeter system (W,S). So the w0cw0-factorization of
w0 is induced by $ from the c-factorization of w0. The claim for w = w0 follows.

(iii) - (iv): Set c! := wcw"1.
(iv) - (i): Since e and w0 are c!-singletons, we conclude that w"1 and w"1w0

are both c-singletons. Apply (i) - (ii) to deduce that w"1 = e or w"1 = w0. In
particular, w and ww0 are both c-singletons. !

Remark 3.8. Two maximal cones C and C! in the c-Cambrian fan Fc are antipodal
if C = $C!. Theorem 3.7 implies that a pair of antipodal maximal cones that
correspond to c-singletons is unique and the corresponding elements are e and w0.

4. Proof of Theorem 2.3

Assume there is an isometry $ on V such that Assoc1(W ) = $(Assoc2(W )).
Let w be a c2-singleton. Then

(1) M(w) =
$

s$S H(w,s) is a vertex of Assoc2(W ),
(2) $ (M(w)) =

$
s$S $(H(w,s)) is a vertex of Assoc1(W ),

(3) $ (M(w)) = M(w!) for some c1-singleton w! since $ is an isometry.
(For (3), note that c-singleton cones are the only cones in the Cambrian fan which
consist of a single chamber from the Coxeter fan, and thus an isometry must take
singleton cones to singleton cones.)

Apply these results to w = e to obtain a c1-singleton w!
e with M(w!

e) = $ (M(e)).
Moreover, w!

ew0 is also a c1-singleton with M(w!
ew0) = $ (M(w0)). Hence w!

e %
{e, w0} by Theorem 3.7 and $ is a linear isometry of V that fixes P and either
fixes M(e) and M(w0) or interchanges M(e) and M(w0). If $ fixes M(e) and P
then there is an induced u-automorphism µ of the Coxeter graph of (W,S) by
Proposition 3.2 and µ(c2) = c1. If $ interchanges M(e) and M(w0) we consider
*$ := g / $. We have *$(Assoc2(W )) = Assow0c

"1
1 w0

(W ) by Proposition 3.6 and *$ is

an isometry that fixes P , M(e), and M(w0). Hence *$ induces an u-automorphism µ
of the Coxeter system (W,S) by Proposition 3.2 and µ(c2) = w0c

"1
1 w0.

Assume there is an u-automorphism µ of the Coxeter graph (W,S). Without loss
of generality, we may assume that µ(c2) = c1 because Assoc(W ) and Assow0c"1w0

(W )
are isometric via g by Proposition 3.6.

We have to specify an isometry $µ on V such that $µ(Assoc2(W )) = Assoc1(W ).
This is done according to Proposition 3.4: Define $µ : V # V by $µ("s) := "µ(s)

for all s % S or equivalently by $µ(vs) := vµ(s).
It remains to show that $µ maps c2-admissible halfspaces to c1-admissible half-

spaces. From Corollary 3.5 we know how the facet defining halfspaces H(w,s) are
permuted by the isometry $µ, that is, $µ(H(w,s)) = H(µ(w),µ(s)) for w % W
and s % S. The automorphism µ on W preserves the length function !, so we
have µ(w0) = w0 and any prefix of the c-factorization of w0 up to commutation
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is a prefix of the µ(c)-factorization of w0 up to commutation. In other words, µ
induces a lattice isomorphism between the c2-singletons and the µ(c2)-singletons.
Hence H(x,s) is c2-admissible if and only if H(µ(x),µ(s)) is µ(c2)-admissible. This
shows that $µ(Assoc(W )) = Assoµ(c)(W ) and ends the proof of Theorem 2.3.

Proof of Corollary 2.6. (2) equivalent to (3) is Theorem 2.3. (2) implies (1) follows
from the definition of normal fans.

Now, we show (1) implies (3). As the c-Cambrian fan Fc and the c!-Cambrian
fan Fc! are isometric, there is an isometry $ such that the image under $ of each
cone in Fc is a cone of Fc! . By Remark 3.8, the pair of antipodal singleton cones
C(e), C(w0) corresponding to e, w0 are the unique singleton antipodal cones in both
Cambrian fans, and either $ fixes them or exchanges them. If u is balanced, then
apply Corollary 3.5 with µ to be the conjugation by w0 to obtain

(1) M(w0) =
!

s$S

#w0(vs) =
!

s$S

#($vw0sw0) = $M(e).

As C(e) is R>0-spanned by ## and C(w0) is R>0-spanned by $##, either $ fixes
M(e) and M(w0) or interchanges them. In both cases, $(P ) = P . So either $ or
g /$ fixes M(e) and P . Conclude by Proposition 3.2 as in the first part of the proof
of Theorem 2.3. !

5. The reducible case

The reducible case does not follow immediately from an application of the ir-
reducible case. Rather, one goes through the same steps as in the proof of the
irreducible case, but with some slight added complication. We sketch the process
below.

Let D denote the set of irreducible components of the Coxeter graph of (W,S).
For any A 0 D, let wA be the longest word for the subgroup generated by the
components in A. Let L = {wA | A 0 D}. All the elements of L are c-singletons
(for any c).

Up to just before Proposition 3.6, the argument goes in exactly the same way.
Then, instead of constructing a single isometry g, we construct an isometry gA
for each A 0 D, defining gA(v) = wA(v). Write cA for the Coxeter element
obtained from c by reversing the order of the reflections in c coming from compo-
nents in A. The generalization of Proposition 3.6 then asserts that Assoc(W ) =
gA(AssowAcAwA

(W )) and, in particular, these associahedra are isometric. Theo-
rem 3.7 goes through with condition (ii) replaced by the condition that w % L.
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MINKOWSKI DECOMPOSITIONS OF ASSOCIAHEDRA

CARSTEN LANGE

1. Introduction

1.1. Generalised permutahedra and Minkowski decompositions. A first definition of a
generalised permutahedron along the lines of A. Postnikov is the description of a convex (n! 1)-
polytope by the following inequalities

Pn({zI}) :=
!

xxx " R
n

"

"

#

i![n] xi = z[n] and
#

i!I xi # zI for ! $ I $ [n]
$

,

where [n] denotes the set {1, 2, · · · , n}, [14]. The classical permutahedron, as described for example

by G. M. Ziegler, [21], corresponds to the choice zI = |I|(|I|+1)
2 for ! $ I % [n]. Obviously, some of

the above inequalities may be redundant for Pn({zI}) and su!ciently small increases and decreases
of (redundant) zI do not change the combinatorial type of Pn({zI}) unless the inequality

#

i!I xi #
zI is tight. Although redundant, we usually encode such a polytope by specifying all tight values zI .
Moreover, it is important to be careful and to require for some theorems to stay within the
deformation cone of the classical permutahedron. Therefore we shall call a polytope Pn({zI})
only a generalised permutahedron if no facet-defining hyperplane of the permutahedron is moved
past any vertices, compare A. Postnikov, V. Reiner, and L. Williams, [15]. This rather subtle
addditional condition is sometimes omitted but it is essential for some results. For example,
Proposition 1.2, does not hold for arbitrary polytopes Pn({zI}), we give a simple example in
Section 4. Our study focusses on special realisations Ascn"1 of associahedra obtained from a
permutahedron by removing some inequalities. These polytopes form a subclass of generalised
permutahedra. Two examples of 3-dimensional polytopes Asc3 are shown in Figure 1.

For any two polytopes P and Q, the Minkowski sum P +Q is defined as {p+ q | p " P, q " Q}.
In contrast, we define the Minkowski di"erence P ! Q of P and Q only if there is a polytope R
such that P = Q + R. For more details on about Minkowski di"erences we refer to [18]. We are
interested in decompositions of generalised permutahedra into Minkowski sums and di"erences of
dilated faces of the (n! 1)-dimensional standard simplex

#n = conv{e1, e2, · · · , en},
where ei is a standard basis vector of Rn. The faces #I of #n are given by conv{ei}i!I for I % [n].
If a polytope P is the Minkowski sum and di"erence of dilated faces of #n, we say that P has a
Minkowski decomposition into faces of the standard simplex. The following two results are known
key observations.

Lemma 1.1 ([1, Lemma 2.1]). Pn({zI}) + Pn({z#I}) = Pn({zI + z#I}).
If we consider the function I &!' zI that assigns every subset of [n] the corresponding tight

value zI of Pn({zI}), then the Möbius inverse of this function assigns to I the coe!cient yI of a
Minkowski decomposition of Pn({zI}) into faces of the standard simplex:

Proposition 1.2 ([1, Proposition 2.3]).
Every generalised permutahedron Pn({zI}) can be written uniquely as a Minkowski sum and dif-
ference of faces of #n:

Pn({zI}) =
%

I$[n]

yI#I
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Figure 1. Two 3-dimensional associahedra Asc3 = P4({z̃cI}) with vertex co-
ordinates computed for di"erently choosen Coxeter elements according to [9]
after application of a rigid transformation. The di"erent Coxeter elements
are encoded by di"erent labelings of hexagons as indicated.

where yI =
#

J$I(!1)|I\J|zJ for each I % [n].

We could stop here and be fascinated how the Möbius inversion relates the description by half
spaces and Minkowski decompositions. Nevertheless, we go further and study this relationship
for Ascn"1 in more detail. It turns out that the Möbius inversion used by Ardila, Benedetti, & Doker
can be simplified significantly and we give two combinatorial interpretations of the simplification.
Doing this simplification, we extract the combinatorial core data for the Möbius inversion: which
subsets J of I are essential to compute yI for a given associahedron Ascn"1. These essential
sets J for fixed I but two di"erent choices c1 and c2 are di"erent but can be nicely characterised
combinatorially. This results in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3, where much simpler formulae for
the computation of the corresponding Minkowski coe!cients yI are given.

We finish this introduction with a subsection to summarise necessary known facts about Ascn"1.
In Section 2 we introduce the notion of an up and down interval decomposition for subsets I % [n].
This decomposition is essential to prove Proposition 2.7 which gives a combinatorial description
of all tight values zI for Ascn"1. In principle, we are therefore able to compute the Minkowski
coe!cients yI for any Ascn"1, but the alternating sum over all subsets J % I needed to compute
yI in Proposition 1.2 is far from e!cient. The main results, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3, are
stated in Section 3, the proof of the first theorem is deferred to the last two sections of this
article, the second theorem is proved under the assumption of Theorem 3.1. We also illustrate
both Theorems by giving examples in dimension two and three. To show that Theorem 3.1 does
not hold for polytopes Pn({zI}) that are not contained in the deformation cone of the classical
permutahedron, we briefly study a realisation of a 2-dimensional cyclohedron in Section 4. The
proof of Theorem 3.1 is long and convoluted and is given in Section 5 which in turn uses a
charaterisation proved in the final Section 6.

At the same time as these results were achieved, V. Pilaud and F. Santos showed independently
that the associahedra Ascn"1 are examples of brick polytopes, [13]. One of their results is that brick
polytopes decompose into Minkowski sums of brick polytopes. We therefore have two distinct
Minkowski decompositions of Ascn"1, one with 0/1-coe!cients and brick polytopes as components
and one with possibly negative coe!cients and dilated faces of a standard simplex as building
blocks.

1.2. Associahedra as generalised permutahedra. Associahedra form a class of combinatori-
ally equivalent simple polytopes and can be realised as generalised permutahedra. They are often
defined by specifying their 1-skeleton or graph. A theorem of R. Blind and P. Mani-Levitska, [3],
with an elegant new proof of G. Kalai, [11], implies that the face lattice of an (n! 1)-dimensional
associahedron Asn"1 is in fact completely determined by this graph. Now, the graph of an asso-
ciahedron is isomorphic to a graph with all triangulations (without new vertices) of a convex and
plane (n + 2)-gon Q as vertex set and all pairs of distinct triangulations that di"er in precisely
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one proper diagonal1 as edge set. Alternatively, the edges of Asn"1 are in bijection with the set
of triangulations with one proper diagonal removed. Similarly, k-faces of Asn"1 are in bijection
to triangulations of Q with k proper diagonals deleted. In particular, the facets of Asn"1 are in
bijection with the proper diagonals of Q. J.-L. Loday published a beautiful construction of associ-
ahedra in 2004, [12], and this construction was generalised by C. Hohlweg and C. Lange, [9]. The
latter construction explicitly describes realisations Ascn"1 of Asn"1 as generalised permutahedra
that depend on the choice of a Coxeter element c of the symmetric group $n on n elements. Be-
fore explaining how to obtain these realisations, we stop for some general remarks on generalised
associahedra.

S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky introduced generalised associahedra in the context of cluster al-
gebras of finite type, [6], and it is well-known that associahedra and generalised associahedra
associated to cluster algebras of type A are combinatorially equivalent. The construction of [9]
was generalised by C. Hohlweg, C. Lange, and H. Thomas to generalised associahedra, [10]. Their
construction depends also on choosing a Coxeter element c and the normal vectors of the facets
are determined by combinatorial properties of c. Since the normal fans of these realisations turn
out to be Cambrian fans as described by N. Reading and D. Speyer, [16], the obtained realisations
are generalised associahedra associated to any given cluster algebra of finite type. N. Reading and
D. Speyer conjectured a linear isomorphism between Cambrian fans and g-vector fans associated
to cluster algebras of finite type with acyclic initial seed introduced by S. Fomin and A. Zelevin-
sky, [7]. They proved their conjecture up to an assumption of another conjecture of [7]. S.-W. Yang
and A. Zelevinsky gave an alternative proof of the conjecture of Reading and Speyer in [20]. We
emphazise in this context that the results of Section 2 and Theorem 3.1 can be read along these
lines: the computations of zI and yI for fixed I and varying c involve sums over di"erent choices
of zR!

where the choice of ! depends on c. Moreover, the values zR!
that occur in these sums

can be choosen within a large class as described for example in [10]. From this point of view, we
suggest that combinatorial properties of the g-vector fan for cluster algebras of finite type A with
respect to an acyclic initial seed are reflected by the Minkowski decompositions studied in this
manuscript.

We now outline the construction of [9] and avoid to use Coxeter elements explicitly. Neverthe-
less, we use Coxeter elements to distinguish di"erent realisations in our notation. The choice of a
Coxeter element c corresponds to a partition of [n] into a down set Dc and an up set Uc:

Dc = {d1 = 1 < d2 < · · · < d! = n} and Uc = {u1 < u2 < · · · < um}.

This partition induces a c-labeling of Q with label set [n+1]0 := [n+1]( {0} as follows. Pick two
vertices of Q which are the end-points of a path with "+2 vertices on the boundary of Q, label the
vertices of this path counter-clockwise increasing using the label set Dc := Dc({0, n+1} and label
the remaining path clockwise increasing using the label set Uc. Without loss of generality, we shall
always assume that the label set Dc is on the right-hand side of the diagonal {0, n+ 1} oriented
form 0 to n + 1, see Figure 1 for two examples. We derive values zI for some subsets I $ [n]
obtained from this c-labeled (n + 2)-gon Q using proper diagonals of Q as follows. Orient each
proper diagonal ! from the smaller to the larger labeled end-point of !, associate to ! the set R"
that consists of all labels on the strict right-hand side of !, and replace the elements 0 and n+1 by
the smaller respectively larger label of the end-points contained in Uc if possible. For each proper
diagonal ! we have R" % [n] but obviously not every subset of [n] is of this type if n > 2. Now set

z̃cI :=

&

|I|(|I|+1)
2 if I = R" for some proper diagonal !,

!) else,

compare Table 1 for the examples of Figure 1. In [9] it is shown that Pn({z̃cI}) is in fact an
associahedron of dimension (n!1) realised in Rn for every choice of c. We refer to these realisations
as Ascn"1. It might be worth to mention that all results that use the values z̃cI (except Theorem 3.3

1A proper diagonal is a line segment connecting a pair of vertices of Q whose relative interior is contained in the
interior of Q. A non-proper diagonal is a diagonal that connects vertices adjacent in !Q and a degenerate diagonal
is a diagonal where the end-points are equal.
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Dc = {1, 3, 4} and Uc = {2}:

! {0, 3} {0, 4} {0, 5} {1, 2} {1, 4} {1, 5} {2, 3} {2, 4} {3, 5}
R" {1} {1, 3} {1, 3, 4} {2, 3, 4} {3} {3, 4} {1, 2} {1, 2, 3} {4}
z̃R!

1 3 6 6 1 3 3 6 1

Dc = {1, 4} and Uc = {2, 3}:

! {0, 4} {2, 4} {3, 4} {0, 5} {0, 3} {1, 2} {2, 5} {1, 3} {1, 5}
R" {1} {1, 2} {1, 2, 3} {1, 4} {1, 3, 4} {2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 4} {3, 4} {4}
z̃R!

1 3 6 3 6 6 6 3 1

Table 1. The tables list R" and zI associated to the proper diagonal !
of a labeled hexagon. The upper table corresponds to the associahedron
shown on the left of Figure 1, the bottom one to the one on the right.

and its corollaries) remain true if we replace the finite values z̃cI by the corresponding right-hand
sides of any Pn({zI}) that has the combinatorial type of a permutahedron. So in some respect, our
results are structural results that depend rather on the normal fan of Ascn"1, i.e. the combinatorics
how to obtain the associahedron from the permutahedron, than on the exact realisation. For
simplicity, we stick to the classical values that yield the classical permutahedron.

Some instances of Ascn"1 have been studied earlier. For example, the realisations of J.-L. Lo-
day, [12], and of G. Rote, F. Santos, and I. Streinu, [17], related to one-dimensional point config-
urations, are a!nely equivalent to Ascn"1 if Uc = ! or Uc = {2, 3}. Moreover, G. Rote, F. Santos,
and I. Streinu point out in Section 5.3 that their realisation is not a!nely equivalent to the re-
alisation of F. Chapoton, S. Fomin, and A. Zelevinsky, [5]. It is not di!cult to show that the
realisation described in [5] is a!nely equivalent to Ascn"1 if Uc = {2} or Uc = {3}.

2. Tight values for all zcI for Ascn"1

Since the facet-defining inequalities for Ascn"1 correspond to proper diagonals of the c-labeled Q,
we know precisely the irredundant inequalities for the generalised permutahedron Pn({z̃cI}). In
this section, we determine tight values for all zI , I % [n], in order to be able to compute the coef-
ficients yI of the Minkowski decomposition of Ascn"1 as described by Proposition 1.2. The concept
of an up and down interval decomposition induced by the partitioning Dc * Uc (or equivalently
induced by c) of a given interval I $ [n] is a key concept that we introduce first.

Definition 2.1 (up and down intervals).
Let Dc = {d1 = 1 < d2 < · · · < d! = n} and Uc = {u1 < u2 < · · · < um} be the partition of [n]
induced by a Coxeter element c.
(a) A set S % [n] is a non-empty interval of [n] if S = {r, r + 1, · · · , s} for some 0 < r + s < n.

We write S as closed interval [r, s] (end-points included) or as open interval (r!1, s+1) (end-
points not included). An empty interval is an open interval (k, k + 1) for some 1 + k < n.

(b) A non-empty open down interval is a set S % Dc such that S = {dr < dr+1 < · · · < ds} for
some 1 + r + s + ". We write S as open down interval (dr"1, ds+1)Dc where we allow dr"1 = 0
and ds+1 = n + 1, i.e. dr"1, ds+1 " Dc. For 1 + r + " ! 1, we also have the empty down
interval (dr, dr+1)Dc .

(c) A closed up interval is a non-empty set S % Uc such that S = {ur < ur+1 < · · · < us} for
some 1 + r + s + ". We write [ur, us]Uc .

We often omit the words open and closed when we consider down and up intervals. There will
not be no ambiguity, because we are not going to deal with closed down intervals and open up
intervals. Up intervals are always non-empty, while down intervals may be empty. It turns out
to be convenient if we distinguish the empty down intervals (dr, dr+1)Dc and (ds, ds+1)Dc if r ,= s
although they are equal as sets.
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Definition 2.2 (up and down interval decomposition).
Let Dc = {d1 = 1 < d2 < · · · < d! = n} and Uc = {u1 < u2 < · · · < um} be the partition of [n]
induced by a Coxeter element c and I $ [n] be non-empty.
(a) An up and down interval decomposition of type (v, w) of I is a partition of I into disjoint up

and down intervals IU1 , · · · , IUw and ID1 , · · · , IDv obtained by the following procedure.
1. Suppose there are ṽ non-empty inclusion maximal down intervals of I denoted by ĨDk =

(ãk, b̃k)Dc , 1 + k + ṽ, with b̃k + ãk+1 for 1 + k < ṽ. Consider also all empty down
intervals ED

i = (dri , dri+1)Dc with b̃k + dri < dri+1 + ãk+1 for 1 + k < ṽ. Denote the open
intervals (ãi, b̃i) and (dri , dri+1) of [n] by Ĩi and Ei respectively.

2. Consider all up intervals of I which are contained in (and inclusion maximal within) some
interval Ĩi or Ei obtained in Step 1 and denote these up intervals by

IU1 = [#1,$1]Uc , · · · , IUw = [#w,$w]Uc .

Without loss of generality, we assume #i + $i < #i+1.
3. A down interval IDi = (ai, bi)Dc , 1 + i + v, is a down interval obtained in Step 1 that is

either a non-empty down interval ĨDk or an empty down interval ED
k with the additional

property that there is some up interval IUj obtained in Step 2 such that IUj % Ek. Without
loss of generality, we assume bi + ai+1 for 1 + i < v.

(b) We call an up and down interval decomposition of type (1, w) nested, in other words, if all
up intervals are contained in the interval (a1, b1) of [n] obtained from the unique (empty or
non-empty) down interval ID1 = (a1, b1)Dc . A nested component of I is an inclusion-maximal
subset J of I such that the up and down decomposition of J is nested.

The following example describes the up and down interval decompositions of our elementary
subsets I % [n], the subsets that coincide with R" for some proper diagonal !. The reader proves
the claims of the example by proving Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5.

Example 2.3.
Let Dc = {d1 = 1 < d2 < · · · < d! = n} and Uc = {u1 < u2 < · · · < um} be the partition of [n]
induced by a Coxeter element c. The proper diagonals ! = {a, b}, a < b, of the c-labeled polygon Q
are in bijection to certain non-empty proper subsets I $ [n] that have an up and down interval
decomposition of type (1, 0), (1, 1), or (1, 2). More precisely, we have
(a) R" = (a, b)Dc i! R" has an up and down decomposition of type (1, 0).
(b) R" = (0, b)Dc([u1, a]Uc or R" = (a, n+1)Dc([b, um]Uc i! R" has a decomposition of type (1, 1).
(c) R" = (0, n+1)Dc( [u1, a]Uc ( [b, um]Upc i! R" has an up and down decomposition of type (1, 2).

Lemma 2.4.
Given a partition [n] = Dc * Uc induced by a Coxeter element c and a non-empty subset I % [n].
Let I have a nested up and down interval decomposition of type (1, 0), that is, I = (a, b)Dc .
Associate the diagonal !1 := {a, b} to I.
(a) The diagonal !1 is a proper diagonal if and only if I $ [n].
(b) If the diagonal !1 is not proper then !1 = {0, n}, in particular Uc = !.
(c) I = R"1 .

Lemma 2.5.
Given a partition [n] = Dc * Uc induced by a Coxeter element c. Let I % [n] have a nested
up and down interval decomposition of type (1, w) with w # 1, down interval (a, b)Dc , and up
intervals [#i,$i]Uc for 1 + i + w. Associate w + 1 diagonals !i to I:

!1 := {a,#1}, !i := {$i"1,#i} for 1 < i < w + 1, and !w+1 := {$w, b}.

Then
(a) The diagonals !i are proper diagonals of Q for 1 < i < w + 1.
(b) The diagonal !1 is either a proper diagonal or the edge {0, u1} of Q.
(c) The diagonal !w+1 is either a proper diagonal or the edge {um, n+ 1} of Q.
(d) The diagonals !i are non-crossing.
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(e) Let W % [w + 1] be the index set of the proper diagonals among !1, · · · , !w+1 and m be the
maximal element of W . Then

I = R"m \

'

(

)

i!W\{m}

[n] \R"i

*

+ .

Proof. We only prove statement (e), the other claims are easy consequences of the definitions.
The up and down interval decomposition of I guarantees I % R"i for i " W . Thus

R"m -R"i = R"m \ ([n] \R"i), for i " W \ {m}

and

I =
,

i!W

R"i =
,

i!W\{m}

(R"m -R"i) = R"m \
-

)

i!W\{m}

[n] \R"i
.

.

!

Lemma 2.6.
Given a partition [n] = Dc*Uc induced by a Coxeter element c. Let I be a non-empty proper subset
of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (v, w). Then there are v nested components
of type (1, w1), · · · , (1, wv) with w =

#v
j=1 wj. For 1 + i + v and 1 + j + wi let [#i,j ,$i,j ]Uc

denote the up intervals nested in the down interval (ai, bi)Dc and associate wi + 1 diagonals !i,j ,
1 + j + wi + 1, to each nested component in the same way as in Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.5.
Then
(a) The diagonals !i,j are non-crossing.
(b) As in Proposition 2.5 it we possibly adjust the index sets W1 and Wv to avoid non-proper

diagonals. Then

I =
v
)

i=1

'

(R"i,mi
\
-

)

j!Wi\{mi}

[n] \R"i,j
.

*

+ .

Proof. There are precisely v nested components, one for every down interval of the up and down
interval decomposition of I. Moreover, for each up interval [#,$]Uc exists a unique down inter-
val (a, b)Dc with [#,$]Uc % (a, b). Depending on the type, apply Lemma 2.4 or Lemma 2.5 to each
nested component. Combining the statements gives the claim. !

For simplicity, we state the final proposition of this section not in its most general formulation,
but resolve the quest for tight values zcI for the redundant inequalities only for Ascn"1 as realised
in [9]. Obviously, the result holds for the associahedra obtained from any permutahedron Pn({zI})
by choosing a Coxeter element and removing the corresponding inequalities.

Proposition 2.7.
Given a partition [n] = Dc*Uc induced by a Coxeter element c. Let I be a non-empty proper subset
of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (v, w). We use the notation of Lemma 2.6
for its up and down interval decomposition. For non-empty I % [n] we set

zcI :=
v

%

i=1

'

(

%

j!Wi

z̃cR!i,j
! (|Wi|! 1)z[n]

*

+ .

Then P ({zcI}) = P ({z̃cI}) = Ascn"1 and all zcI are tight.
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Proof. The verification of the inequality is a straightforward calculation:

%

i!I

xi =
v

%

k=1

'

/

(

%

i!R!k,mk
\(

!
"!Wk\{mk}[n]\R!k,"

)

xi

*

0

+

=
v

%

k=1

'

/

(

%

i!R!k,mk

xi !
%

!!Wk\{mk}

%

i![n]\R!k,"

xi

*

0

+

=
v

%

k=1

'

/

(

%

i!R!k,mk

xi +
%

!!Wk\{mk}

'

(!
%

i![n]\R!k,"

xi

*

+

*

0

+

#
v

%

k=1

'

(z̃cR!k,mk

+
%

!!Wk\{mk}

-

z̃cR!k,"
! z[n]

.

*

+ .

The second equality holds, since the sets [n] \R"k,"
are for fixed k and varying " pairwise disjoint.

The last inequality holds, since
#

i!R!
xi # z̃cR!

is equivalent to !
#

i![n]\R!
xi # z̃cR!

! z[n] for
every proper diagonal !. Since the irredundant facets of the associahedron Ascn"1 correspond to
inequalities for proper diagonals ! and these inequalities are tight for Ascn"1, the claim follows. !

As expected, we have zcR!
= z̃cR!

for all proper diagonals !. This follows from v = 1 combined
with |W1| = 1.

3. Main results and examples

Proposition 1.2 together with Proposition 2.7 provides a way to compute all Minkowski coef-
ficients yI since all tight values zcI for Ascn"1 can be computed. The main goal of this section is
to provide two simple formulae for yI . The first one, given in Theorem 3.1, simplifies the for-
mula for the Möbius inversion used in of Proposition 1.2 to at most four non-zero summands for
each I % [n]. The second one, given in Theorem 3.3 describes yI as the (signed) product of two
numbers measuring certain path lengths of Q. Both theorems can be seen as a third aspect to
relate combinatorics of labeled n-gons to di"erent constructions of Ascn"1. Firstly, the coordinates
of the vertices can be extracted, [12, 9]. Secondly, the facet normals and the right-hand sides for
their inequalities can be read o", [9]. Thirdly, the coe!cients of a Minkowski decomposition are
obtained by Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3.

From now on, we use the following notation and make some general assumptions unless explicitly
mentioned otherwise. Let [n] = Dc * Uc be a partition of [n] induced by some fixed Coxeter
element c with Dc = {d1 = 1 < d2 < · · · < d! = n} and Uc = {u1 < · · · < um}. Consider a
non-empty subset I % [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (v, k). If I is nested,

we assume that the up and down interval decomposition of I is (a, b)Dc (
1k

i=1[#i,$i]Uc where
#k < $k + #k+1 as before. In this situation, we denote the smallest (respectively largest) element
of I by % (respectively %) and consider the diagonals of the c-labeled (n+ 2)-gon Q

!1 = {a, b}, !2 = {a,%}, !3 = {%, b}, and !4 = {%,%}.

The subset of proper diagonals of {!1, !2, !3, !4} is denoted by DI . We use the mnenomic !i as
short form for these diagonals and apologise for potential confusion with the diagonals !i,j obtained
from the up and down interval decomposition of I introduced in the previous section.

Moreover, we extend our definition of R" and zR!
to non-proper and degenerate diagonals !.

Firstly, if ! = {0, n+ 1} and Uc = ! then R" := [n] and zcR!
= n(n+1)

2 . Secondly, if ! = {x, y} is
not a proper diagonal (di"erent from ! = {0, n+ 1} and Uc = !), we set:

R" :=

&

! if x, y " Dc

[n] otherwise,
and zcR!

:=

&

0 if R" = !

n(n+1)
2 if R" = [n].
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The main result is

Theorem 3.1.
Let I be non-empty subset of [n]. Then the Minkowski coe"cient yI of Ascn"1 = P ({zI}) is

yI =

&

(!1)|I\R!1 |
-

zcR!1
! zcR!2

! zcR!3
+ zcR!4

.

if v = 1,

0 otherwise.

Theorem 3.1 simplifies the computation of yI significantly and holds for a much larger class of
zI -values than zI = |I|(|I|+1)

2 . In fact, we may start with some realisation Pn"1({zI}) of a permu-
tahedron and remove some facets determined by choosing a Coxeter element c (or equivalently,
a partition Dc * Uc = [n]). The resulting associahedron has a Minkowski decomposition whose
coe!cents are computed by Theorem 3.1.

We now specialise to the original realisation of Ascn"1 described in [9], i.e. zI = |I|(|I|+1)
2 for

I = R" and ! a proper diagonal, and obtain a nice combinatorial interpretation. As a consequence,
we characterise when the coe!cients yI vanish.

If I has a nested up and down interval decomposition, the signed lengths K# and K! of I are
integers defined as follows. |K!| is the number of edges of the path in &Q connecting b and % that
does not use the vertex labeled a and K! is negative if and only if % " Dc. Similarly, |K# | is the
length of path in &Q connecting a and % not using label b and K# is negative if and only if % " Dc.
In particular, we have

Lemma 3.2. Let I % [n] be non-empty with up and down decomposition of type (1, k). Then
(a) K# > 0 if and only if % " Uc.
(b) K! > 0 if and only if % " Uc.
(c) K# = !1 if and only if % " Dc.
(d) K! = !1 if and only if % " Dc.

We can now express the coe!cients yI of Ascn"1 in terms of K# and K!. The following theorem
is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.3.
Let K! and K# be the signed lengths of I if I % [n] has a nested up and down interval decompo-
sition. Then the Minkowski coe"cient yI of Ascn"1 is

yI =

2

3

4

3

5

(!1)|I\(a,b)D|K#K! if I ,= {us} % Uc and v = 1,

(!1)|I\(a,b)D| (K#K! ! (n+ 1)) if I = {us} % Uc,

0 if v > 2.

Proof. The claim is trivial if I has up and down interval decomposition of type v > 1. So we
assume v = 1, set K := |R"1 |, and observe K! := |R"2 |! |R"1 | and K# := |R"3 |! |R"1 |. Thus

|R"4 | =

&

K +K# +K! if I ,= {us},
K +K# +K! ! 1 = n if I = {us},

as well as

zcR!1
=

K(K + 1)

2
,

zcR!2
=

(K +K!)(K +K! + 1)

2
,

zcR!3
=

(K +K#)(K +K# + 1)

2
, and

zcR!4
=

&

(K+K!+K#)(K+K!+K#+1)
2 if I ,= {us},

(K+K!+K#)(K+K!+K#+1)
2 ! (n+ 1) if I = {us}.
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A direct computation shows

zR!1
! zR!2

! zR!3
+

(K +K! +K#)(K +K! +K# + 1)

2
= K!K# .

We now apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain the claim. !

Corollary 3.4. For n # 2 and any choice Dc * Uc, we have y[n] = (!1)|Uc|

Proof. The claim follows directly either from Theorem 3.1 or from Theorem 3.3. To obtain the
claim from Theorem 3.1, observe that [n] \R"1 = Uc and zcR!1

! zcR!2
! zcR!3

+ zcR!4
= 1. To obtain

the claim from Theorem 3.3, we remark that [n] \ R"1 = I \ (a, b)D and K# = K! = !1 since
a = 0, b = n+ 1, % = 1, and % = n. !

Corollary 3.5. Suppose that the values zI of the facet-defining inequalities of Ascn"1 are |I|(|I|+1)
2 .

Then yI = 0 if and only if I has an up and down decomposition of type (vI , wI) with vI > 1 or
n = 3 and I = Uc = {2}.

Proof. Suppose that I has an up and down interval decomposition of type (1, k), otherwise the
claim is trivial. From Theorem 3.3, we see that n # 3, since I = {us} % Uc and {1, n} % Dc are
necessary for yI = 0.

So we assume I = {us} % [n], and obtain K# + K! = n + 1 since R"2 ( R"3 = [n] and
R"2 -R"3 = us. From Theorem 3.3 follows K!K# = n+ 1. Substiution yields

K2
! ! (n+ 1)K! + (n+ 1) = 0.

Solving for K! gives

K!,1/2 = !"(n+1)
2 ±

6

(n+1)2

4 ! (n+ 1) = (n+1)±
%
n2"2n"3
2 .

Using the properties of K! from Lemma 3.2, we have the necessary condition that
.
n2 ! 2n! 3 is

a natural number and n2! 2n! 3 = (n+1)(n! 3) must be a square. For n = 3, we therefore have
K! = 2, that is I = Uc = {2}. If n > 3 then we conclude (n+1) = r2(n!3) or (n!3) = r2(n!1)
for some positive integer r. But then

4 = (n+ 1)! (n! 3) = r2(n! 3)! (n! 3) = (r2 ! 1)(n! 3)
and

4 = (n+ 1)! (n! 3) = (n+ 1) + r2(n+ 1) = (1! r2)(n+ 1)
yield a contradiction. !

We end this section with two examples to illustrate Theorem 3.3. There are two partitions
of {1, 2, 3} corresponding to the two Coxeter elements: either Dc1 = {1, 2, 3} and Uc1 = ! or
Dc2 = {1, 3} and Uc2 = {2}. The partitions induce di"erent c-labelings of a pentagon, c1 induces
the left and c2 the right labeling:

3

4

0

1 2

4

2

0

1 3

Firstly, consider Dc1 = {1, 2, 3} and Uc1 = ! which yields Loday’s realisation, [12]. This
example and its higher dimensional counterparts were studied earlier, [14], and it is known that
yI " {0, 1}. Hence, these polytopes are always a Minkowski sum of faces of a standard simplex.
(1) The up and down interval decomposition of {i}, 1 + i + 3, is (i! 1, i+ 1)D and % = % = i. It

follows that K# = K! = !1 and I \ (a, b)D = !. Thus yI = 1.
(2) If I = {i, i + 1}, 1 + i + 2, then I = (i ! 1, i + 2)D, % = i, and % = i + 1. It follows that

K# = K! = !1 and I \ (a, b)D = !. Thus yI = 1.
(3) If I = {1, 3}, then I = (0, 2)D * (2, 4)D, so I is of type (2, 0) and yI = 0.
(4) If I = {1, 2, 3}, then I = (0, 4)D and % = 1, % = 3. It follows that K# = K! = !1 and

I \ (a, b)D = !. Thus yI = 1. (Of course, we could also use Corollary 3.5)
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Asc12 = #{1,2,3} +

7

#1 +#2 +#3

+#{1,2} +#{2,3}

8

Figure 2. The Minkowski decomposition of the 2-dimensional assiciahe-
dron Asc12 into faces of the standard simplex.

Thus

Asc12 = 1 ·#{1} + 1 ·#{2} + 1 ·#{3} + 1 ·#{1,2} + 0 ·#{1,3} + 1 ·#{2,3} + 1 ·#{1,2,3},

compare Figure 2 for a visualisation of this equation of polytopes.

Secondly, consider Dc2 = {1, 3} and Uc2 = {2}. The associahedron Asc22 is isometric to Asc12 , [2],
but it is not the Minkowski sum of faces of a standard simplex as we show now.
(1) The up and down interval decomposition of {1} and {3} is (0, 3)D and (1, 4)D. Moreover, we

have % = % = 1, respectively % = % = 3. It follows that K# = K! = !1 and I \ (a, b)D = !.
Thus yI = 1.

(2) The up and down interval decomposition for I = {2} % Uc2 is (1, 3)D * [2, 2]U, so I is of
type (1, 1). We have % = % = 2 which implies K# = K! = 2 and I \ (a, b)D = {2}. Since
n = 3, we conclude yI = !(2 · 2! (3 + 1) = 0.

(3) If I = {i, i + 1}, 1 + i + 2, then I = (i ! 1, i + 2)D, % = i, and % = i + 1. It follows
that K# = !1, K! = 2, and I \ (a, b)D = {2} if I = {1, 2} and K# = 2, K! = !1, and
I \ (a, b)D = {2} if I = {2, 3}. Thus yI = 2.

(4) If I = {1, 3}, then I = (0, 4)D, % = 1, and % = 3. It follows that K# = K! = !1, and
I \ (a, b)D = !. Thus yI = 1.

(5) If I = {1, 2, 3}, then I = (0, 4)D* [2, 2]U with % = 1 and % = 3. It follows that K# = K! = !1
and I \ (a, b)D = {2}. Thus yI = !1.

Hence, the Minkowski decomposition with respect to dilated faces of the standard simplex is:

Asc22 = 1 ·#{1} + 0 ·#{2} + 1 ·#{3} + 2 ·#{1,2} + 1 ·#{1,3} + 2 ·#{2,3} + (!1) ·#{1,2,3}.

The corresponding decomposition is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Asc22 + #{1,2,3} =

9

#1 +#3

+2 ·#{1,2} +#{1,3} + 2 ·#{2,3}

:

Figure 3. The Minkowski decomposition of the 2-dimensional associahe-
dron Asc22 into dilated faces of the standard simplex.
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An example to illustrate Theorem 3.1 is given in Figure 4 where we elaborate Asc3 shown on
the left of Figure 1, that is the case Dc = {1, 3, 4} and Uc = {2}. We remark that we have non-
proper diagonals !i with R"i ,= 0 only for I = {2} (R"4 = z[n]), {1, 2} (R"2 = z[n]), and {2, 3, 4}
(R"3 = z[n]).

4. A remark on cyclohedra

The canonical embedding of the hyperoctahedral group Wn in the symmetric group S2n induces
realisations of cyclohedra (also known as Bott-Taubes polytope or type B generalised associahe-
dra, [4, 5, 19]) using certain realisations of associahedra. This means that we intersect Asc2n"1 for
certain symmetric choices c with type B hyperplanes xi+x2n+1"i = 2n!1, 1 + i < n, compare [9]
for details. A 2-dimensional cyclohedron Cyc2 obtained from Asc3 (with up set Uc = {2}) by inter-
section with x1 + x4 = 5 is shown in Figure 5. The tight right-hand sides of this realisation of the
cyclohedron are obviously the right-hand sides of Asc3 except z{1,4} = z{2,3} = 5. The inequalities
x1+x4 # 2 and x2+x3 # 2 are redundant for Asc3 and altering the level sets for these inequalities
fron 2 (for Asc3) to 5 (for Cyc2) means that we move past the four vertices A, B, C, and E, so
the realisation of the cyclohedron is not in the deformation cone of the classical permutahdron.
Applying Proposition 1.2 to the cyclohedron, we obtain

1234 z1234=10
y1234=5

123 z123=6
y123="4

124 z124=4
y124="3

134 z134=6
y134="2

234 z234=6
y234="1

12 z12=3
y12=3

13 z13=3
y13=1

14 z14=5
y14=3

23 z23=5
y23=5

24 z24=0
y24=0

34 z34=3
y34=1

3 z1=1
y1=1

2 z2="1
y2="1

3 z3=1
y3=1

4 z4=1
y4=1

.

In other words, if Proposition 1.2 were true for “generalised permutahedra not in the deformation
cone of the classical permutahedron”, then the following equation of polytopes has to hold:

Cyc2+(#2 + 4#123 + 3#124 + 2#134 +#234)

= #1 +#3 +#4 + 3#12 +#13 + 3#14 + 5#23 +#34 + 5#1234.

One way to see that this equation does not hold is to compute the number of vertices of the
polytope on the left-hand side (27 vertices) and on the right-hand side (20 vertices) using for
example polymake, [8].

5. A proof of Theorem 3.1

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.1, up to Lemma 5.3 which is proved in
Section 6. This section is organised as follows: we first consider the situation v = 1 and I $ [n]. A
first subcase, DI = {!1, !2, !3, !4}, is considered first. We prove a slightly di"erent formula in detail
which turns out to be equivalent to our claim by Lemma 5.6. Assuming that Lemma 5.3 holds

Figure 5. A 2-dimensional cyclohedron Cy2 (black) can be obtained from
the 3-dimensional associahedra Asc3 shown in Figure 1 by intersection with
type B hyperplanes.
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and using essentially the same techniques, we consider the remaining subcases first in Lemma 5.4.
Due to space, we do not give the details here, there are no new techniques involved. We then
reformulate this result in Lemma 5.5 and, again in combination with Lemma 5.6, it turns out that
we have shown the claim. This first case is then subsumed in Corollary 5.7. The remaining cases
v > 1 and I $ [n] as well as I = [n] are then considered in Lemma 5.8 and Lemma 5.9.

Combining Proposition 1.2 and Proposition 2.7, we obtain

(1) yI =
%

J$I

(!1)|I\J|zcJ =
%

J$I

(!1)|I\J|
vJ
%

i=1

'

(z̃cR
!J
i,mJ

i

+
%

j!WJ
i \{mJ

i }

;

z̃cR
!J
i,j

! z[n]
<

*

+ .

This formula is rather awkward at first sight it turns out that the right-hand side simplifies
significantly for Ascn"1. Suppose now that a proper diagonal ! occurs in the right=hand side of
Equation 1 for J % I. It is useful to distinguish whether ! occurs as a single summand z̃cR!

or
together with z[n] as a summand (z̃cR!

! z[n]). We make the following definition.

We say that a proper diagonal ! (associated to J % I) is of type z̃cR!
(in the expression for yI),

if there exist an index i " [vJ ] such that ! = !J
i,mJ

i
. To put it di"erently, ! shows up as the

“rightmost” proper diagonal of a nested component of J % I in Lemma 2.6.

Similarly, we say that a proper diagonal ! (associated to J % I) is of type
;

z̃cR!
! z[n]

<

(in the
expression for yI), if there exist indices i " [vJ ] and j " W J

i \ {mJ
i } such that ! = !Ji,j , that is,

the diagonal ! shows up as proper diagonal of a nested component of J % I, but it is not the
rightmost one.

Proposition 5.1.
Let I be a non-empty proper subset of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (1, k)
and DI = {!1, !2, !3, !4}. Then the Minkowski coe"cient yI of Ascn"1 is given by

yI =
%

"!DI

(!1)|I\R!|zcR!
.

The proof is not di!cult but long and convoluted, so we start with a definition and an outline.

Definition 5.2.
Given a partition [n] = Dc*Uc induced by a Coxeter element c. Let I be a non-empty proper subset
of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (v, w), nested components of type (1, wi)
and associated diagonals !i,j. The subset DI of proper diagonals of {!i,j | 1 + i + v and 1 + j} is
called set of proper diagonals associated to I. Similarly, we say that ! " DI is a proper diagonal
associated to I.

In order to simplify Equation (1) for yI , we first study the potential contribution of a diagonal !
that occurs on the right-hand side of (1). Since ! is a diagonal of the up and down interval
decomposition of some non-empty subset J % I $ [n], we know that ! must be a proper diagonal
of Q. Given such a diagonal !, we study which set S % I satisfy ! " DS in order to collect all terms
that involve zcR!

. The corresponding sum vanishes often. This result is obtained by a case study
that depends on the up and down interval decomposition type of R", so we essentially analyse the
cases where R" is of type (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), and subcases thereof. After the necessary information
is deduced for every possible diagonal !, we further simplify the formula for yI by another case
study that distinguishes whether % or % is element of Dc or Uc.

Proof. Let ! be some diagonal !Ji,j that occurs on the right-hand side of the equation for yI . As
already mentioned, ! is a proper and non-degenerate diagonal. By Example 2.3, the up and down
interval decomposition of R" is either of type (1, 0), (1, 1) or (1, 2). A good understanding which
sets S % I satisfy ! " DS is essential for the simplification. The complete proof is basically a case
study of these three cases.
1. R" has up and down decomposition of type (1, 0), see Figure 6.

Then R" = (ã, b̃)Dc % (a, b)Dc and R" % I. Let S % I be a set with ! " DS . Then (ã, b̃)Dc is a
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Figure 6. Here I = (2, 14)Dc ( [3, 3]Uc ( [6, 11]Uc with % = 3 and % = 13.
For ! = {5, 12}, the up and down interval decomposition of R" is of type
(1, 0). Moreover, ! is associated to the sets {8, 10}, {3, 8, 10}, {3, 8, 10, 13},
and {8, 10, 13} since (2, 5) - I = {3} and (12, 14) - I = {13}. Thus the
contribution of ! to yI vanishes. The only diagonals associated to J % I
with up and down interval decomposition of type (1, 0) and non-vanishing
contribution to yI are diagonals associated to only one subset J % I, i.e.
!1 = {2, 14} and !2 = {2, 13} in this example.

nested component of type (1, 0) of S and all other nested components are subsets of (a, ã) - I
and (b̃, b) - I. It follows that S % I satisfies ! " DS if and only if

R" % S % R" (
;

(a, ã) - I
<

(
;

(b̃, b) - I
<

.

We now collect all terms for z̃cR!
in the expression for yI . Since ! is a proper diagonal, we have

z̃cR!
,= 0 and the resulting alternating sum vanishes if and only if there is more than one term of

this type, that is, if and only if
;

(a, ã)-I
<

(
;

(b̃, b)-I
<

,= !. If
;

(a, ã)-I
<

(
;

(b̃, b)-I
<

= !, we

obtain (!1)|I\R!|z̃cR!
as contribution for yI . Moreover, the condition

;

(a, ã)-I
<

(
;

(b̃, b)-I
<

= !

guarantees ! " DI . The diagonal !1 is always of this type. Similarly, we have !2 " DI is of
type (1, 0) if % " Dc, !3 " DI is of type (1, 0) if % " Dc, and !4 " DI is of type (1, 0) if %,% " Dc.

2. R" has up and down decomposition of type (1, 1).
In contrast to Case 1, R" % I is not true in general any more. We distinguish two cases.
a. R" = (0, b̃)Dc ( [u1, $̃]Uc with $̃ < b̃ + b, see Figure 7

Then ! = {$̃, b̃}. If S % I is a subset with ! " DS then ! must be the diagonal with largest
index for the nested component that uses !. This means that the diagonal ! associated to S
is never of type (z̃cR!

! z̃[n]) in the expression for yI . Similarly to Case 1, we conclude that
the terms z̃cR!

cancel if and only if

;

(a, $̃) - I
<

(
;

(b̃, b) - I
<

,= ! or z̃cR!
= 0.
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Figure 7. We choose I as in Figure 6. For ! = {6, 13}, the up and down
interval decomposition of R" is of the required sub-type of (1, 1). More-
over, ! is associated to {3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12}, {5, 6, 8, 10, 12}, {3, 6, 8, 10, 12}, and
{6, 8, 10, 12} since (2, 6) - I = {3, 5} and (13, 14) - I = !. Thus the contri-
bution of ! to yI vanishes. The only diagonals ! associated to J % I of the
required sub-type of (1, 1) and non-vanishing contribution to yI are diagonals
associated to only one subset J % I, i.e. !3 = {3, 14} and !4 = {3, 13}.
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Again, z̃cR!
,= 0 since ! is a proper diagonal and the terms for z̃cR!

do not cancel if and only

if there is only one subset S % I with ! " DS , that is, if ((a, $̃)- I)( ((b̃, b)- I) = !. There
are two possible scenarios. Firstly, we have % " Uc and % " Dc. Then ! " {!3, !4} and the
contribution by !3 and !4 to yI is

(!1)|I\R!3 |z̃cR!3
and (!1)|I\R!4 |z̃cR!4

.

Secondly, we have %,% " Uc. Then ! = !3 and the contribution to yI is (!1)|I\R!3 |z̃cR!3
.

b. R" = (ã, n+ 1)Dc ( [#̃, um]Uc with a + ã < #̃ + b.
Then ! = {ã, #̃}. Let S % I with ! " DS . Then ! (associated to S) can be of type z̃cR!

or
(z̃cR!

! z̃[n]) in the expression for yI . The diagonal ! is of type z̃cR!
if and only if R" = R" - I

and S = R" (M for some subset M % (a, ã) - I. The diagonal ! is of type (z̃cR!
! z̃[n]) for

all other subsets S % I with ! " DS , in particular, we conclude R" / R" - I. To proceed,
we distinguish two cases.
i. Suppose first that ! is of type (z̃cR!

! z̃[n]) for all S % I with ! " DS , see Figure 8.
As mentioned, we have R" / R" - I. Moreover, the subsets of

;

(a, ã) - I
<

(
;

(#̃, b) - I
<

are in bijection with the sets S:

S =
;

R" - (I \B)
<

( A for A % (a, ã) - I and B % (#̃, b) - I.

If there is more than one set S % I with ! " DS , then collecting all the summands
(z̃cR!

!z̃[n]) in the expression for yI yields a vanishing alternating sum. So suppose there is

only one set S % I with ! " DS as associated diagonal. Then
;

(a, ã)-I
<

(
;

(#̃, b)-I
<

= !

and it follows that % = #̃ " Uc and ã " {a, %} - Dc. If % " Dc, then ! " {!2, !4} and we
have

(!1)|I\R!2 |(z̃cR!2
! z̃[n]) and (!1)|I\R!4 |(z̃cR!4

! z̃[n])

as only possible contributions in the expression for yI . But since the corresponding
subsets R"2 - I and R"4 - I di"er by %, the e"ective contribution to yI is

(!1)|I\R!2 |z̃cR!2
+ (!1)|I\R!4 |z̃cR!4

.

If % " Uc, then ! = !2 and we obtain

(!1)|I\R!2 |(z̃cR!2
! z̃[n])

as contribution for yI .
ii. Suppose now that z̃cR!

occurs in summands of type z̃cR!
, see Figure 9.

We have % = n and b = n+1 because of R" = R"-I. In particular, we have (#̃, b)-I ,= !

and (#̃, b) - I = (#̃, b). If (a, ã) - I ,= !, then collecting the terms for z̃cR!
and z̃[n] in

the expression for yI again yields vanishing alternating sums. We therefore assume

0
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Figure 8. Here I = (2, 11)Dc ( [3, 3]Uc ( [6, 10]Uc with % = 3 and % = 10.
For ! = {2, 8}, the up and down interval decomposition of R" is of the
required sub-type of (1, 1). Moreover, ! is associated to {5, 7, 8}, {5, 7, 8, 9},
{5, 7, 8, 10}, and {5, 7, 8, 9, 10} since (2, 2) - I = ! and (8, 11) - I = {9, 10}.
Thus ! does not contribute to yI . The only diagonals ! associated to J % I of
the required sub-type of (1, 1) that contribute to yI are diagonals associated
to only one subset J % I, i.e. only !2 = {2, 10} contributes !(z̃cR!2

! z̃[n]).
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Figure 9. Consider I = (2, 11)Dc ( [3, 3]Uc ( [6, 6]Uc ( [9, 9]Uc with % = 3
and % = 10. For ! = {2, 6}, the up and down interval decomposition of R" is
of the required sub-type of (1, 1). We have R" ,= R" - I and ! is associated
to eight subsets J % I since (2, 2) - I = ! and (6, 11) - I = {7, 9, 10}.
Thus ! does not contribute to yI . The only diagonals ! associated to J % I
of the required sub-type of (1, 1) that contribute to yI are diagonals with
R" = R" - I and end-point a = 2, i.e. only ! = {2, 9} contributes !z̃[n].

(a, ã) - I = !, that is ã " {a, %} - Dc. Suppose first that % " Dc. Then ! must be
!a = {a, #̃} or !# = {%, #̃} and the only summands of type z̃cR!

are induced from R"a
and R"# . All other summands are of type (z̃cR!

! z̃[n]) and correspond to sets of R"a \M
or R"# \M with non-empty M % (#̃, n+1). Collecting the terms for z̃cR!a

, z̃cR!#
, and z̃c[n]

yields vanishing alternating sums as desired. If % " Uc then a similar argument gives

(!1)|I\R!|zc[n] for ! = {a, #̃} with #̃ " Uc and R" = R" - I

as contribution for yI .
3. R" has up and down decomposition of type (1, 2).

Since ! is a proper and non-degenerate diagonal, we have ! = {#,$} with #,$ " Uc and we
may assume that there is u " Uc such that a < # < u < $ < b. This in turn gives

R" = (0, n+ 1)Dc ( [u1,#]Uc ( [$, um]Uc

as up and down interval decomposition for R". Let S % I be a set with ! " DS . By arguments
as before, we conclude collecting the terms for z̃cR!

and (z̃cR!
! z̃[n]) yields vanishing alternating

sums if (a,#) - I ,= !. Hence we can assume that (a,#) - I = !, that is, % = # " Uc. Then !
is either of type z̃cR!

and (z̃cR!
! z̃[n]) or only of type (z̃cR!

! z̃[n]). Moreover, S % I has ! as
associated diagonal if and only if S = (R" - I) \M for some M % ($, b) - I.
a. For all S % I with ! " DS , ! is of type (z̃cR!

! z̃[n]), see Figure 10.
In this situation we have R" - I $ R". If ($, b) - I ,= ! then collecting the terms z̃cR!

and
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Figure 10. Here I = (2, 12)Dc ( [3, 3]Uc ( [6, 11]Uc with % = 3 and % = 11.
For ! = {3, 9}, the up and down interval decomposition of R" is of the
required sub-type of (1, 2) and ! is associated to {3, 5, 8, 9}, {3, 5, 8, 9, 10},
{3, 5, 8, 9, 11}, and {3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11} since (2, 3) - I = ! and (9, 12) - I =
{10, 11}. Thus ! does not contribute to yI . The only diagonals associated
to J % I of te required sub-type of (1, 2) that contribute to yI are diagonals
with end-point # = 3 associated to only one subset J % I, i.e. !4 = {3, 11}.
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Figure 11. Here I = (2, 13)Dc([3, 3]Uc([6, 11]Uc with % = 3 and % = 12. For
! = {3, 9}, the up and down interval decomposition of R" is of the required
sub-type of (1, 2) and ! is associated to eight sets since (2, 3) - I = ! and
(9, 13) - I = {10, 11, 12}. The contribution of ! to yI is !z̃[n]. Altogether,
there are four diagonals !# of the required sub-type of (1, 2) that contribute
to yI : !# = {3, 6}, {3, 7}, {3, 9}, {3, 11}.

z̃[n] cancel respectively. If ($, b)- I = ! then % = $ " Uc and ! = !4. The only contribution

to yI is therefore (!1)|I\R!4 |(z̃cR!4
! z̃[n]).

b. There is a set S % I with ! " DS such that ! is of type z̃cR!
, see Figure 11.

In this situation we have b = n+1, % = n " Dc, and, since (a,#)-I = !, R"-I = R"-(a, b).
In particular, there exists u " Uc such that [u, n] = [u, n] - I. Then ! associated to S is of
type z̃cR!

for exactly one S % I, hence S = R" - I and ($, b) - I ,= !. Collecting the terms
z̃cR!

cancel for all $ " Uc - I, while the terms z̃[n] do not cancel in general. They contribute

(!1)|I\R!|z̃c[n]

to yI if ! = {%,$} with $ " Uc, ($, n+ 1) = ($, n+ 1) - I, and {%,$} ,= {ur, ur+1}.

We now prove the claim. Firstly, assume %,% " Dc. Then !1, !2, !3, and !4 contribute to yI
according to Case 1 and no other diagonal contributes according to the other cases. Secondly,
assume % " Dc and % " Uc. Then !1 and !3 do contribute to yI according to Case 1 and !2 and
!4 according to Case 2(b)i, but no other diagonal does. This proves the claim for the first two
cases. Thirdly, assume %,% " Uc. Similarly, the only diagonals having a contribution to yI are !1
by Case 1, !2 by Case, 2(b)i, !3 by Case 2a, and !4 by Case 3a. Collecting these, we obtain

(!1)|I\R!1 |zR!1
+ (!1)|I\R!2 |(zR!2

! z[n]) + (!1)|I\R!3 |zr!3 + (!1)|I\R!4 |(zR!4
! z[n]),

and the claim follows since I \R"2 and I \R"4 di"er by %. Finally, assume % " Uc, % " Dc. Then
(a) % ,= n, that is, there is no u " Uc such that [u, n] = [u, n] - I.

In this situation, the only diagonals contributing to zI are !1 and !3 according to Case 1 and
!2 and !4 according to Case 2a. The claim follows immediately.

(b) % = n.
If there is no u " Uc such that [u, n] = [u, n] - I then we are done. Now suppose that there
exists u " Uc such that [u, n] = [u, n]- I and let umin be the smallest element of Uc such that
[umin, n] = [umin, n] - I. Then the diagonals !1, !2, !3, and !4 contribute to yI according to
Cases 1 and 2a, but according to Cases 2(b)ii and 3b, we also have diagonals of type {a, u}
and {%, u} for u " [umin, um]Uc that possibly contribute to yI . This yields

%

"!DI

(!1)|I\R!|zR!
+

%

"={a,$} with
$![umin,um]Uc

(!1)|I\R!|zc[n] +
%

"={#,$}&!%Q with
$![umin,um]Uc

(!1)|I\R!|zc[n].

But the second and third sum cancel, so we end up with the claim.
!

In fact, the methods used in the proof of Proposition 5.1 su!ce to prove the degenerate cases
DI ,= {!1, !2, !3, !4} as well. Some subsets DI are not associated to a subset I and some Coxeter
element c.
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Lemma 5.3.
Let I be a non-empty subset of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (1, k).
(a) There is no partition [n] = Dc *Uc induced by a Coxeter element c and no non-empty I $ [n]

such that DI is one of the following sets:

!, {!2}, {!3}, {!4}, {!1, !2}, {!1, !3}, {!2, !4}, or {!3, !4}.
(b) There is a partition [n] = Dc * Uc induced by a Coxeter element c and a non-empty I $ [n]

such that DI is one of the following sets:

{!1}, {!1, !4}, {!2, !3}, {!1, !2, !3}, {!1, !2, !4}, {!1, !3, !4}, {!2, !3, !4}, or {!1, !2, !3, !4}.

The proof of Part (a) is left to the reader, while the situation of Part (b) is carefully discussed in
Section 6.

Lemma 5.4.
Let I be non-empty proper subset of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (1, k).
(a) Suppose that I satisfies one of the following conditions

(i) DI = {!1} (Lemma 6.1),
(ii) DI = {!1, !3, !4}, (a, b)D = {%}, and % " Uc, that is, Cases (b) and (c) of Lemma 6.6,
(iii) DI = {!1, !2, !4}, (a, b)D = {%}, and % " Uc, that is, Cases (b) and (c) of Lemma 6.5,
(iv) DI = {!1, !2, !3} and (a, b)D = {%,%}, that is, Case (a) of Lemma 6.4, or
(v) DI = {!2, !3, !4} and (a, b)D = !. that is, Lemma 6.7

Then the Minkowski coe"cient yI of Ascn"1 is

yI =
%

"!DI

(!1)|I\R!|zR!
.

(b) Suppose that I satisfies one of the following conditions
(i) DI = {!1, !4}, that is, Cases (a) and (b) of Lemma 6.2,
(ii) DI = {!2, !3}, that is, Case (a) and (b) of Lemma 6.3,

(iii) DI = {!1, !3, !4} and
1k

i=1[#i,$i]Uc = {%}, that is, Case (a) of Lemma 6.6,

(iv) DI = {!1, !2, !4} and
1k

i=1[#i,$i]Uc = {%}, that is, Case (a) of Lemma 6.5,

(v) DI = {!1, !2, !3} and
1k

i=1[#i,$i]Uc = {%,%}, that is, Case (b) of Lemma 6.4.
Then the Minkowski coe"cient yI of Ascn"1 is

yI = (!1)|{#,!}|z[n] +
%

"!DI

(!1)|I\R!|zR!
.

Proof. The proof to the claim is a study of the 14 mentioned cases that characterise the non-
empty proper subsets I $ [n] with DI ,= {!1, !2, !3, !4}. The arguments are verbatim to the proof
of Proposition 5.1. !

Lemma 5.5.
Let I be non-empty proper subset of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (1, k) and
DI $ {!1, !2, !3, !4}.
(a) In all cases of Part (a) of Lemma 5.4 we have R" = ! if ! " {!1, !2, !3, !4} \ DI and have

yI =
4

%

i=1

(!1)|I\R!i
|zR!i

.

(b) In all cases of Part (b) of Lemma 5.4 there is precisely one ! " {!1, !2, !3, !4} \ DI with
R" = [n]:
(i) R"2 = [n] in Case (a) of Lemma 6.2 and Case (a) of Lemma 6.6 and we have

yI = (!1)|I\R!2 |zR!2
+
#

"!DI
(!1)|I\R!|zR!

=
#4

i=1(!1)|I\R!i
|zR!i

.

(ii) R"3 = [n] in Case (b) of Lemma 6.2 and Case (a) of Lemma 6.5 and we have

yI = (!1)|I\R!3 |zR!3
+
#

"!DI
(!1)|I\R!|zR!

=
#4

i=1(!1)|I\R!i
|zR!i

.
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(iii) R"4 = [n] in both cases of Lemma 6.3 and in Case (b) of Lemma 6.4 and we have

yI = (!1)|I\R!4 |+|{#,!}|zR!4
+
#

"!DI
(!1)|I\R!|zR!

.

Moreover, we have % ,= % except for Case (a) of Lemma 6.3 when % = % " Uc.

Proof. The first case is trivial, since we only add vanishing terms to
#

"!DI
(!1)|I\R!|zR!

.

The second case is a bit more involved, so first observe that % ,= % except for Case (a) of
Lemma 6.3 when % = % " Uc. So one checks (!1)|{#,!}| = (!1)|IR!2 | for the first sucbcase,
(!1)|{#,!}| = (!1)|IR!3 | for the second subcase, and (!1)|{#,!}| = (!1)|IR!4 |+|{#,!}| for the third
subcase using the description given in Section 6. !

Lemma 5.6.
Let I be non-empty subset of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (1, k). Then

(!1)|I\R!1 | = (!1)|I\R!2 |+1 = (!1)|I\R!3 |+1 = (!1)|I\R!4 |+|{#,!}|.

Proof. We denote the disjoint union of sets by *. The claim for !2 follows from

R"2 - I =

&

(R"1 - I) * {%}, % " Uc,

(R"1 - I) \ {%} % " Dc.

The case for !3 is similar. For !4 we have to consider

R"4 - I =

2

3

3

3

4

3

3

3

5

(R"1 - I) * {%, %} %,% " Uc

((R"1 - I) * {%}) \ {%} % " Uc, % " Dc

((R"1 - I) * {%}) \ {%} % " Uc, % " Dc

(R"1 - I) \ {%, %} %,% " Dc

!

We combine now Proposition 5.1, Lemma 5.5, and Lemma 5.6 and obtain Theorem 3.1 if I $ [n]:

Corollary 5.7.
Let I be non-empty proper subset of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (1, k) and
DI % {!1, !2, !3, !4}. Then

yI = (!1)|I\R!1 |
-

zcR!1
! zcR!2

! zcR!3
+ zcR!4

.

.

The techniques to prove Proposition 5.1 also enable us to compute the Minkowski coe!cient yI
of Ascn"1 if the up and down interval decomposition of I is of type (v, k), v > 1, and I ,= [n].

Lemma 5.8.
Let I be non-empty proper subset of [n] with up and down interval decomposition of type (v, w)
with v > 1. Then yI = 0 for the Minkowski coe"cient of of Ascn"1.

Proof. For every diagonal ! that has to be considered, we have I \R" ,= ! since v > 1. Therefore
no digonal contributes to yI . !

Lemma 5.9.

The Minkowski coe"cient for I = [n] is y[n] = (!1)|[n]\R!1 |
-

zcR!1
! zcR!2

! zcR!3
+ zcR!4

.

.

Proof. We have a = 0, % = 1, % = n, and b = n+ 1 and rewrite the formula for yI :

y[n] =
%

J$[n]

(!1)|[n]\J|zJ = z[n] +
%

J'[n]

(!1)|[n]\J|zJ .

We now distinguish four cases.
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(1) Suppose first that Uc ,= ! and Dc ,= {1, n}. Then D[n] = {!1, !2, !3, !4} and according to an
analysis like in the proof of Proposition 5.1, we have

yI = z[n] + (!1)|[n]\R!1 |
-

zcR!1
! zcR!2

! zcR!3
+ zcR!4

.

+
%

"={0,$} with
$![u2,um]Uc

(!1)|[n]\R!|zc[n] +
%

"={1,$} with
$![u1,um]Uc

(!1)|[n]\R!|zc[n]

= z[n] + (!1)|[n]\R!1 |
-

zcR!1
! zcR!2

! zcR!3
+ zcR!4

.

! z[n]

= (!1)|[n]\R!1 |
-

zcR!1
! zcR!2

! zcR!3
+ zcR!4

.

.

(2) Suppose now that Uc = ! and Dc ,= {1, n}. Then D[n] = {!2, !3, !4} and according to an
analysis like in the proof of Lemma a, we have

yI = z[n] +
#

"!D[n]
(!1)|[n]\R!|zcR!

.

The claim follows now from R"1 = [n].
(3) Suppose first that Uc ,= ! and Dc = {1, n}. Then D[n] = {!1, !2, !3} and according to an

analysis like in the proof of Proposition 5.1 and Lemma a, we have

yI = z[n] +
%

"!D[n]

(!1)|[n]\R!|zcR!
+

%

"={0,$} with
$![u2,um]Uc

(!1)|[n]\R!|zc[n] +
%

"={1,$} with
$![u1,um]Uc

(!1)|[n]\R!|zc[n]

= z[n] + (!1)|[n]\R!1 |
-

zcR!1
! zcR!2

! zcR!3
+ 0

.

! z[n]

= (!1)|[n]\R!1 |
-

zcR!1
! zcR!2

! zcR!3
+ zcR!4

.

(4) Suppose now that Uc = ! and Dc = {1, n}. Then D[n] = {!2, !3} and according to an analysis
like in the proof of Lemma a, we have

yI = z[n] +
#

"!D[n]
(!1)|[n]\R!|zcR!

.

The claim follows now from R"1 = [n] and R"4 = !.
!

6. Characterisation of DI ,= {!1, !2, !3, !4} for I $ [n]

Lemma 6.1. If DI = {!1}, then I $ Dc and |I| = 1.

Proof. !1 " DI implies (a, b)Dc ,= ! and !2, !3, !4 ," DI imply % = % " Dc. !

Lemma 6.2 (compare Figure 12).
If DI = {!1, !4}, then either
(a) u1 < d2 and I = {1, u1}, or
(b) d!"1 < um and I = {um, d!}.

d" = n

n + 1a = 0

# = d1 = 1

b = d2

! = u1

! = d" = n

b = n + 10

d1 = 1

# = um

a = d""1

Figure 12. If DI = {!1, !4} then either I = {1, u1} and u1 < d2 (left) or
I = {um, d!} and d!"1 < um (right).
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d" = n

n + 10

d1 = 1

a = dr"1 b = dr

# = ! = us

! = d" = n

b = n + 10

d1 = 1

a = dr"1 b = dr

# = us ! = us+1

Figure 13. If DI = {!2, !3} then either I = {us} with % = % = us (left) or
I = {us, us+1} with % = us and % = us+1 (right).

Proof. !2, !3 ," DI imply that {a,%} and {%, b} are (non-degenerate) edges of Q. In particular,
neither %,% " Dc nor %,% " Uc is possible.

Firstly, suppose % " Dc and % " Uc. Then !2 ," DI implies a = 0, % = u1, and % = d1 = 1.
Now !3 ," DI yields b = d2 and % = u1 requires u1 < d2 and we have shown (a).

Secondly, suppose % " Uc and % " Dc. Then !3 ," DI implies b = n+1, % = um, and % = d! = n.
Now !2 ," DI yields a = d!"1 and % = um requires d!"1 < um. This gives (b). !

Lemma 6.3 (compare Figure 13).
If DI = {!2, !3} then either
(a) % = % = us " Uc and I = {us} for some 1 + s + m, or
(b) %,% " Uc with % = us, % = us+1 for some 1 + s < m and I = {%,%}.

Proof. From !1 ," DI , we obtain (a, b)Dc = !, thus a < % + % < b and %,% " Uc. Now !4 ," DI

implies that {%,%} is either degenerate or an edge of Q. This proves the claim. !

Lemma 6.4 (Compare Figure 14).
If DI = {!1, !2, !3}, then either
(a) %,% " Dc with % = dr, % = dr+1 and I = {dr, dr+1} *M for some M %

;

[dr, dr+1] - Uc

<

, or
(b) %,% " Uc with % = us, % = us+1, M := [us, us+1]-Dc non-empty, and I = M * [us, us+1]Uc .

Proof. !1 " DI implies (a, b)Dc ,= !, while !4 ," DI implies that {%,%} is either an edge of Q
or % = %. Suppose first % = %. Then % = % " Dc implies the contradiction DI = {!1}, while
% = % " Uc implies (a, b)Dc = !, contradicting !1 " DI . We therefore assume % ,= % and only
have to distinguish the cases %,% " Dc and %,% " Uc, the other cases % " Dc, % " Uc and % " Uc

and % " Dc are not possible since !4 ," DI .
Firstly, suppose %,% " Dc. Then % = dr and % = dr+1 for some 1 + r + " ! 1, since

!4 ," DI . But this implies I = {dr, dr+1} (
;

[dr, dr+1] - Uc

<

, which is the claim of (a). Secondly,
suppose %,% " Uc. Then % = us and % = us+1 for some 1 + s + m ! 1. But this implies
[us, us+1] -Dc = (dq, dr)Dc ,= ! and I =

;

[us, us+1] -Dc

<

( [us, us+1]Uc , which proves (b). !

Lemma 6.5 is symmetric to Lemma 6.6, their proofs are almost verbatim.

Lemma 6.5 (Compare Figure 15).
If DI = {!1, !2, !4}, then either

d" = n

n + 10

d1 = 1

a = dr"1
# = dr

b = dr+2
! = dr+1

us ut

! = d" = n

b = n + 10

d1 = 1

a = dq b = dr

# = us ! = us+1

Figure 14. If DI = {!1, !2, !3} then either I = {dr, dr+1} (M with M %
[dr, dr+1] - Uc and 1 + r < " (left) or I = (dq , dr)Dc ( {us, us+1} for some
1 + q, r + " with dq < us < us+1 < dr (right).
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! = d" = n

b = n + 10

d1 = 1

a = dr

# = um

d" = n

n + 10

d1 = 1

a = dr"1
# = dr b = dr+1

us ! = ut

d" = n

n + 1a = 0

# = d1 = 1

u1
! = us

b = d2

Figure 15. There are three situations with D = {!1, !2, !4}. Firstly (upper
illustration) I = (dr, n + 1)Dc ( {um} with dr < um < dr+1 < d!, secondly
(lower left) I = {dr}Dc (M with ut " M % [dr, ut] - Uc and ut < dr+1, and
thirdly (lower right) I = (0, d2)Dc ( M with M % [u1, us]Uc , |M | # 2, and
u1 < us < d2.

(a) % = um, % = d!, a = dr for some r < "!1 with um < dr+1, and I = (dr, n+1)Dc ( [um, um]Uc ,
or

(b) % = dr with 1 < r < ", b = dr+1, M % [dr, dr+1]-Uc with % " M , and I = (dr"1, dr+1)Dc (M ,
or

(c) % = 1, b = d2, M % [1, d2] - Uc with % " M and u1 < %, and I = (0, d2)Dc (M .

Proof. Since !1 " DI , we have (a, b)Dc ,= !, that is, a, b are not consecutive numbers in Dc. From
!3 ," DI , we deduce that {%, b} is an edge of Q. Moreover, !4 " DI implies that %,% " Uc and
% = % are impossible. We now have two cases to distinguish.

Firstly, suppose % = um and b = n + 1. Then % = d! = n and !2 " DI implies (a,%)Dc ,= !.
Together with a = max {d " Dc | d < um} we have a = dr for some 1 + r + "! 2 with um < dr+1

and I = (dr, n+ 1)Dc ( [um, um]Uc , this shows (a).
Secondly, suppose % = dr and b = dr+1 for some 1 + r + " ! 1, and % " (%, b) - Uc. If % = 1

then !2 " DI implies % ,= u1, so we distinguish the cases % = 1 and % ,= 1. Suppose first that
% = dr with r > 1. If [dr, dr+1] -Uc ,= ! then we immediatly have the claim for every non-empty
M % [dr, dr+1] - Uc. If [dr, dr+1] - Uc = ! then % = % " Dc which is impossible. Thus we have

d" = n

n + 1a = 0

# = d1 = 1

b = dr

! = u1

d" = n

n + 10

d1 = 1

a = dr"1 b = dr+1! = dr

# = us $

! = d" = n

b = n + 10

d1 = 1

# = us um

a = d""1

Figure 16. There are three situations with D = {!1, !3, !4}. Firstly (upper
illustration) I = (0, dr)Dc ( {u1} with d1 < dr"1 < u1 < dr, secondly (lower
left) I = {dr} (M with us " M % [us, dr] - Uc and dr"1 < us, and thirdly
(lower right) I = (d!"1, n + 1)Dc (M with um " M % [us, um]Uc , |M | # 2,
and d!"1 < us < um.
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shown (b). Suppose now that % = d1 = 1. Then a = 0, b = d2, and !2 " DI implies % " Uc \ {u1}.
This proves (c). !

Lemma 6.6 (Compare Figure 16).
If DI = {!1, !3, !4}, then either
(a) % = d1 = 1, % = u1, b = dr for some r > 2 with dr"1 < u1, and I = (0, dr)Dc ( [u1, u1]Uc , or
(b) % = dr with 2 + r + "! 1, M % [dr"1,%] - Uc with % " M , and I = (dr"1, dr+1)Dc (M , or
(c) % = us, % = d! = n, a = d!"1 such that d!"1 < us < um, M % [us, um]Uc with % " M , and

I = (d!"1, n+ 1) (M .

Lemma 6.7. If DI = {!2, !3, !4}, then I = (dr, dr+1)Dc ( M for some M $ [us, ut]Uc with
us, ut " M with 1 + r + "! 1, 1 + s < s+ 1 < t + m and us, ut " M .

Proof. From !1 ," DI , we obtain (a, b)Dc = !, in particular, a = dr and b = dr+1 for some
1 + r + " ! 1. Thus %,% " Uc and because of !4 " DI we have % = us and % = ut for some
1 + s < s+ 1 < t + um. But then I = M for some M % [us, ut]Uc with us, ut " M . !
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